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1  Introduction

For decades the volume of goods traffic in Germany and 

Europe has been rising steadily and sometimes rapidly, with 

forecasts predicting further growth. Marine transport has in-

creased significantly, due to the continuing internationalisa-

tion of trade and production, and consequently more cargo 

is transported via means such as road, rail and waterways. 

It has been evident for many years that road haulage and 

rail transport can hardly cope with the growing transport 

volume. At the same time, competition amongst the trans-

port modes is ever increasing, as is cost pressure. There are 

various factors determining whether transport by ship has 

advantages over road haulage or rail transport and each 

mode has its specific strengths.

Inland waterway transport is mainly used for longer distanc-

es and larger transport volumes where its economic efficien-

cy is better in comparison to road or rail. The lower cost per 

ton of cargo transported and distance unit is not the only 

advantage of transport by inland waterways. It is also more 

environmentally friendly, causing fewer emissions (in terms 

of noise and carbon dioxide) and boasting the lowest prima-

ry fuel consumption of all of the above-mentioned modes of 

transport. Moreover, the energy performance of an inland 

navigation vessel is often underestimated: if, in addition to 

the energy consumption required for its mere use as a trans-

portation vessel, the so-called “grey energy” is taken into 

account, meaning the total energy consumed throughout the 

vessel’s life cycle from manufacturing through maintenance 

to disposal, inland navigation vessels are even more cost- 

efficient than the other two means of transport. Seen from 

the politico-economic perspective, emphasis must also 

be placed on the external costs (climate gases, air pollu- 

tants, accidents and noise) of traffic on inland waterways 

which are lowest in comparison with rail and road traffic.

The average ship tonnage is increasing at a rate of 1 to 

1.5 % per year. This increase is primarily due to competition 

amongst the transport modes. Public investments in the ex-

tension of the waterways are consequently required to im-

prove the availability of high-capacity waterways and enable 

uninterrupted traffic of large vessels on the major transport 

routes. 

The existing waterways must ensure safe and economic 

shipping operations for the European fleet of inland vessels, 

including larger vessels. While recent extensions of water-

ways have mostly focused on the ship sizes expected for the 

future, the navigability of a large number of existing inland 

waterways is subject to limitations. Narrow curve radii or in-

adequately designed lock approaches or lock canals require 

increasing nautical skills of the shipmasters and better vessel 

equipment to cope with the restrictions regarding the ease 

of navigation.

The objective of this brochure is to look at the different  

existing waterway situations and cross-sections, showing 

the sailing and manoeuvring behaviour currently adopted by  

inland vessels and the resulting loads on the channel bed 

and banks. The brochure describes the broad range of  

infrastructures to be found in the Western European network 

of waterways with special respect to German waterways, 

ranging from shipping canals to free-flowing and impounded 

rivers with their special flow and discharge characteristics 

affecting the dynamics of ships navigating inland waterways.

This brochure’s target readers are:

Shipmasters and shipping company representatives

Staff in waterways administrations

Political representatives

Associations focusing on environmental or economic issues

Research and development institutions
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2  Inland navigation vessels and navigation

2.1 Vessels and fleet structure

2.1.1 Ship dimensions and load draughts

The dimensions of inland navigation vessels such as length, 

beam and draught are limited by the available cross-sec-

tions of the main waterways. In central Europe, these are in 

particular the River Rhine with its impounded tributaries and 

the network of canals in Western Germany. Since the share 

of freight transport on the stretches of the Rhine is high and 

the shipping channel depths and widths are favourable, a 

Rhine fleet in its own right has developed over time in ad-

dition to the vessels working other rivers and canals in the 

entire network of waterways. The special Rhine fleet con-

sists of individual vessels exceeding 11.45 m in width as well 

as large push-tow units (pushed convoys) that are not found 

on the adjoining waterways. The dimensions of European 

inland navigation vessels, however, mainly depend on the 

dimensions permitted for craft and units navigating the in-

land waterways adjoining the Rhine.

The designations chosen for older European vessel types 

generally refer to the rivers and canals for which they were 

built. The vessel types Peniche (Theodor Bayer), Gustav 

Königs (Dortmund-Ems Canal barge) and Johann Welker 

(Europe Ship), which are still in use today, were designed for 

shipping in the canals and locks existing or under construc-

tion at the time when these ships were built. However, ship 

owners were permanently under economic pressure and 

forced to reduce the specific costs of transportation (per 

ton transported), in particular those related to staff and fuel 

consumption. As a result, the lengths, widths and draughts 

of ships increased as well as their drive power. 

Even though the increase in ship size leads to less efficient 

cross-section ratios combined with a reduction in maxi-

mum ship speed, the new, more modern vessels generally 

have improved manoeuvrability, which allows the reduction 

of both the vessel speed and the safety distances. Mod-

ern large motor vessels (GMS) are therefore able to navi-

gate in restricted waterways such as the network of canals 

in North-Western Germany and the Main-Danube Canal, 

which were originally designed for the Europe ship. Today, 

typical locks for inland navigation in European canals are 

around 12 m wide and around 110 to 200 m long. These di-

mensions currently limit the maximum beam of a vessel to 

around 11.4 m, the length of a barge to around 76 m and the 

length of a motor vessel to 110 m (GMS). Taking the typical 

water depths and corresponding draughts into account, the 

load carrying capacity of a single vessel sailing in the canal 

network is nowadays limited to approximately 1,500 DWT 

(deadweight tons) for Europe ships (ES), approximately 

2,200 DWT for large motor vessels and up to 4,000 DWT for 

pushed convoys (SV).

The increasing importance of container transport in Europe 

has resulted in an adaptation of vessel dimensions in large 

rivers such as the Rhine and the Danube. For instance, the 

largest ships navigating the Rhine as well as stretches of the 

Danube and the Dutch and Belgium networks of waterways 

are up to 23 m wide and about 135 m long. Push-tow units 

consisting, for example, of a pusher and up to six barges 

have dimensions of 23 x 270 m or 34 x 190 m. The average 

navigation channel depth of the largest rivers in Europe al-

lows draughts ranging from 3 to 4 m. The maximum draught 

presently permitted in many European canals is 2.8 m. 

Given the global increase in transport demand, the compe-

tition amongst the various transport modes and the rising 

fuel costs, it is likely that the size of the inland navigation 

vessels navigating the main waterways will continue to in-

crease while traditional vessel types of smaller dimensions 

will be crowded out and take to side waterways. To date 

it is uncertain whether the climate change will have a sig-

nificant impact on the fleet, for example by leading to the 

reintroduction of more smaller-sized vessels that are also 

able to navigate at extremely low water levels, because 

the data so far obtained on changes in flows, in particular 

in the Rhine area, is not reliable. At any rate it is to be ex-

pected that the available depths and widths of navigation 

channels, especially in free-flowing waterways, cannot be  

completely adapted to the increasing ship dimensions be-

cause of hydraulic and politico-economic reasons. Fairway 

widths might even be restricted in order to obtain great-

er depths at bottlenecks (Söhngen et al., 2010). It is like-

ly, therefore, that shipbuilding technology will overcome 

these problems by further improving the manoeuvrability 

of vessels, possibly even using modern track control sys-
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Large motor vessel  NL B D Other Total Year of construction  
between 2000 and 2009

Up to 1,000 DWT 1,799 706 430 200 3,135 32

1,001 to 1,500 DWT 691 250 423 293 1657 24

1,501 to 2,000 DWT 298 74 110 65 547 71

2,001 to 2,500 DWT 148 56 55 8 267 41

2,501 to 3,000 DWT 162 46 44 3 255 91

> 3,000 DWT 266 62 9 3 340 275

Total 3,364 1,194 1,071 572 6,201 534

Motor tank vessels NL B D Other Total Year of construction  
between 2000 and 2009

Up to 1,000 DWT 378 113 125 23 639 22

1,001 to 1,500 DWT 113 52 162 24 351 23

1,501 to 2,000 DWT 102 19 73 21 215 60

2,001 to 2,500 DWT 82 22 58 15 177 38

2,501 to 3,000 DWT 79 21 32 23 155 80

> 3,000 DWT 131 33 14 15 193 141

Total 885 260 464 121 1,730 364

Vessel size class
[DWT]

MLK
(Hannover)

DEK
(Münster)

WDK 
(Datteln/Friedrichsfeld)

Rhein-Herne-Kanal, 
Duisburg

MDK

E       0 -   400 1.2 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.1

E    401 -   650 3.5 4.2 3.3 0.7 1.5

E    651 -   900 14.9 12.7 10.3 6.4 4.8

E   901 - 1,000 9.5 6.1 3.4 2.5 1.7

E  1,001 - 1,500 32.2 45.4 37.7 38.5 24.7

E  1,501 - 2,000 10.0 11.0 19.9 29.5 24.9

E 2,001 - 2,500 9.2 6.4 8.6 8.4 16.5

E 2,501 - 3,000 9.5 7.1 7.5 7.2 14.6

E > 3,000 2.7 2.0 6.0 2.4 1.7

SL      0 - 1 ,500 5.8 3.7 2.1 4.1 8.3

SL 1,501 - 2,000 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.2

SL > 2,000 1.3 0.8 0.7 0.0 0.9

Ø DWT E 1,467.0 1,399.0 1,604.0 1,595.0 1,797.0

Ø DWT E + SL 1,424.0 1,374.0 1,588.0 1,547.0 1,691.0

Table 2.1.1-1: European fleet (number of vessels) of inland navigation vessels (Rhine states, Belgium, Luxemburg) 
 according to deadweight classes and countries of origin (as at October 2009)

Table 2.1.1-2:  Regional fleet structures in 2030 (% number of vessels and load carrying capacity in DWT): WDK, RHK,  
DEK, MLK, MDK

Legend:  
E  = Self-propelled vessel (single driving or part of a push-tow unit)  
SL  = Pushed barge (lighter) (part of a push-tow unit) 
DWT  = Deadweight Tons
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Type Vessel size class
[DWT]

Lower Rhine
(Wesel)

Upper Rhine
(Iffezheim)

Moselle Main  
upstream of Offenbach

Danube

E       0 -   400 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.1 2.1

E    401 -   650 2.4 0.7 0.3 1.5 1.5

E    651 -   900 5.2 2.2 2.0 4.5 5.6

E   901 - 1,000 2.2 1.3 1.3 1.8 1.0

E  1,001 - 1,500 19.5 16.4 14.6 25.1 17.4

E  1,501 - 2,000 16.0 17.1 18.5 23.1 24.0

E 2,001 - 2,500 14.2 20.2 26.3 18.2 9.2

E 2,501 - 3,000 16.9 28.3 22.8 16.1 8.2

E > 3,000 5.3 6.2 4.7 1.9 1.0

SL      0 - 1 ,500 2.6 1.6 1.5 6.3 29.0

SL 1,501 - 2,000 0.7 1.3 1.7 0.3 0.2

SL > 2,000 14.6 4.5 6.0 1.1 0.8

Ø DWT E 1,914.0 2,153.0 2,116.0 1,827.0 1,658.0

Ø DWT E + SL 2,008.0 2,150.0 2,127.0 1,748.0 1,307.0

Table 2.1.2-1:  Fleet structure in 2030 (% number of vessels and load carrying capacity in DWT): Rhine, Moselle,  
Main and Danube

Vessel size class
[DWT]

ESK Middle Elbe
(Magdeburg)

HOW  
north of Havel Canal

UHW 
(Potsdam)

HOW  
(Spandau)

E       0 -   400 0.2 0.0 0.2 3.1 1.2

E    401 -   650 2.4 8.4 4.2 17.1 4.1

E    651 -   900 10.6 11.3 11.1 15.6 11.6

E   901 - 1,000 9.8 3.5 1.9 6.0 2.1

E  1,001 - 1,500 31.7 20.1 2.5 12.6 2.7

E  1,501 - 2,000 10.4 0.0 5.1 3.6 5.6

E 2,001 - 2,500 10.6 0.0 0.4 1.9 0.8

E 2,501 - 3,000 9.3 0.0 0.4 2.2 0.9

E > 3,000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.0

SL      0 - 1 ,500 15.0 56.7 74.2 36.6 70.8

SL 1,501 - 2,000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

SL > 2,000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.2

Ø DWT E 1,466.0 944.0 1,025.0 933.0 1,056.0

Ø DWT E + SL 1,308.0 643.0 571.0 790.0 604.0

Table 2.1.2-2:  Fleet structure in 2030 (% number of vessels and load carrying capacity in DWT): Elbe Lateral Canal, Elbe  
and the Berlin waterways

Legend:  
E  = Self-propelled vessel (single driving or part of a push-tow unit)  
SL  = Pushed barge (lighter) (part of a push-tow unit) 
DWT  = Deadweight Tons
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tems (autopilots) to make the best possible use of the pre-

vailing conditions in existing navigational channels. With 

fuel costs rising, the trend towards more energy efficient  

navigation will continue, so that vessels will probably sail at 

lower speeds and reduced fuel consumption levels. While 

this evolution will probably only affect ship dimensions to a 

minor degree, it will have a significant impact on the design 

of propulsion and steering units.

Changes must also be expected in the number of recrea-

tional craft and their size, among other things due to the 

higher expectations of leisure craft users. Hence, the  

number of passenger ships in German waterways will prob-

ably increase, too. In view of this development it may be-

come necessary to introduce restrictions regarding the size 

and engine power of leisure craft because of the resulting  

higher impacts on the bottom and banks of our waterways.

2.1.2 Fleet structure and evolution

The existing infrastructure and the need to operate profita-

ble vessel units which prevails in the logistics market have 

an impact on the current fleet structure. Since the water-

way infrastructure in Western Europe is heterogeneous, 

there are significant differences between the fleets in terms 

of size and composition. In some areas, the fairway widths 

and depths only admit ship sizes in the range from 700 to  

1,000 DWT. 

However, if the fairway cross-sections in free-flowing rivers 

such as the Rhine or in canals and impounded rivers are 

sufficiently wide, it is possible to navigate vessels with  

1,200 to 3,000 DWT.

Whenever extension or new development measures are 

carried out on continuous reaches in the network of wa-

terways in order to enable the navigation of large modern 

ships, a fleet of larger vessels is created as a precondition of 

more profitable transport business. In addition to this trend 

towards bigger vessels, spurred by the development of the 

network infrastructure, it is also the ongoing replacement 

of old ships with new vessels which brings the fleet up to 

modern standards and which in the past has increased the 

pressure for a further extension of the waterways. Based 

on the trend observed in the last few decades, the aver-

age size of inland navigation vessels (in terms of DWT) can 

be expected to increase by 1  to 1.5 % per year. As in the 

past, this development will result from the replacement of 

smaller older vessels with larger newer craft as well as from 

ship modifications (increased ship length and in some cas-

es also width). For a better assessment of this trend and to 

obtain more reliable data for waterway planning, the former  

BMVBS (today the Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital 

Infrastructure, BMVI) commissioned forecasts of regional 

fleet structures in 2010.

Transport by ship on the different reaches of the network of 

waterways is profitable and attractive due to the larger ship 

dimensions.

Besides the typical inland navigation vessels listed in Chap-

ter 2, extra-long large motor vessels (max. 135 m long vessel 

- üGMS) in particular have become increasingly present in 

the market over the past 15 years. In addition to this ves-

sel type which has a length of 135 m and a beam of 11.45 m 

and which is often the product of an extension to a GMS, a 

new type is meanwhile seen on the Rhine more and more 

frequently (currently more than 100  craft): the so-called 

“Jowi class” with a length of 135 m and a beam ranging  

from 13 to 17 m (individual ships are even larger). With more 

than 3,000  tons transported these ships fall under the  

category “Self-propelled vessel > 3,000 DWT” in the table 

referred to here. There are regional differences regarding 

the deadweight of the ships; however, the operating costs 

(including crew and fuel) remain almost unchanged when 

the deadweight increases, i.e. the transport of cargo is  

generally more profitable with larger vessels if the degree 

of capacity utilisation is good. 

This trend towards larger vessels is not only observed on 

extended waterways but also on other waterway types. 

Larger ship dimensions and load draughts on the present 

waterways also mean that greater nautical and technical  

demands are placed on the ship and crew alike. The  

following recommendations for different navigation zones 

and situations are intended to provide guidance for easy 

and safe navigation on Germany’s inland waterways.
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2.1.3 Inland navigation vessel types  
 and pushed convoys

The following section describes the typical vessels and 

convoys in the European fleet of inland navigation vessels. 

Besides providing information on dimensions and on pro-

pulsion and steering devices it shows typical values for the 

achievable ship speed at maximum engine power when 

sailing in shallow water conditions, i.e. in a navigation chan-

nel which is not laterally confined. The typical or reference 

values indicate the speed relative to the water body, mean-

ing that when the vessel is sailing upstream the values in-

dicated must be reduced by the approximate value of the 

flow velocity, while for downstream navigation they must 

be increased to obtain the values over ground. Whereas at 

large water depths the usable engine power is equal to the 

installed engine power, smaller water depths only allow the 

use of reduced engine power. It is for these reasons and 

also due to hydraulic factors, especially in the critical ship 

speed range, that the ship speeds indicated below have to 

be reduced if the water is shallower. As a rule each vessel 

is unique, frequently undergoing conversions during its life 

cycle. Some vessels may therefore not be in conformity with 

the vessel types specified below.

Inland navigation vessel, Peniche class [photo: Juan, Remi]
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Peniche – Class I according to the  
classification of inland waterways

Operation range: Rhine, German network of canals, water-

ways in France, Belgium and the Netherlands

Length m 37.5 - 38.5

Beam m 4.8 - 5.0

Draught m 1.8 - 2.5

Deadweight t 250 - 365

Water depth m 3.0 5.0

Speed km/h 10 12

Propulsion and steering: 

Single screw with 1.0 to 1.1 m diameter and 1  rudder blade, 

installed engine power approximately 200 kW

Gustav Königs – Class III

Operation range: Rhine, Weser, and Elbe rivers, German  

network of canals, eastern network of canals, waterways in 

Belgium and the Netherlands

Length m 67.0 - 85.0 

Beam m 8.2

Draught m 2.1 - 2.8

Deadweight t 749 - 1,300

Water depth m 3.0 5.0

Speed km/h 14 16

Propulsion and steering:

Single screw with 1.2 to 1.5 m diameter and 1 or 2  rudder 

blades, installed engine power approx. 580 kW

Motor vessel, Gustav Königs – Class III (with dry cargo) [photo: Liebthal, pixelio.de]
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Johann Welker – Class IV

Operation range: Rhine, Danube, Weser, and Elbe rivers, 

German network of canals, waterways in Belgium and the 

Netherlands

Length m 80.0 - 105.0

Beam m 9.5

Draught m 2.5 - 3.0

Deadweight t 1,295 - 2,000

Water depth m 3.0 5.0

Speed km/h 15 18

Propulsion and steering: 

One or two ducted propeller(s) with 1.3 to 1.6 m diameter and 

1 or 2  rudder blades per propeller; bow thruster. Installed 

engine power of the main propulsion unit approx. 750 kW

Inland navigation vessel, Johann Welker class with dry cargo 
[photo: Jan v. Bröckel, pixelio.de]

Container vessel with 60 - 90 TEU [photo: Jan v. Bröckel, pixelio.de]

Motor tank vessel [photo: Jaegers shipping company]
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GMS (large motor vessel) – Class Va

Operation range: Rhine and Danube rivers, North German  

network of canals, waterways in the Netherlands and  

Belgium 

Length m 85.0 - 110.0

Beam m 10.4 - 11.45

Draught m 2.7 - 3.2

Deadweight t 1,660 - 2,900 

Water depth m 3.0 5.0

Speed km/h 15 18

Propulsion and steering: 

One or two ducted propeller(s) with 1.6 to 1.8 m diameter  

and 1 or 2 rudder blades per propeller; bow thruster. Installed 

engine power of the main propulsion unit up to approx. 

2,000 kW

Tanker – Class IV [photo: Bernd Sterzl, Fotolia]

Large motor vessel (with dry cargo) [BDB e. V.]

Container vessel with 180 - 216 TEU  
[photo: Irina Fischer, Fotolia]
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Rhine and Danube ships – Class Vb 
(length-extended GMS / üGMS)

Operation range: Rhine and Danube rivers, some canals  

in North-West Germany, waterways in Belgium and the 

Netherlands

Length m 110.0 - 135.0

Beam m 11.45

Draught m 2.8 - 3.7

Deadweight t 2,720 - 3,500

Water depth m 3.0 5.0

Speed km/h 15 18

Propulsion and steering: 

Two ducted propellers with 1.6 to 1.8 m diameter and 2 rud-

der blades per propeller; 2 bow thrusters. Installed engine 

power of the main propulsion unit approx. 2,000 kW

Rhine ships Jowi class – Class Vb  
(length- and beam-extended GMS)

Operation range: Rhine

Length m 110.0 - 135.0

Beam m 13.0 - 17.5

Draught m 2.8 - 4.0

Deadweight t 2,590 - 8,400

Water depth m 3.0 5.0

Speed km/h 14 16

Propulsion and steering: 

Two or three ducted propellers with 1.6 to 1.8 m diameter and 

1 or 2 rudder blades per propeller; 2 bow thrusters. Installed 

engine power of the main propulsion unit approx. 3,000 kW

Canal-going extra-long large motor vessel  
[photo: Klaas Hartz, pixelio.de]

135 m long tanker [photo: Jaegers shipping company]

Extended motor vessel (üGMS) with wide beam  
[photo: BDB e. V.]
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Push-tow unit (convoy), motor vessel  
pushing one barge – Class Vb

Operation range: Rhine and Danube rivers, network of canals 

in North-West Germany, waterways in Belgium, the Nether-

lands, etc. 

Length m 185.0 - 190.0

Beam m 11.45

Draught m 2.8 - 3.7

Deadweight t 3,740 - 5,200

Water depth m 3.0 5.0

Speed km/h 13 16

Propulsion and steering: 

Two ducted propellers with 1.6 to 1.8 m diameter and 2 rud-

der blades per propeller; 2 bow thrusters. Installed engine 

power of the main propulsion unit approx. 2,000 kW.

Push-tow unit, motor vessel with three  
barges – Class VIa

Operation range: Rhine

Length m 185.0

Beam m 22.9

Draught m 2.8 - 3.7

Deadweight t 7,920 - 10,500

Water depth m 3.0 5.0

Speed km/h 12 14

 

Propulsion and steering: 

Two or three ducted propellers with 1.6 to 1.8 m diameter and 

1 or 2 rudder blades per propeller; 2 bow thrusters; installed 

engine power of the main propulsion unit approx. 2,800 kW.

Class Vb: Push-tow unit – breasted-up formation  
[photo: DTG eG]

Breasted-up formation [photo: DTG eG] 
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Push-tow unit, pusher with four  
barges – Class VIb

Operation range: Rhine, Danube, and Schelde rivers

Length m 185.0 - 195.0

Beam m 22.9

Draught m 2.8 - 4.0

Deadweight t 7,650 - 11,000

Water depth m 3.0 5.0

Speed km/h 12 14

Propulsion and steering: 

Two ducted propellers with 1.6 to 1.8 m diameter and 2 rud-

der blades per propeller; 1 or 2 bow thrusters or a flanking 

rudder; installed engine power of the main propulsion unit 

approx. 3,400 kW.

Pushed convoy – four barges [photo: Rhenus PartnerShip GmbH]
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Push-tow unit, push boat with six  
barges – Class VIc

Operation range: Rhine and Danube rivers

Length m 270.0

Beam m 22.8

Draught m 2.8 - 4.0

Deadweight t 11,500 - 17,000

Water depth m 3.0 5.0

Speed km/h 11 13

Propulsion and steering: 

Two or three ducted propellers with 1.8 to 2.0 m diameter 

and 2 rudder blades per propeller; 1 or 2 bow thrusters or a 

flanking rudder; installed engine power of the main propul-

sion unit approx. 4,500 kW.

Pushed convoy [photo: Imperial Shipping Holding GmbH]

Tug – Class I

Operation range: Schelde, Rhine, Danube, Weser and Elbe 

rivers

Length m 20.0 - 25.0

Beam m 7.0-9.0

Draught m 1.3 - 2.5

Water depth m 3.0 5.0

Speed km/h 13 14

Propulsion and steering: 

Two ducted propellers with 1.6 to 1.8 m diameter and 2 rudder 

blades per propeller, 1 bow thruster; installed engine power 

of the main propulsion unit approx. 10,00 kW.

Tug [photo: Gerd Frick, MarineTraffic.com]
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River cruise ship – Class VIb

Operation range: Rhine, Danube, Weser, and Elbe rivers,  

waterways in the Netherlands and Western Germany

Length m 80.0 - 135.0

Beam m 11.4 - 22.9

Draught m 1.0 - 1.8

Water depth m 3.0 5.0

Speed km/h 15 18

Propulsion and steering: 

Two or three ducted propellers with 1.6 to 1.8 m diameter and 

1 or 2 rudder blades per propeller; 2 bow thrusters; installed 

engine power of the main propulsion units approx. 1,200 kW.

Class VIb: River cruise ship [photo: Ralf Gosch, Fotolia]
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Passenger boat – Class VIb  
(for day trips and events)

Operation range: Rhine

Length m 80.0 - 135.0

Beam m Max. 22.9

Draught m 2.0

Water depth m 3.0 5.0

Speed km/h 16 19

Propulsion and steering: 

Two or three ducted propellers with 1.6 to 1.8 m diameter and 

1 or 2 rudder blades per propeller; 1 bow thruster; installed 

engine power of the main propulsion unit approx. 1,400 kW.

Class VIb: Passenger boat [photo: BDB e. V.]
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Fig. 2.2-1: Bow with V-shaped frame and transverse  
 thruster [DST]

Fig. 2.2-2:  Bow with U-shaped frame and transverse  
 thruster [DST]

Fig. 2.2-3:  Wedge-shaped bow with bow thruster [DST]

2.2 Vessel hull form  
 and construction

Although the waterway infrastructure has been significantly 

improved by hydraulic engineering works, the different zones 

of operation are characterised by differing requirements  

regarding the vessel hull form as well as the propulsion  

and manoeuvring systems. Sailing in a canal, for instance,  

requires only little propelling power but high manoeuvrability. 

On the other hand, a ship travelling on the Rhine needs an 

optimised hull form, a relatively high propelling power and  

appropriate manoeuvrability. Moreover, its deadweight  

tonnage must be high. 

There is no vessel shape that meets all of these requirements, 

which is why a vessel’s hull form is designed to fit the respec-

tive zone of operation in which the ship is most likely to nav-

igate most often. When sailing in other operation areas, the 

vessel’s hydrodynamic properties and profitability of opera-

tion will be affected. 

This is the fundamental basis on which decisions have to be 

made regarding the: 

 • Shape of the bow,

 • Shape of the aft-ship, 

 • Moulded depth,

 • Type of the propulsion system,

 • Number of propulsion devices or number of propellers, 

 • Type of manoeuvring system  

(single-, twin- or triple-blade rudder) and

 • Transverse thrusters  

(bow thruster, stern thruster, bow rudder).

Bow shape and bow thruster

On ships navigating in rivers with higher flow velocities, 

V-shaped frames are frequently used for the bow. Figure 2.2-1 

shows this bow shape combined with a transverse thruster.

In contrast to V-shaped bow frames, U-shaped frames lead 

to a higher displacement and consequently a higher dead-

weight tonnage if the stern shape and the main dimensions 

are the same. If ship dimensions and ship speed are identi-

cal, a ship with a U-shaped frame tends to need a somewhat 
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Fig. 2.2-4: Aft-ship with tunnel and two screws [DST]

higher drive power than a ship with a V-shaped frame. Hence, 

when choosing the bow shape, a crucial factor is whether the 

priority is to minimise fuel consumption or to maximise dead-

weight tonnage. Figure 2.2-2 shows a bow with a U-shaped 

frame and transverse thruster.

Figure 2.2-3 shows a wedge-shaped bow fitted with a bow 

thruster in an attached gondola. The wedge-shaped bow is 

mainly used for pushed barges. This relatively simply construc-

tion will sometimes also be used for motor vessels with the 

aim of reducing construction costs. The displacement is higher 

with a wedge-shaped bow than with V- or U-shaped frames, 

but more drive power is needed to achieve the same ship 

speed. The bow thruster depicted in Fig. 2.2-3 is a four-chan-

nel system which provides thrust through 360 degrees.

Aft-ship shape, number of propellers and 
steering systems

The construction of the stern of an inland navigation vessel 

typically is dominated by one or several so-called tunnels (see 

Fig. 2.2-4) which are located above the propeller(s). The func-

tion of these tunnels is to ensure that the propulsion process 

is not disturbed by the inclusion of air into the afflux to the pro-

peller, coming from the water surface when the vessel is only 

partly laden or sailing without cargo. If there is significant air 

ingress into the propulsion system, the propeller thrust is re-

duced or in some cases even entirely interrupted. Without the 

use of tunnels, the propeller would have to be designed with a 

smaller diameter and lower propulsion efficiency. Another op-

tion would be to increase the draught by using ballast water.

Today, all new inland navigation vessels have ducted propel-

lers with a nozzle. Propellers without nozzles can only trans-

mit limited thrust loads with acceptable efficiency. A ducted 

propeller with nozzle, on the other hand, enables higher 

thrust loads to be transmitted at better efficiencies. In the fol-

lowing only stern types designed for ducted propellers are 

considered.

Most inland vessels use a single or twin-propeller system. 

Compared to the twin propeller system, a single propeller 

unit (see Figs. 2.2-5 and 2.2-6) allows a more streamlined 

underwater body and thus needs less drive power to reach 

Fig. 2.2-5: Single-propeller system with single-blade  
 rudder system [DST]

Fig. 2.2-6: Single-propeller system with twin-blade  
 rudder system [DST]
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the same speed.  Assuming the same fore body shape, the 

displacement and consequently the deadweight tonnage of 

a ship with a single-propeller system are lower than that of 

a vessel with twin-propellers. Single-blade and twin-blade 

rudders are used in both systems. The hydrodynamic prop-

erties of the single-blade rudder are better when the vessel 

is in forward motion because less drive power is generally 

required for the same speed. However, the twin-blade rudder 

fulfils higher manoeuvring requirements.

If the thrust loads are very high, twin-propeller systems are 

used (see Figs. 2.2-7 and 2.2-8). Twin-propeller systems can 

also be used in push boats for units with one, two or more 

barges. Moreover, the twin-propeller drive recommends 

itself in navigation zones with low water levels and/or low 

fairway depths where vessels cannot be laden with the max-

imum draught, but only with partial loads, and the propeller 

diameters must be relatively small. To ensure that there is 

nevertheless sufficient thrust for a vessel carrying maximum 

load, two propellers are used.

A triple-propeller system is rarely used on inland navigation 

vessels with the exception of pushers. It is found in some 

vessels with a beam exceeding 15 m. Pushers with a beam 

of more than 12 m and high thrust load are fitted with either 

three or four propellers. Which of the two systems is chosen 

is based on the same reasons as the choice between single- 

and twin-propellers.

Fig. 2.2-7: Twin-propeller system with single-blade  
 rudder system [DST]

Fig. 2.2-8: Twin-propeller system with twin-blade  
 rudder system [DST]

Fig. 2.2-9:  Rudder propeller [DST] Fig. 2.2-10:  Vane-screw propeller [DST]
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Selection of the propulsion and manoeuvring 
systems

As a rule, large pushers and motor vessels have a main 

drive using propellers and a separate manoeuvring or steer-

ing system. Small pushers used for short distances or har-

bour operations, tugs and passenger ships are sometimes 

equipped with a drive having an integrated steering system, 

hence their high manoeuvrability. The rudder propellers 

used (see Fig.2.2-9) can be turned horizontally by 360° and 

all of the thrust produced by the system can be used to gen-

erate transversal force. The rudder propellers can be either 

with or without nozzles. Their number depends on the thrust 

and manoeuvrability required for the respective type of oper-

ation. Vane-screw propellers are mainly used for passenger 

ships and for port service or harbour tugs (Fig. 2.2-10). The 

propeller can provide 360° directional control by adjusting 

the blade angle.

2.3 Propulsion and steering devices

2.3.1 Ship propellers

To accelerate a vessel from rest a certain force is required. 

This force is the thrust which is generated primarily by the 

ship’s main drive, the propeller (or screw). The propeller is 

acting as a pump which produces an accelerated water jet in 

a particular direction. The thrust is the reaction force against 

the water jet and directed in the opposite direction of the jet. 

The magnitude of the thrust force depends on two factors: 

the volume of water which is accelerated by the propeller 

within a specific time and the difference between the flow 

velocity upstream and downstream of the propeller. 

Propellers are often distinguished according to their profile. 

The profile is created in systematic test series in which  

geometric parameters are systematically varied. The most 

commonly used free turning propeller (without a nozzle) is 

the Wageningen propeller in the so-called B series. Kaplan 

and skew propellers are the most important ducted propel-

lers that have proven their superiority for inland navigation 

with its high degrees of thrust load. However, new profiles 

for propellers and nozzles continue to be developed with the  

aim of increasing efficiency, reducing the noise and the ener-

gy consumption of propulsion devices.

In the following a distinction is made between the different 

propeller types according to their basic design characteris-

tics. Water jet propulsion is mentioned as an alternative drive 

system.

Fixed pitch propeller

The fixed pitch propeller is the type most commonly used in 

inland waterway transport (Figures 2.3.1-1 and 2.3.1-2). The 

drive power of one propeller is between 200 and 10,00 kW 

depending on its diameter and turning speed. Multi-propel-

ler drive systems are used as a rule to increase drive power. 

Fig. 2.3.1-1.:  Propeller without nozzle [DST] Fig. 2.3.1-2: Propeller with nozzle [DST]
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The thrust direction is changed either via a reversible engine 

or with a reversing gear. The thrust and thus the speed can be 

increased by augmenting the number of propeller revolutions.

Generally, if the propeller diameter is increased whereas 

the drive power remains unchanged, the input energy (fuel) 

is used more efficiently. However, for practical reasons the 

propeller diameter can only be increased up to a specific 

limit on inland navigation vessels because of their shallow 

draught. To avoid ingress of air, the diameter generally must 

not be much larger than the ship’s draught and to avoid con-

tact with the waterway bed, the propeller must not project 

beyond the ship’s bottom.

To increase the propeller diameter as much as possible, a 

tunnel is installed on most inland navigation vessels to en-

able a propeller design with a diameter larger than the min-

imum draught. But, as has been mentioned above, this in-

crease is limited to avoid ingress of air into the tunnel since 

this will significantly reduce the thrust effect. If the propeller 

diameter is too large, the risk of air ingress and the resulting 

loss of drive power are especially high for a vessel without 

cargo undertaking a stopping manoeuvre. As mentioned 

earlier, it is possible to mitigate this risk by loading ballast 

water in order to increase the draught.

A fixed pitch propeller is installed either as a free turning 

wheel or as a propeller inside a nozzle. The latter is chosen 

especially for propulsion units of slowly sailing vessels with 

high requirements regarding thrust, such as tugs, pushers 

and pushed convoys, but also self-propelled vessels which 

require a high level of thrust force. In comparison to free 

wheels, the effective thrust, that means both the thrust of 

the propeller blades and of the nozzle, is about 20 % greater. 

However, due to air intrusion problems the required propel-

ler immersion is greater with a ducted propeller than with a 

free turning propeller. Since ship speeds are generally lower 

in inland waterways than at sea and moreover the approach 

flow conditions are negatively affected by shallow water, 

ducted propellers have become the norm. Free turning 

wheels are mostly found in recreational boats, due, amongst 

other things, to their greater resilience regarding contact 

with the bed and because a nozzle would not offer any hy-

dro-mechanical advantages for ships sailing at high speeds. 

Hydraulic propeller efficiency rates, i.e. the relation of usa-

ble thrust power to the engine power at the propeller shaft, 

can reach up to 60 % at the design point. However, inland 

vessels operate seldom at the design point. The ship may 

sometimes be part of a pushed convoy. It may be navigating 

at different speeds, especially speeds lower than the de-

sign point, or in large or small water depths. It may be sailing 

without cargo or fully laden and it may be navigating in a 

canal or in shallow water, upstream or downstream. Hence, 

there often is a considerable difference between the oper-

ating point and the design point, and the efficiency rate is 

frequently only about 0.4. 

Moreover, the rigid coupling of the propellers to the propul-

sion engine (with or without a gear) means that the engine 

often has to be operated at speeds which are not optimal, 

e.g. too low. As a result, the ship’s engine operates often 

far away from the design point. Thus, the engine efficiency 

is reduced and the specific fuel consumption is increased 

compared to the design point. It follows from this that the 

propellers and the engine must be perceived as one unit. 

The disadvantages mentioned above can be offset by using 

diesel electronic drives, multi-propeller systems or variable 

tunnel geometries. In view of the cost of such investments 

it is difficult to foresee whether such solutions will be viable 

in practice.

Variable pitch propeller 

The variable pitch propeller (Fig. 2.3.1-3) works in the same 

way as the fixed pitch propeller, except that the pitch of the 

blades can be varied continuously. This means that e.g. a 

constant engine and/or shaft speed can be maintained while 

changing the thrust, also during stopping manoeuvres. This 

helps to increase the engine efficiency by sailing with an opti-

mal rotational speed. But also the hydraulic efficiency can be 

improved compared to a fixed propeller if the pitch is always 

properly adapted to the different operating conditions. In all 

cases when the ship speed is not at the design point, a varia-

ble pitch propeller has better efficiency than a fixed propeller.

However, the hydraulic efficiency of a variable pitch propel-

ler is not far away from that of a fixed propeller, even in the 

case of optimal pitch adaption, and equals that of a fixed 
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pitch propeller at the design point only because the geom-

etry of the blades is sometimes less favourable. Variable 

pitch propellers are therefore mainly employed in deep wa-

ter conditions, i.e. in maritime navigation.

The variable pitch propeller has not become established as 

a standard in inland navigation. This is probably due to the 

construction costs, which are considerable in comparison 

to a fixed pitch propeller. Moreover, the maintenance costs 

are relatively high when sailing in shallow water and close to 

the banks (touching the ground) as well as in the event of ice 

drift or, for that matter, damage from debris at flood levels.

Rudder propeller

The rudder propeller is a so-called Z drive (Fig. 2.3.1-4). It is 

possible to turn the propeller by 360°, i.e. over the entire 

horizontal plane. The rudder propeller, also referred to as 

a Schottel rudder propeller (SRP) after the manufacturer 

who first invented it, thus simultaneously serves as the main  

rudder. It is mainly used in craft with particularly high ma-

noeuvrability requirements.

Cycloidal propeller 

This propeller which is also known as a Voith-Schneider pro-

peller (Fig. 2.3.1-5)  after the engineer and manufacturer  fea-

tures an array of vertical blades mounted on a rotating circu-

lar disc. The pitch of the blades is controlled by an eccentric 

gear. The thrust is not adjusted by changing the number of 

revolutions but by altering the eccentricity (pitch) of the pro-

peller. With a cycloidal propeller, the thrust direction can be 

varied by 360° over the horizontal plane. It is the preferred 

choice for craft with a constant draught that require high ma-

noeuvrability, e.g. passenger ships or harbour tugs (so-called 

water tractors). It is also typically used as a bow thruster in 

pushed convoys. 

Pod-drives

The propeller is mounted on a gondola (also referred to as 

pod drive) with an electric motor that actuates the propeller. 

The complete drive system is housed in a streamlined gon-

dola (the pod) mounted to the bottom of the ship. As a rule, 

Fig. 2.3.1-3: Variable pitch propeller [SCHOTTEL]

Fig. 2.3.1-4: Rudder propeller [SCHOTTEL]

Fig. 2.3.1-5: Cycloidal propeller [Voith AG, Heidenheim]
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these propellers combine driving and steering functions, i.e. 

the thrust can be directed by rotating the pod system (Azi- 

Pod = Azimuthing Electric Propulsion Drive), in the same way 

as with a rudder propeller (azimuthing propeller). The ves-

sel can thus change course without needing a conventional 

rudder. Pod drives use one or two propellers which can be 

co- or counter-rotating. The use of “podded drives” on in-

land navigation vessels as an alternative to a combination of 

propellers and rudders has already been discussed in vari-

ous research and demonstration projects. In particular, pod 

drives are increasingly used in passenger ships.

Water-jet propulsion

Water-jet propulsion (also referred to as pump jet, hydro-jet 

or jet propulsion) offers an alternative to propeller drives. 

High-speed, lightweight petrol or diesel engines or gas tur-

bines drive an impeller (enclosed propeller), which sucks 

in water underneath the hull and pumps it out at the stern 

via movable nozzles. Compared to conventional propel-

ler drives, water-jet propulsion offers many advantages in 

shallow water, for example the fact that no rudder or rudder 

drive is needed. The great drawback, however, is that the 

propulsion performance is significantly lower than if propel-

lers were used; the power requirement consequently is 20 to  

40 % higher. At present, water-jet propulsion is primarily  

used for high-speed ferries, special ships and rescue units.

2.3.2 Stern rudders

The main rudders are located behind the propulsion units 

and create a high transverse force due to a higher speed of 

approach which results from the propellers’ slipstream. The 

flow around the rudder creates the rudder action and/or the 

transverse rudder force. If the rudder is held at zero (neu-

tral position), there is an almost symmetric flow around the 

rudder and the transverse forces in port direction and star-

board direction approximately cancel each other out. Figure 

2.3.2- 1 illustrates the flow field, the pressure distribution and 

the forces acting on a typical rudder.

If the rudder is turned (Fig. 2.3.2-1 shows a rudder angle to 

portside) pressure is created on its inner side, while an even 

greater suction effect is produced on its outer side. There-

fore the afterbody of the craft moves to starboard and the 

fore body to port. The transverse rudder forces increase 

generally from the neutral position with increasing rudder 

angles, but only up to approximately 35° if a single rudder is 

used and up to 45° if twin rudders are used. The longitudinal 

rudder forces towing on the rudder in the backward direc-

tion also increase which, in turn, causes the ship resistance 

to increase. Greater rudder angles mainly result in pressure 

Fig. 2.3.2-1:  Rudder action [DST] Fig. 2.3.2-2: Rudder blade with end plates [DST]
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forces, but not suction forces, acting on the rudder since the 

flow on the suction side separates from the rudder blade. 

Thus, the crosswise rudder forces decrease and the drag 

forces increase with higher rudder angles. Hence, whenever 

a change of rudder angle occurs, the speed of the sailing 

ship decreases, and the greater the angle of the rudder, the 

greater the reduction of speed. Hence, when in forward  

motion, greater rudder angles should be avoided.

It is possible to increase the rudder forces by reducing the 

pressure compensation between the suction and pressure 

sides. To this end, so-called end plates can be mounted to 

the rudder’s top and bottom edges (see Fig. 2.3.2-2).

Trim wedges at the aft end of the rudder cause the pressure 

centre to shift aft and the transverse rudder force to increase. 

However, this also leads to an increase of the rudder’s  

inherent resistance (see Fig. 2.3.2-3).

Single-blade rudders

As a rule, single-blade rudders (Fig. 2.3.2-4) have the lowest 

inherent resistance. They are located in line of the propeller 

axis, thus reducing the losses due to swirl in the propel-

ler wash. When the propeller is not rotating, a single-blade 

rudder has only little effect because the approach flow is 

disturbed and there is no propeller wash.

Flap rudders

Flap rudders (Fig. 2.3.2-5) are special single-blade rudders 

generating greater transverse rudder forces at relatively 

small rudder angles. This type of rudder has an articulated 

flap mounted to the aft edge of the main rudder blade. Since 

the flap angle is greater than the angle of the main rudder 

blade which is connected ahead of the flap, the transverse 

force produced by a flap rudder generates an additional 

rudder force. The rudder angle/flap angle ratio is fixed. 

Fig. 2.3.2-3: Rudder profiles with trim wedges [DST]

Fig. 2.3.2-4: Single-blade rudder [DST] Fig. 2.3.2-5:  Flap rudder [DST]
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Twin-blade rudders

Normally the inherent resistance of twin-blade rudders is 

greater than that of single-blade rudders. They are used if 

there is not enough room in the afterbody to provide the 

required blade area of a single rudder. Twin-blade rudders 

(Fig. 2.3.2-6) offer better steering properties at low ship 

speeds when the propellers are not rotating, for example 

when entering locks. Moreover, greater rudder angles are 

possible before the rudder stalls. There are two factors  

contributing to rudder action here: the hydrofoil effect which 

is dominant in single-blade rudders and the deflection of 

the propeller jet generating corresponding transverse  

forces. Hence, the possible transverse rudder forces are of-

ten greater by a factor of more than two than the transverse 

forces of a single-blade rudder.

Multi-blade rudders

In the past, triple- or multi-blade rudders like the “Hitzler 

rudder” and the “Schilling rudder” were used, and these  

so-called high-performance rudders were to improve the 

manoeuvrability at slow speed of ships with simple flat 

plate rudders and low drive power. Given the drawbacks of  

multi-blades rudders, such as their sensitivity to external  

influences in particular at low water, the often long repair 

times associated with higher costs as well as the generally 

higher inherent resistance compared to single- and twin-

blade rudders, the trend towards more multi-blade rudder 

installations did not continue. Today, these systems are only 

found on the older vessel types (see Fig. 2.3.2-7).

Flanking rudders

Flanking rudders are positioned forward of the propeller, 

in addition to the main rudder. They are exclusively used 

in push boats which require excellent manoeuvrability also 

when driving backwards (coupling manoeuvre, bow down-

stream; Fig. 2.3.2-8).

When the ship is making headway, flanking rudders can  

reduce the thrust because they disturb the free flow of water 

to the propeller. As a result, in more recent designs one or 

two transverse thrusters in the fore part have been installed  

Fig. 2.3.2-6: Twin-blade rudders [DST]

Fig. 2.3.2-7: Triple-blade rudder, Hitzler system [DST]

Fig. 2.3.2-8:  Flanking rudder (left), location in front of the 
nozzle [VBW]
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instead of flanking rudders. Figure 2.3.2-9 shows a trans-

verse thruster located at the bow of a push boat which has 

not yet its final operating draught.

Propeller-rudder systems

The so-called propeller-rudder systems are an innovation  

in rudder technology. They were developed by inland ves-

sel experts working closely together and have already 

proven their worth on many ships. Propeller-rudder sys-

tems feature a special twisted rudder profile with end plates  

(Fig. 2.3.2-10). It reduces the swirl of the propeller jet stream 

and thus increases the efficiency of the propeller (greater 

thrust due to utilisation of the swirl).

2.3.3 Bow rudders

With the size of transport vessels ever increasing, the ma-

noeuvrability requirements of a standing or traveling ship 

also become more challenging. The requirements are 

“course keeping” and “course changing”. By complementing 

the aft manoeuvring systems with steering elements in the 

bow, manoeuvring operations are facilitated for large ves-

sels in particular, which also contributes to improving navi-

gation safety. Depending on their operation areas, ships are 

equipped with either active or passive bow rudders.

Passive bow rudders

Passive bow rudders have one or two blades. In most cases 

rudder angles of up to 45° are possible. The transverse rud-

der force is exclusively caused by the approach flow against 

the blades (which equals the vessel speed relative to water 

and is not increased by the propeller jet stream as in the 

case of stern rudders), i.e. while the ship is moving (hydrofoil 

effect). Passive bow rudders are mainly used in pushed con-

voys. They reduce the swept area width required by ships 

when navigating bends and provide support during cross 

wind. This is especially the case with unloaded or container 

vessels that sail at greater speeds where bow thrusters lose 

efficiency. At slow ship speed, however, for example during 

manoeuvres (docking and casting off, passing locks, mov-

ing backwards), passive bow rudders are almost ineffective 

(see Fig. 2.3.3-1).

Fig. 2.3.2-9: Push boat (SB), double transverse thruster  
 [DST]

Fig. 2.3.2-10:  Propeller-rudder system [source: Van der Velden]

Fig. 2.3.3-1: Passive bow rudder at the pontoon bow of a  
 pushed barge [DST]
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Active bow rudders (bow thrusters)

Active bow rudders (also transverse thrusters or bow thrust-

ers) are propulsion devices installed in the bow of a vessel. 

Most bow thruster designs involve a tunnel and an impeller. 

In contrast to a passive bow rudder, the effect of an active 

bow rudder decreases with increasing ship speed relative to 

the water. It has its maximum effect when the ship’s speed 

through the water is nil. Amongst other things the decrease  

in effect is due to the formation of a low pressure zone  

behind the bow thruster jet which is due to separation of  

the approach flow (equals vessel speed through the water). 

Moreover, the inflow to the impeller is disturbed at the inlet. 

Active bow rudders can be distinguished according to the 

position of the propeller. In most cases a propeller mounted 

in a horizontal position is fully immersed even when the ves-

sel is without cargo, consequently no air can be sucked in.

If the propeller is mounted in a vertical position, only its lower 

part is immersed when the vessel is without cargo. To obtain 

the maximum possible thrust it is therefore necessary to load 

ballast into the fore body or to de-aerate that part of the bow 

thruster tunnels that is above the water line with a vacuum 

pump before operating the thruster (see Fig. 2.3.3-2).

2.4 Coupling system

Different types of coupling technology are used to form 

pushed convoys consisting of a pusher or a pushing motor 

vessel and one or several pushed barges. As a rule, the ships 

are fitted with towing winches for coupling with towing cables. 

Fig. 2.3.3-2: Bow thruster with propeller in vertical position. Top left: design with a steering grid that can rotate by 360°  
 [Van Tiem, Druiten, Netherlands]
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The towing cables and the coupling system must be designed 

in such a way that longitudinal and transverse forces as well 

as any differences between the ships’ draughts caused by 

the deformation of the water surface (encounters, overtaking, 

waves, etc.) are reliably absorbed and the vessels are cou-

pled as a rigid convoy. For this purpose the cables are aligned 

both perpendicular and parallel to the ship’s motion (see fig-

ure). Their breaking force is about 600 kN. Figure 2.4-1 shows 

the port side of a coupling unit. Figure 2.4-2 provides a side 

view of the coupling.

There is another type of coupling system where forces are 

transmitted via an electro-hydraulic mechanism. It is used to 

form convoys with a motor vessel and a pushed barge. One or 

two vertical guide rails are installed on the barge (Figure 2.4-3) 

and the pushing motor vessel is fitted with one or two hydrau-

lic cylinders with locking bars, which engage with the guides 

when the vessels are coupled. The locking bars can be turned 

ninety degrees in the guide rails to achieve an interlock both 

longitudinally and laterally (see Figure 2.4-4). The connection 

is made via the hydraulic cylinders (see Figure 2.4-5).

Fig. 2.4-1: Portside coupling system [DST]

Fig. 2.4-2: Side view of a coupling system [DST]

Fig.: 2.4-3  Guide rail [DST]

Fig. 2.4-4:  Locking bar [DST]

Fig. 2.4-5:  Electro-hydraulic coupling [DST]
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The electro-hydraulic coupling system can be steered from 

the helmstand and allows control of the angle between motor 

ship and barge in front. One hydraulic cylinder is extend-

ed while the other secures the coupling position (the two  

cylinders are interlocked), to compensate the transverse 

and longitudinal forces. The barge is at an angle to the motor  

vessel and therefore has the effect of an oversized bow rud-

der. An articulated coupling enables the pushed convoy to 

adapt its geometry to the curvature of bends. For this reason, 

less swept area width is required in bends for a convoy with 

an articulated coupling than for convoys with rigid couplings. 

The necessary rudder angles are also smaller, which trans-

lates into a reduced loss of speed compared to a rigid convoy. 

2.5 Information systems,  
 communication and telematics

Apart from the dynamic aspects of the interaction between 

inland navigation vessels and waterways, up-to-date infor-

mation and communication regarding waterways and ship 

traffic are increasingly important. Information on navigation 

situations and restrictions (blockings, water depths), for ex-

ample, has proven valuable for many years and is traditionally 

broadcast by NIF, the nautical radio information service. New 

information systems have enlarged the scope of information 

available for inland navigation.

They include the internet portal ELWIS (ELectronic Waterway 

Information System) and the Electronic Chart of Waterways ac-

cording to the inland Electronic Chart Display and Information 

System (ECDIS) standard, including information about water 

depths. These charts are the basis for all telematic applications 

relevant for inland navigation. The aim of the above systems is:

 • To provide better, faster and updated information on  

the state of waterways

 • To ensure safer ship traffic and better navigation  

options

 • To optimise the loading capacity of the vessels

The www.elwis.de portal provides continuously updated in-

formation on inland navigation, in particular: 

 • Fairway and traffic related messages of Germany (NfS)

 • Notices for seafarers (BfS) 

 • Hydrological information 

 • Shipping law / inspection 

 • Transport-related information 

 • Data and facts about inland waterways 

 • Transport statistics 

 • Recreational navigation 

 • Addresses and other information

In addition, continuously updated information is provided 

regarding water levels, temporal blockings of waterways, 

codes of practice, waterway tolls, etc. It is important for inland 

navigation and all parties involved in the transport chain, i.e. 

port operators, transshipment companies, shippers, charter-

ers, forwarding agents, etc. in Germany and in some cases 

beyond German borders. 

Electronic Chart of Waterways and  
telematic applications

The electronic chart of waterways (Inland ENC (Electronic 

Navigation Chart) according to the Inland ECDIS Standard 

provides information about water depths, thus facilitating 

Fig. 2.5-1: Screenshot of Radar Pilot 720° … 
 [left, photo: innovative navigation GmbH] 
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navigation on inland waterways and enabling the optimal 

utilization of cargo capacity. These charts are prepared by 

the Federal Waterways and Shipping Administration of Ger-

many (WSV). In addition to bank courses, depth information 

and geo-references the charts also contain attributes (buoys, 

warning signs, shipping police regulations, etc.).

Future telematics applications in the field of inland navigation 

will be based on the Inland ECDIS Standard. These applica-

tions can be used either in the so-called information mode or 

in an active mode called navigation mode.

For this purpose a water level calculation model is connected 

with the system which enables the shipmaster to display the 

actual depths along the reach considered by using current 

water levels measured at reference gauges. These data can 

be retrieved from ELWIS, for example. 

Information mode means the use of the Inland ECDIS Stand-

ard for information purposes only, i.e. the respective equip-

ment and applications are used without overlaid radar image. 

However, it is only in the navigation mode that a significant 

added value is obtained. Navigation mode means the use of 

the Inland ECDIS Standard, i.e. of the respective equipment 

and applications with overlaid radar image when steering 

the ship. The equipment or applications shall meet the  

requirements set forth by the Inland ECDIS Standard as 

well as the provisions applicable to navigation radar equip-

ment and rate of turn indicators. Conformity tests shall be  

performed.

Examples of equipment and applications for Inland ECDIS 

in navigation mode are, for instance, RADARpilot 720° and 

Periskal Radar Overlay. These applications have also been 

approved as integrated navigation systems.

The main advantages when using the navigation mode are 

the interlinking and more specifically the presentation of wa-

terway and navigation data: via DGPS the shipmaster can 

overlay the ship’s position with up-to-date pictures regard-

ing the position and orientation of other vessels on the elec-

tronic chart of waterways (see Fig. 2.5-1). This information is 

… and Periscal Radar Overlay [right, photo: Periskal Group]
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represented both on the chart itself and on the radar image; 

additional AIS information can also be shown, if necessary.

 

Based on bathymetric information stored in the Inland ENCs 

and actual gauge data, the system can display the actual 

depths in selected bottlenecks, thus enabling the shipmas-

ters to find out optimal routes.

In addition to optimising the economic efficiency of ship 

operation this means a marked improvement to the safety 

and ease of navigation due to additional information on the 

ship-waterway system.

Besides their use as information/navigation systems for in-

land navigation vessels and/or as automatic identification 

systems (with AIS transponder) or radar monitoring systems 

run by traffic control centres, the above-mentioned systems 

can also serve as route planning/logistics applications or 

complement existing systems in the forwarding industry.

2.6 Special transport operations  
 and approvals

The division of labour in Europe and across the globe in-

creasingly requires an optimal organization of transporta-

tion from producers to consumers. This mainly concerns 

large and heavy components, e.g. machine and plant parts, 

bridges, bridge components, wind power plant segments, 

all types of cranes, accumulators, components for coal, nat-

ural gas and nuclear power stations, entire production plants 

for chemical factories, refineries and boiler plants with unit 

weights of up to 1800 tons and dimensions reaching 100 m 

in length, 25 m in width and 10 m in height, depending on the 

waterway used.

In all of these cases the vessel or hull type best suited to the 

cargo dimensions must be selected. A standard large motor 

vessel or pushed barge is often suited to the purpose. In 

some cases special ships are needed due to requirements 

regarding draught or vertical clearance under bridges, ap-

provals required for the waterway and/or regulations issued 

by the waterway authorities. Hence, the issue of ship dy-

namics is not a priority, even though it always plays a role in 

transport planning and cost calculations.

The most common type of special transport on rivers and ca-

nals is pontoon hauling. As a rule, ships without a propulsion 

system are used, i.e. they are moved by push boats and/or 

Fig. 2.6-1:  Special pontoon with tug and push boat [Heidenstecker]

Examples of special transports:
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tugs. For the majority of traditional pontoons, also referred 

to as deck barges, the length-to-width ratio is different than 

is the case with inland cargo vessels or pushed barges, 

meaning they are shorter and wider! Besides providing the 

stability required (optimum weight distribution) this enlarges 

the loading area which extends over almost the entire width 

and length of the pontoon. Moreover, the lower part of the 

pontoon can be used for water ballast to optimise the trim 

and manipulate the air draught. The Ro-Ro (Roll-on/Roll-off) 

pontoon is a special type of pontoon onto or into which a 

heavy transport object can be rolled by using special trucks 

(with up to 20 axles). Thus, no loading and unloading for pre- 

or on-carriage is needed. Furthermore, in certain navigation 

zones where vertical bridge clearance is not sufficient, addi-

tional ballast is useful.

Since specific requirements have to be met in terms of ship 

dimensions, volume of the goods transported and waterway 

conditions, special transports often require written approv-

als by the national waterways and shipping administrations 

which can be applied for. However, in most cases a report by 

an officially approved expert documenting the strength and 

stability of the ship with the specific cargo is a prerequisite 

for obtaining an approval. Other influences occurring on the 

transport reach such as wind, high or low water, flow, etc. are 

taken into account and contained in the approval as condi-

tions. These conditions may stipulate that night navigation is 

not permitted, or only single-lane traffic is permitted on cer-

tain reaches, or they may specify the number of push boats 

and/or propulsion units to be used, etc. They are based on 

§  1.21 Rhine Shipping Police Regulations (Rheinschifffahrts- 

polizeiverordnung) and/or §  1.06 Inland Navigation Regula-

tions (Binnenschifffahrtsstraßen-Ordnung).

With a few exceptions the underwater shape of a pontoon 

corresponds to a large degree to that of a pushed barge: it 

is squarer and can therefore move only very slowly against 

the river’s flow direction or needs much power to do so. This 

negative effect is heightened when the pontoon is laden 

and has its respective draught. As a result, there is a strong 

buildup of water at the bow of the pontoon and a strong suc-

tion force in the wake behind the stern. Hence, regardless of 

whether the pontoon is towed or pushed  or even both  the 

travelling speeds that can be achieved are low. Neverthe-

less special transports using inland waterways are often the 

only alternative available for transporting large and heavy 

cargo items from and to sea ports or hinterland destinations, 

also in combination with on-carriage via road and rail.

Fig. 2.6-2:  Special transport with additional cargo [Heidenstecker]
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3.1 Network of navigable waterways  
 and waterway reaches

The structure of the Western European and German networks 

of waterways is influenced by the rivers Rhine, Ems, Weser, 

Elbe and Danube, as well as their tributaries such as the Mo-

selle, Main and Neckar for which extension work has already 

been completed. In addition, these natural waterways, which 

mainly run on the North-South axis, are interlinked by canals. 

Almost all major industrial regions and cities have their 

own high-capacity connections to the network of inland 

waterways (see Figures 3.1-1 and 3.1-2). The large German 

seaports on the Elbe, Weser and Ems rivers as well as the 

seaports in the Rhine delta thus have high-capacity links to 

the hinterland. Moreover, a dense and effective network of  

canals in Belgium and the Netherlands, which has repeated-

ly been adapted to new requirements, has complemented 

the infrastructure for more than a century.

3  Infrastructure

Fig. 3.1-1: Inland waterways in Central Europe [VBW]
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Fig. 3.1-2: Chart of Germany's federal waterways [BMVBS 2008] with organisation of the Federal Waterways and Shipping  
 Administration
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There is a standardised classification of the Western Europe-

an and German networks of navigable inland waterways (see 

Fig. 3.1-3). This classification is based on a multi-level system 

(waterway classes I to VII) that was adopted by the European 

Conference of Ministers of Transport in 1992 (CEMT System). 

While classes I to III tend to be important on a regional scale 

only,  classes IV to VII refer to waterways of national and in-

ternational importance. When the classification system was 

introduced in the Waterways and Shipping Administration in 

1993 by the former German Ministry of Transport (BMV), all of 

the German inland waterways were classified according to it.

3.2 Standard cross sections and 
 flow characteristics

The navigability of waterways in terms of safety and capaci-

ty is determined by ship-related factors (dimensions, equip-

ment) on the one hand, and factors relating to the depth,  

size and shape of the waterway cross sections as well as  

flow velocities on the other. These parameters influence  

possible manoeuvres and ship speeds. The nautical parame-

ters which are relevant for free-flowing and impounded rivers 

are described in the following section based on examples of 

the different types of waterways in Germany.

3.2.1 Cross sections of free-flowing rivers

In contrast to impounded rivers where the water level is main-

tained by a weir so that navigability is also ensured in periods 

of low water, the water level in free-flowing rivers and thus 

the water depths in the fairway are a result of the discharge 

conditions. To improve navigability in low water periods, the 

discharge is in most cases concentrated in a narrow low-wa-

ter channel, for example by means of river training measures 

such as groynes (spur dikes) or longitudinal dikes (see also 

Chapters 4.1.4 and 4.1.9). The actual fairway depth is deter-

mined by the width between these training structures, the 

bottom gradient and the roughness of the river bed and 

banks. At a given discharge, larger fairway depths can be 

achieved with smaller widths and gradients and a higher 

roughness. However, even very “strict” river training meas-

ures cannot guarantee navigability throughout the year for 

free-flowing rivers because the discharges can be extremely 

low, even if this is rarely the case. 

Statistical parameters are therefore used to determine the 

navigability of free-flowing rivers, i.e. the water level or dis-

charge which has a specific probability of occurrence. This 

water level or discharge is often identical with the mean low 

water (MNW), and/or with a five percent probability over the 

year that the water level will fall below this fixed water level. 

The MNW of the River Danube is referred to as "Low water 

level by training" ("Regulierungs-Niedrigwasserstand", RNW), 

while the term used for the River Rhine is "Equivalent low 

water level" ("Gleichwertiger Wasserstand", GIW). Hence, if 

a ship is designed so that it is just about able to navigate at Fig. 3.1-3: Classified inland waterways [BMVBS 2008]

Note: 
The designation of vessel types as well as the ship lengths, 
beams and draughts listed in Fig. 3.1-3 are only indications and 
may vary.

CEMT classification of  
inland waterways in Germany
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MNW, for example, it is accepted that for about five percent 

of the year navigation will not be possible. 

Non-impounded waterways are therefore especially charac-

terised by variations in the water levels and the associated 

flow velocities to which shipping has to adapt. Large rivers 

allow navigation almost throughout the year, even by mod-

ern ships with deep draughts which are an economically  

efficient means of transport. One example is the River Rhine 

with its overall high discharges and balanced water condi-

tions (compared to the River Elbe, for example, which is a  

typical low mountain range river with much greater discharge 

fluctuations than the Rhine or the Danube) due to its alpine 

tributaries carrying glacial meltwater. On smaller free-flowing 

rivers and rivers with large water level fluctuations like the 

Neckar or the Moselle, economically efficient navigation has 

only become possible since their impoundment.  

To ensure economically efficient navigation which mainly  

depends on the possible draughts, shipmasters are allowed 

to determine the draughts at their own discretion on nearly 

all natural rivers, provided that safety and ease of navigation 

aspects particularly those relating to navigation channel con-

ditions are observed. The possible load draught depends 

on the lowest water level and/or fairway depth (depth bottle-

neck) on the route, taking account of the minimum dynamic 

underkeel clearance and the squat of the vessel in motion. 

The latter mainly depends on the ship speed and thus, espe-

cially when navigating upstream, on the flow velocity in the 

section with the lowest fairway depth because to pass such 

a bottleneck the speed relative to the water must be high 

enough to sail with an acceptable speed over ground, i.e. to 

overcome the flow velocity. This means that it is not possible 

to limit the squat up to every extent by reducing the speed 

when navigating upstream in a river. 

The minimum dynamic underkeel clearance the second pa-

rameter which can limit the possible load draught also has 

to be taken into account, in particular where the river bed 

is coarse or rocky. This is to allow for uncertain depth con-

ditions to ensure the ship is not disabled in case of ground 

contact, for example because the rudder is bent when the 

ship touches the tip of a rock, or to prevent stones from be-

ing sucked into the propellers (Söhngen, 1999 & 2001). The 

available load draughts therefore depend not only on the 

local cross section, flow and bed conditions but also on 

short-term, unpredictable water level fluctuations (see also 

Chapter 4.1.2). 

In the following figures these relationships are illustrated 

using examples of cross sections from river reaches with 

a high traffic density (source: charts of Germany's federal  

waterways, BAW flow models). In each example, the first 

figure shows the survey map. In the second figure several 

graphs are combined, depicting the cross sections (bottom 

left) at low water level (NW, green line), mean water level 

(MW, blue line) and the highest navigable water level (HSW, 

red line), the related flow velocity distributions (top left) as 

well as the duration curves for the flow velocity in the cen-

tre of the fairway (top right) and the possible load draughts  

(bottom right). A duration curve indicates the number of days 

per year on which a given value, e.g. the flow velocity, falls 

below this value (probability of occurrence). 

As explained above, the probability that the reference low  

water level for fairway maintenance is not attained is low 

and at around five percent. The probability of occurrence of 

the HSW, i.e. the probability that it is exceeded, is also low 

with around one percent for the year. As a rule, the HSW is  

defined such that safe navigation is still possible, e.g. to en-

sure that the headroom below bridges is high enough and 

that the larger swept area widths of vessels sailing down-

stream at high flow velocities do not exceed the fairway 

widths. However, in most cases local boundary conditions 

determine the HSW, for example to protect river banks against 

wave impact from passing vessels during floods. 

The maximum possible ship speeds shown in the graphs 

are determined taking engine power into account and 

are based on the prevailing flow velocities, the maximum  

possible draughts which are in most cases defined geomet-

rically and the cross section conditions. In the first example, 

the maximum ship speeds of a GMS are shown for the three 

water levels mentioned above (see chart in the top right). The 

speeds indicated here are based on the assumption that the 

ship’s engine power is sufficient to attain these speeds. The 

abbreviation KF refers to the underkeel clearance and vSüG 

to the speed over ground.
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The grey shaded area below the red line (representing the po-

tential load draughts which are theoretically possible) shows 

the relevant draughts for a typical GMS, taking into account 

minimum draught and the design-related maximum draught 

(assumed to be 3.2 m). The mean draught of an empty vessel 

(assumed to be 0.8 m) is the lower limit of the grey area, which 

accordingly shows the portion of the theoretical draught that 

has an effect on tonnage, i.e. which share of the tonnage is 

accounted for by cargo and not by the ship’s deadweight. 

Rhine km 535.8

Figure 3.2.1-1, the first example, shows the course of the River 

Rhine near Trechtingshausen (Middle Rhine). On the left bank 

there are training works (groynes). The corresponding flow- 

reduced areas downstream of the groynes are reflected in the 

cross profile in Figure 3.2.1-1 (dotted line). The groyne heads 

Fig. 3.2.1-1:  Course of the River Rhine near  
Trechtingshausen (not far from Bingen,  
direction of flow from right to left); Rhine  
km 535.8 is marked by the red line [BAW]

Fig. 3.2.1-2: Depth conditions, flow velocity and duration curves at Rhine km 535.8 [BAW]

Rhine km 535.8
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are at mean water level (blue line). The groynes’ impact on the 

water level and the flow field thus is not limited to low water 

but is also maintained up to such a level and corresponding 

fairway depth, where typical inland vessels can sail just with 

their design-related maximum draught. At higher water levels 

there is no need to increase the fairway depths by groynes.

The cross section in Fig. 3.2.1-2 shows the typical trough 

shape generally found in the mountainous reach of the  

River Rhine which is due to erosion into the rock. The existing 

water depths inside the fairway are much deeper than the 

official fairway depth. Hence, the possible maximum draught 

is not determined by this cross section. In fact, the load 

draughts permitted on the Middle Rhine primarily depend 

on the passage of the Rheingau area, which is characterised 

by great river widths and corresponding shallower water 

depths. The flow duration curve values were therefore cal-

culated using the standard load draught rules of the gauges 

in Kaub (relevant for the reach between Bingen and, roughly, 

St. Goar) and Oestrich (relevant for the Rheingau). According 

to these rules, the load draught permitted at GlW is approxi-

mately 1.7 m and at MW up to approximately 3.0 m.

The GlW, which is the low water level significant for fairway 

maintenance on which the load draught decision is based, is 

represented by a green line. The other green line representing 

the flow velocity distribution at GlW shows that even at this 

water level ships have to sail against a strong flow field with 

a velocity of about 4 km/h. The latter was measured in km/h 

rather than m/s which are normally used in fluvial hydraulics, 

in order to enable a comparison with the ship speed values 

generally used for inland navigation purposes. 

The flow velocities in the cross section considered are the 

result of the deep water depths and high longitudinal water 

level gradients of the Rhine (up to about 0.4   %) downstream 

of Bingen, where the river makes its way through the low 

mountain range. At HSW, the flow velocity can reach 9 km/h. 

Thus, to be able to make any way at all sailing over ground, 

ships have to sail at least at this speed relative to the water, 

which is equivalent to the design speed for canals and quite 

high for vessels with little engine power. However, the dura-

tion curve for the flow velocities also shows that these high 

values only occur for a short period of time per year which, 

on average, lasts just a few days. It may therefore often make 

more sense under such boundary conditions to use tug  

assistance if necessary, for instance in the case of pushed 

convoys, instead of increasing engine power, in order to be 

able to traverse this mountainous reach in an acceptable time.

The high flow velocities are also reflected in the calculated 

ship speeds. For upstream navigation the maximum values 

over ground assigned to a modern GMS are about 10, 8 and 

5 km/h at GlW, MW and HWII respectively. This means they 

decrease with higher water levels and the example shows 

that a higher water level will not always allow faster travel. 

By contrast, in downstream navigation higher flow velocities 

facilitate navigation. The related values over ground were 

calculated to be about 18, 20 and 23 km/h respectively for 

the three above-mentioned water levels. 

Given that the fairway has a width of 120 m in this particular 

reach and that flow velocities towards the left bank of the 

Rhine are approx. 0.5 km/h lower than in the fairway centre, 

it would be advisable for a ship sailing upstream in this profile 

to navigate as close to the left bank as possible. On the other 

hand, because the flow velocities are highest near the right 

bank, vessels navigating downstream should stay as close as 

possible to this bank to attain a high ship speed over ground. 

Rhine km 673.0 

The next example is a cross section of the Lower Rhine 

which is larger than the first example. It is located near  

Cologne-Godorf at the end of a long drawn-out right-hand 

bend, just at the transition to a left-hand bend, see Figure 

3.2.1-3. This reach of the river has a movable bed consisting 

of sand and gravel. The bed consequently has a profile that 

is typical of the transition between two bends with an almost 

flat bed, i.e. it is a ford. The ford is created by the movement of 

bed load, which due to secondary flows mostly occurs on the 

inner side of a bend, which, in the present case, would be the 

right bank of the cross section illustrated here. At the transi-

tion itself the bed load moves to the other side, however, and 

thus has to pass the middle of the river. This explains why the 

bed of the cross profile is mostly flat and shallow.

The echo sounding data used to draw the cross profile in Fig-
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ure 3.2.1-4 show that on the right side of the fairway the depth 

requirements of the fairway are not met. The training effect 

of the groynes (whose cross section is visible as a “hump” on 

the right-hand side of the cross profile) was, at the time when 

the echo soundings were made, evidently not sufficient to 

avoid sedimentation typically occurring in fords over the entire 

150 m wide of the fairway. Information about such insufficient 

depths is communicated to inland navigation vessels, e.g. by 

public notices, because it will never be possible to maintain 

the specified fairway depth in all places and at all times, for  

example after floods which cause major changes in the  

river bed. Hence, for organizational and economic reasons, 

in particular, fairway maintenance is limited to what is “possi-

ble and reasonable” according to the wording of the Federal  

Waterways Act (WaStrG). This is to say that the fairway depth in 

a river with a movable bed is not guaranteed. 

As in the previous reach of the Rhine, the flow velocities are 

relatively high with values of up to 10 km/h at HSW, i.e. even 

higher than in the Middle Rhine. This is due to the fact that in 

Fig. 3.2.1-3:   Course of the River Rhine near Cologne- 
Godorf (direction of flow from right to left);  
the red line marks Rhine km 673.0 [BAW]

Fig. 3.2.1-4: Depths, flow velocity and duration curves at Rhine km 673.0 [BAW]

Rhine km 673.0
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the reach investigated the HSW is very high. In the profile for 

the Godorf area the HSW is about 11 m higher than the eleva-

tion of the fairway bed, while in the profile previously discussed 

(Trechtingshausen) it is only 6 m. Also, the height difference 

between GlW and MW, amounting to not much more than 1 m 

in Trechtingshausen, is greater in the Godorf area with about 

2.5 m. Although with these cross sections the depth condi-

tions are favourable overall, high flow velocities in particular for  

example in the reach near Cologne adversely affect naviga-

tion and call for ships with more installed engine power. 

On the other hand, the fairway depth allows load draughts far 

deeper than those in the Middle Rhine. Even when the water 

level is low, more than 2 m is possible. The typical, design- 

related maximum draught of about 3.2 m (i.e. a fully laden ship) 

of modern vessels which is marked in the duration curve in Fig. 

3.2.1-4 can be reached and exceeded on average on 70  % of the 

days in a year. On the Middle Rhine this is only the case during 

about 40  % of the year. Moreover, as a long-time average, the 

HSW is exceeded on less than one day per year. With the Mid-

dle Rhine example, on the other hand, the average was around 

5 days. Thus, navigation by modern large motor vessels on the 

Rhine near Cologne is possible almost throughout the year. 

Danube km 2,256.9 

The following cross section profile of the River Danube near 

Hofkirchen belongs to the reach between Straubing and  

Vilshofen which is the only free-flowing reach of the Ger-

Fig. 3.2.1-6:  Cross profile, flow velocity and duration curves, Danube km 2,256.9 [BAW]

Fig. 3.2.1-5:  Course of the River Danube near Hofkirchen 
(direction of flow from bottom to top); the red 
line marks Danube km 2,256.9 [BAW]

Hofkirchen, Danube km 2,256.9
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increased by the smaller water depths. The gravel bank on the 

inner side of the fairway is used as a kind of a control point to 

support the turning motion in narrow bend navigation. 

The load draughts calculated for low water are similar to those 

used on the Middle Rhine, see Fig. 3.2.1-6 on the right. How-

ever, this is only the case with GMSs on which the calculations 

are based and does not apply to the larger vessels navigating 

on the Middle Rhine because the fairway is too narrow in this 

particular reach of the Danube. At the same time, the period 

during which a fully laden GMS can navigate on the Danube 

is restricted to about 20% of the year and consequently much 

shorter than is the case on the Middle Rhine. This is mainly due 

to the Danube’s generally lower discharges throughout a year. 

Moreover, vessels passing the reach considered generally 

sail over very long distances from the ports of departure to 

the destination ports. During this long travel time, the water 

levels and fairway depths may vary in ways unforeseeable. 

Thus it is seldom possible to make full use of the potential 

load draughts along the entire route. Therefore, the difference 

between these and the mean load draughts actually used in 

commercial shipping is much greater on the Danube than, for 

example, on the Rhine. For a realistic assessment of the navi-

gability of a particular reach, the potential load draughts in the 

cross profiles shown must therefore always be interpreted in 

the context of all water depth conditions over long stretches 

as well as their possible temporal variations during the trip. 

Elbe km 241.0

The depths and widths available in the River Elbe are even less 

than in the above-mentioned Danube stretch. The following 

cross profile of km 2,41.0 is located near Coswig, in a reach with 

a minor water level slope and a sand and/or gravel bed. Figure 

3.2.1-7 illustrates that there are groynes on both sides of the 

fairway. This is not reflected in the profile because the cross 

section line runs not directly across the groynes, but is located 

a little farther upstream. The fairway’s width is only 50 m; thus 

it is even narrower than in the case of the Danube (see above). 

This limits the range of permitted vessel types and sizes. 

On the other hand, owing to the water table gradient, the flow 

velocities in the fairway are comparatively low at no more than 

man part of the Danube waterway (Söhngen, Witte 1999). 

The cross profile is located at the end of a narrow right-hand 

bend and was specifically chosen here because it has the 

triangular shape typically found in narrow bends of rivers 

with movable beds (Figures 3.2.1-5 and 3.2.1-6). This shape 

is supported by the groyne regulating structures on the inner 

bank, which additionally divert the water towards the outer 

bank, also referred to as the undercut bank. 

River training with groynes is necessary in this reach to ob-

tain the required depths, although this is only achieved in a 

70 m wide fairway, which is extremely narrow in comparison 

to the Rhine. As initially mentioned, in a free-flowing river with 

a given discharge and slope a general decision has to be 

made favouring either fairway depth or width. The approach 

chosen for the Danube is focused on depth because the dis-

charge during low water likewise amounts to only half the 

volume recorded at the Middle Rhine, the first example dis-

cussed here. 

Since the available fairway depths are limited, especially 

in narrow bends, downstream navigation of pushed con-

voys in the Straubing-Vilshofen reach of the Danube is only 

permitted for side-by-side formations (two lanes, one ship 

length) because the swept area required in narrow curves is  

smaller than is the case with long formations (in the mean-

time, exemptions have been implemented for some convoys 

assembled in “long” formation, depending on the water 

level). However, upstream navigation is permitted for sin-

gle-lane push-tow units with two barges since the addi-

tional widths resulting from drifting during bend navigation 

are much smaller in comparison to downstream navigation  

(see also Chapter 4.1.5).

The triangular geometry of the cross profiles is also reflected 

in the flow velocities, although due to the narrow dimensions 

they do not vary much inside the fairway. Nevertheless, ship-

masters often prefer to keep the bow close to the inner bank 

when navigating upstream because it is in the bow area that 

the majority of the ship resistance is created and consequent-

ly any differences in flow velocities even minor ones have a  

supporting effect. However, the bow is also kept very close 

to the inner bank in downstream navigation in narrow rivers, 

because the transverse force during drifting in the bend is  
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approx. 3 km/h during low water and 4.5 km/h at HSW. This 

enables navigation by ships with less powerful engines than 

those required on the Danube and the Rhine. Furthermore, in 

upstream navigation squat is not as significant as, for example, 

on the Middle Rhine where the higher flow velocities require 

higher ship speeds. A comparatively small minimum dynamic 

underkeel clearance is also sufficient because the sediment of 

the river bed is more fine-grained than in the reaches of the 

Rhine and the Danube discussed above. The calculated poten-

tial load draughts (Fig. 3.2.1-8) are therefore reasonable during 

low water despite the small fairway depths. Even full naviga-

bility as defined above would be possible during 20 to 30  % of  

the year, similar to the aforementioned reach of the Danube. 

Nevertheless, the depth conditions in the Elbe have to be 

considered as even less favourable than in the free-flowing 

Danube because of the stronger and more frequent water lev-

el fluctuations, especially due to the lack of Alpine tributaries, 

which are not reflected in the duration curves as represented 

here. In addition, the fairway widths are further reduced.

Fig. 3.2.1-7:  Course of the River Elbe in the Coswig area; 
Elbe km 241.0 is marked by the red line [BAW]

Fig. 3.2.1-8:  Depths, flow velocity and duration curves at Elbe km 241.0 [BAW]

3.2.2 Cross-sections of impounded rivers

The water level differences resulting from discharge fluctua-

tions are less significant in impounded rivers than in free-flow-

ing rivers. These differences are greatest in the area just down-

stream of a barrage because the next barrage is located some 

Coswig, Elbe km 241.0
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distance away. By contrast, upstream of a barrage there are 

only minor water level differences compared to the downstream 

reach. Just above the weir the differences are even zero dur-

ing navigable discharge conditions, if the design water level is 

maintained also when the HSW is reached or even the defined 

high water level at which the weir gates have to be opened.

Fig. 3.2.2-1:   Course of the Main near Niedernberg  
(direction of flow from right to left); Main  
km 97.5 is marked by the red line [BAW]

Fig. 3.2.2-2:  Depths, flow velocity and duration curves at Main km 97.5 [BAW]

Minor fluctuations of the normal water level are often accept-

ed for economic reasons, for instance because they allow  

higher power generation at peak times of electricity con-

sumption (run-off river operation). Filling and emptying lock 

chambers also has a short-term effect on the water level and 

can lead to short-term water level fluctuations (surges) espe-

cially in periods of low water and in rivers like the Saar with 

generally low water supply meaning that even in impounded 

rivers water level changes cannot always be avoided. 

Whether, and in which reach, there are deeper water depths 

at times of higher discharges, for example at mean water  

level, varies from one impounded reach to another. As a rule, 

it is therefore not possible to provide ships with complete 

information about the different water depths in impounded 

waterways. Hence, to make use of the scope for navigating 

in periods of higher water levels, shipmasters have to take 

into account the facts discussed above and their experience 

regarding navigation in critical reaches.

Main km 97.5
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Main km 97.5

The River Main at km 97.5 is the first example of an impounded 

river considered here. If its water level were not maintained 

by impoundment structures, navigation on the Main by large 

ships would be impossible because the water supply is much 

lower than that of the Danube (about 30  % of the mean low 

water discharge, MNQ) or the Middle Rhine (about 10  % of 

the MNQ), for example. The widths are much smaller, too.

Figure 3.2.2-1 shows that this cross section, located approx-

imately 60 km upstream of the city of Frankfurt in the area 

of the Niedernberg gravel plant, has a water surface width 

of about 130 m and a fairway width of 40 m. These values 

are even smaller than those of the narrowest cross section  

example from the Elbe considered so far. However, the  

fairway has been widened in the narrowest bends to enable 

at least one-way traffic for the pushed convoys (single-lane, 

pusher with two barges or GMS pushing one barge) under 

low-water conditions and also during periods of higher water 

if they use their bow thrusters. 

Nevertheless, the NW and MW levels shown in Fig. 3.2.2-2 are 

very close together, on the one hand because the considered 

cross section is just a few kilometres upstream of the weir at 

Obernau, and, on the other hand, because even at MW, the 

discharge in the Main is very low, at about 45  % of that of the 

aforementioned Danube profile, so that only a small dynamic 

rise in the impounded water level due to flow resistance is 

observed (see Figure 3.2.2-2). This applies almost throughout  

the year, since a significant increase in water depths only  

occurs during about 20  % of the year as evidenced by the  

duration curve. By contrast, at HSW the increase compared 

to low water is about 1.7 m due to the Main’s fluctuating water 

levels resulting from pronounced floods. 

However, the overall depth conditions in the Main are ex-

tremely stable, corresponding to a 2.8 m fairway depth un-

der hydrostatic backwater. Thus, this depth is maintained 

throughout the year, regardless of the discharge. Despite 

the slightly larger depths in times of higher discharges, the 

load draught in the reach discussed is limited to 2.7 m. 

Although the NW and MW levels are very close together, 

the flow velocities at MW are more than twice as high as at 

NW: the maximum flow velocity at NW is just 1 km/h while at 

MW it is approximately 2 km/h. Even at HSW it is not more 

than 6   km/h. Thus, the low water discharge of the Main 

also has nautical benefits because it has relatively little in-

fluence on the range of possible ship speeds.

Neckar km 182.3

The following cross profile is located in the upper navigable 

part of the River Neckar, near Bad Cannstatt (a borough of 

Stuttgart) downstream of the Bad Cannstatt lock (Figures 

3.2.2-3 and 3.2.2-4). The impoundment sections in this reach 

are short because of the even lower water supply compared 

to, for example, the Main river level (only a quarter of the MNQ 

mentioned in the previous example) and the strong bed slope 

of the natural Neckar River. This is why the water level differ-

ences in periods of higher water levels are also low in this 

cross profile compared to periods of low water and/or hydro-

static backwater although due to the location far upstream of 

the impounding weir a higher dynamic rise in the impound-

ment level would be conceivable. 

Fig. 3.2.2-3:   Course of the Neckar near Bad Cannstatt  
(direction of flow from right to left); Neckar  
km 182.3 is marked by the red line [BAW]

Here the flow velocities are also very low at less than 1 km/h 

at NW and MW. This is the case with all impounded rivers, 

but it is especially due to the very low water supply in the 

upper navigable reach of the River Neckar. At HSW, the max-

imum flow velocity, namely about 4 km/h, is attained in the 

fairway centre. Navigation in this reach of the Neckar there-
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Fig. 3.2.2-4: Depths, flow velocity and duration curves at Neckar km 182.3 [BAW]

fore basically resembles navigation in a canal, also because 

the cross sections are not much larger than in profiles pur-

suant to the current German Guidelines on Standard Cross 

Sections of Inland Navigation Canals (2011 edition). This is of 

particular importance, amongst other things, for bank stabil-

ity in the River Neckar. 

Danube km 2,345

In contrast to the previously discussed, extremely narrow 

cross sections, the following example refers to an impound-

ed reach of the River Danube upstream of the Straubing  

barrage, which was the last one built. The cross section 

shown in Figure 3.2.2-5 is located in the community of Irling, 

more or less half way between the Geisling and Straubing  

locks. Following the recommendations issued by the Dan-

ube Commission, the fairway width was defined envisaging 

a continuous extension of the impoundments in the Danube. 

In the cross section, the fairway width is about 100 m. By com-

parison; the fairway width in the free-flowing Danube as 

shown in Figure 3.2.1-5 only amounts approx. to 70 m. Thus, 

besides improving the depth conditions, the impoundment 

structures have also enabled larger fairway widths. 

The illustrated cross section in Figure 3.2.2-6 shows the 

typical triangular shape of a river at a left-hand bend. De-

spite the flow impoundment this shape has remained intact  

because the water level was raised so high to avoid fairway 

dredging which would have altered the cross profile sig- 

nificantly. Moreover, the morphodynamics which shape the  

river bed prevail even in flood periods when the impounded 

water has to be released. Hence, an altered, but basically 

triangular profile will always form again. 

For this reason, the usable fairway depth on the right edge of 

the fairway is consequently about 2 m deeper than at the left 

UW Bad Cannstatt, Neckar km 182.3
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edge. This results in different flow velocities within the fairway 

as illustrated in Figure 3.2.2-5 an effect which is particularly 

noticeable at HSW. At this water level, the velocities on the 

right side of the fairway can reach as much as about 7 km/h 

and thus are comparable to the velocities in free-flowing  

rivers. The usually adopted strategy of staying close to the 

inner bank (on the left of the figure) when navigating upstream 

or to the outer bank when sailing downstream is therefore  

efficient also in impounded rivers because it saves fuel costs 

and helps to achieve a higher speed over ground. Depths 

do not seem to play a major role in choosing the course in 

a dammed river since they are large everywhere. In addi-

tion, because of the adjacent reaches, i.e. the Main-Danube  

Canal and more particularly when continuing through the  

section with the smallest fairway depth between Straubing 

and Vilshofen, ships in any case cannot make full use of the 

depths in the impounded reach presently.

Fig. 3.2.2-5:  Course of the Danube near Irling (direction  
of flow from left to right); the cross section 
profile at Danube km 2345 is marked by the 
red line [BAW]

Fig. 3.2.2-6: Depths, flow velocity and duration curves at Danube km 2,345 [BAW]

Straubing, Danube km 2,345
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Fig. 3.2.3-1  Typical canal cross sections and dimensions of the ships sailing on the canals; the table also shows 90  % of the 
critical ship speed and corresponding max. squat (calculated by the BAW) [BAW]
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3.2.3 Cross-profiles of canals

The definition of the cross profiles required for canals has 

always been dependent on the ship movements and re-

lated impacts onto the canal bed and banks resulting from 

ship-induced flows and the wash of the waves. New ship 

sizes, types, engines and propulsion systems have caused 

these impacts to change. The extension and maintenance of  

canals takes these changes into account. Historically, several 

different aspects including geological factors as well as 

planning and environmental policy have contributed to the 

development of different canal designs. Today, trapezoidal 

and rectangular profiles as well as a few mixed types de-

rived from the former are relevant for canal extension. The 

dimensions of these profiles are standardised and also take 

account of vessel dynamics.

The parameters of typical German canals are summarised 

in Fig. 3.2.3-1. In addition, the table contains the dimensions 

(ship beam B and draught T) at the midship section (in most 

cases at the centreline) of the ships navigating in these  

canals. These values were used to calculate the so-called 

n-ratio, i.e. the ratio of the cross section of the water body AK to 

the submerged midship cross section area AS. The reciprocal 

value of n is the blockage ratio.

In wide water bodies or if the ship is short in relation to  

the canal width, AK has to be replaced with the so-called  

effective cross section, which is relevant for the return flow. 

This cross section is obtained by marking off about one ship 

length on each side from the centreline. Taking account of the 

canal banks, all areas outside the zone defined in this way are 

not relevant for the return flow.

The smaller the n-ratio, the greater the ship-induced impacts 

while sailing at the same speed. The n-ratio and the mean wa-

ter depth also determine the “critical ship speed” vcrit. At this 

speed, the water displaced by the ship and pushed back-

wards (GBB, 2004) cannot flow any more under subcritical 

conditions. The transition from subcritical to supercritical flow 

begins at this speed. In general, displacement craft cannot 

exceed vcrit and ship speeds in the range of vcrit will seldom 

be observed in field investigations. This is why the values in 

Table 3.2.3-1 refer to 90  % of the critical ship speed, which is a 

“typical peak value” of observed vessel speeds. Table 3.2.3-

1 also contains the maximum squat (drawdown of the vessel 

due to water level depression) at this speed. It is related to the 

height of the ship-induced waves.

As can be seen in the table, regular profiles such as rectangu-

lar, trapezoidal or combined rectangular-trapezoidal profiles 

are mainly used for man-made waterways. There are also 

canals with combined rectangular-trapezoidal profiles, which 

are designed with a rectangular profile in the lower part of the 

cross section and with a bank slope in the upper part.

 

The overview of canal geometries and the values recorded 

there for critical ship speed and squat show that, assuming the 

same cross-sectional area, a rectangular profile is superior to 

a rectangular-trapezoidal profile while a rectangular-trapezoi-

dal profile is in turn superior to a trapezoidal profile in terms 

of ship dynamics, i.e. with regard to the critical ship speed 

and the available navigational width at the level of the bottom 

of the ship in motion (including squat). Amongst other things, 

this is on account of the higher wave propagation velocity in a 

rectangular canal due to the larger average water depth and 

hence higher critical ship speed.

 

Despite this, if the adjacent infrastructure allows and the  

terrain required is available, a trapezoidal profile is used in 

most cases because: 

 • It is simpler to construct and requires no sheet pile walls,

 • Sloped banks are more nature-like, and

 • Bank protection maintenance is easier, with riprap being 

used as a rule.

3.3 Locks

3.3.1 Lock structures

Locks are waterway navigation structures in canals and can-

alized rivers that help ships overcome the height difference 

(lift height) between the upstream and downstream levels of 

two stretches of water. In waterways, the lock dimensions 

(usable length and width) and sill depths have an influence 

on the permissible ship dimensions and load draughts. An 

example of a lock is shown in Figure 3.3.1-1.
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The most important elements of a single chamber lock are 

depicted in Figure 3.3.1-2. The relevant planning parameters 

relate to the hydraulic system, the gates and the structure. 

The system for filling and emptying the lock chamber (the 

“hydraulic system”) must meet two key requirements: on  

the one hand, rapid filling and emptying of the chamber must 

be possible to ensure short lockage times and high lock  

capacity while on the other hand, the movement of the water 

in the chamber must be kept to a minimum to avoid unaccept-

able forces on moored ships during the lockage process. 

The lock gates and valves mainly include the gates at both 

heads of the lock structure, the culvert valves and the emer-

gency closure gates for maintenance work and inspection. 

The complete lock area comprises the lock itself with the 

chamber and its heads as well as the upstream and down-

stream lock approach channels. The latter consist of the 

entrance area, lock approach harbour with berthing areas 

(optional) and the transitional area between the lock and the 

river or canal reach. The dimensions of a lock depend on the 

size of the ships and convoys for which it is built. In view of 

the dimensions of the modern GMSs, the chambers in new 

German locks designed for large ships have a clear width 

of 12.5 m. The usable widths of river locks are even larger 

in some cases (Rhine and Danube: 24 m). In Germany, the  

usable length of a lock chamber, i.e. the clearance between 

both gates minus a safety distance on both sides, is generally 

in the range between 100 m and 300 m.

Regarding navigational issues, various problems can occur 

Fig. 3.3.1-1: Uelzen lock (Elbe Lateral Canal) [Waterways and Shipping Office Uelzen]
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at locks. These may be caused by high mooring loads due to 

flow forces and the slope of the water surface in the chamber 

when the lock is emptied and filled as well as cross flows 

in the entrance area of double locks or groups of locks and 

positive or negative surges in lock approaches and adja-

cent canal or river reaches. Cross flows from fish passes and 

the operation of pumping stations on canals can also have 

a negative impact on navigation in lay-by areas. Moreover, 

river locks are faced with additional problems related to ship 

dynamics coming from the crosswise approach flow to the 

weir especially at the entrance of a lock approach channel.

3.3.2 Surges during lock operation

During lock filling and emptying operations water is with-

drawn and released upstream and downstream, respectively. 

This creates waves that propagate at wave celerity from the 

lock to the canal or river reaches, leading to a lowering or rise 

of the water level. During lock filling, the withdrawal of lock-

age water upstream results in a negative surge, while during 

emptying a positive surge is created. 

Based on the assumption that there is an infinitely long 

channel, which is almost fulfilled in lock approach channels 

with the adjacent canal or river reaches (as opposed to lock 

chambers), a wave profile is created in the lock approach 

channels, which in a first approximation represents an affine 

transformation of the curve depicting the discharge into the 

lock chamber during lock filling and/or the discharge from 

the lock chamber during the emptying cycle. The maximum 

water level elevation or lowering corresponds to the highest 

rate of discharge from lock operations. It is directly propor-

tional to the magnitude of maximum discharge and inversely 

proportional to the wave celerity and water surface width of 

the lock approach channels, due to the kinematics of surge 

wave propagation and for continuity reasons. 

In the downstream canal or river reach the prevailing water 

surface widths and water depths are the decisive factors for 

surge wave propagation. Hence, any change in the chan-

nel cross section has the effect of deforming the wave in 

the course of surge wave propagation. Generally speaking, 

a narrowing of the cross section amplifies the approach-

ing wave, while a wider cross section reduces its height  

(Partenscky, 1986). If, for example, a positive surge wave  

approaches a suddenly narrowed cross section as, for instance, 

at a canal bridge, this wave continues travelling as a positive 

surge wave with an increased height. In addition, a secondary 

wave corresponding to the scale of the increase is reflected 

Fig. 3.3.1-2: Structure of a single chamber lock [adapted from Kuhn, 1985]

1 Lock chamber
2 Upper lock head
3  Lower lock head
4  Upper gate
5  Lower gate
6  Emergency gate
7  Upper permeable guide  
 structure
8  Upper guide wall
9  Upstream lock approach
10  Downstream lock approach
11  Floor of upper head with sill
12  Floor of lower head with sill
13  Ladder recess with ladder
14  Recessed bollard
15  Impact protection device
16  Usable length mark
hs  Lift height
hf Depth of shipping channel
hu Freeboard
a Safety distance
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backwards from the point where the cross section narrows. This 

means that severely narrowed cross sections as can be found, 

for example, at the canal bridges spanning the Main-Danube 

Canal have the effect that, due to the reduced water depths 

resulting from negative surge during lock emptying, ships are 

obliged to slow down in order to reduce squat and thus prevent 

contact with the bed in the shallower water. The return surge 

due to lock emptying causes the vertical clearance underneath  

bridges downstream of the lock to become smaller. To ensure 

that changes in the water level do not exceed the accept-

able maximum, the discharge into the lock during lock filling  

and/or the discharge from the lock during lock emptying may 

be restricted if the canal width cannot be altered.

In the literature, the permissible depth of a single negative 

surge and the permissible height of the positive surge due to 

lock filling and emptying are often specified as 0.20 m. It should 

be noted, however, that because of the above-mentioned  

effects of superposition at channel expansions and contractions, 

which lead to a total reflection of the approaching positive or 

negative surge wave at the solid boundaries of the subsequent 

lock, this permissible surge depth may be exceeded. This is es-

pecially significant in short canal reaches like the Eckersmühlen 

reach in the Main-Danube Canal, where the reduction in wave 

height due to friction is insignificant because of the low wave- 

induced flow velocities and the reduced roughness of the  

channel boundary in comparison to free-flowing waters. 

The integration of water-saving basins in canal locks with a 

large lift height as, for example, on the Main-Danube Canal is 

an effective means of saving water and reducing the related 

pumping costs and also has welcome effects on the reduc-

tion of positive and negative surges in the canal reaches. For 

example, with three water-saving basins only 40  % of water 

needs to be supplied to lockage from upstream or down-

stream for filling or emptying, leading to smaller wave heights 

and shorter periods of positive and negative surges. As a 

result, the risk of critical superposition of reflected waves is 

lower than in locks without water saving basins.

The following sections discuss the most important propaga-

tion characteristics of positive and negative surge waves in 

more detail. The numerical example refers to a water-saving 

lock on the Main-Danube Canal with a regular trapezoidal 

cross section and a water depth of 4 m (see Figure 3.3.2-1).

 • The negative surge wave depicted in Figure 3.3.2-1  

results from opening the gate at the upstream end to fill 

the chamber of lock A for an upstream lockage. Up-

stream of the lock, the wave front moves through the 

canal at a rate of approximately 20 km/h (i.e. about  

double the average ship speed) according to the depth 

and width conditions in the Main-Danube canal.

 • The inflow into the lock increases rapidly up to the 

maximum value of currently approximately 70 m3/s, then 

remains constant for a certain time and at the end of the 

filling process falls to zero (after about 7.5 minutes in the 

example shown here). Accordingly, a negative surge 

wave develops with a maximum depth of about 0.25 m 

and a length of approximately 2.5 km.

 • If the canal cross section is uniform, the wave travels 

at almost constant speed and with a constant length. 

The wave front is stretched because its front part is 

in deeper water and thus moving faster than the back 

part, which is located in the wave-induced depression. 

The wave end becomes steeper for the same reasons. 

The depth of the wave decreases during the propaga-

tion time due to friction.

 • At the end of the reach, the complete wave is reflected 

at the neighbouring lock B and continues travelling in the 

opposite direction until it arrives back at lock A, where it 

is reflected again.

When a negative surge wave travels through the cross sec-

tion of a reach, a current is created in the opposite direction 

with a velocity of about 0.4 m/s (1.5 km/h). This corresponds 

to the withdrawal rate from upstream required for filling the 

lock, divided by the canal cross section. 

If this negative surge overtakes a ship sailing at about half 

the wave speed, the return flow around the vessel super-

poses to the surge-induced flow. Therefore both the water 

level drawdown of the moving ship and the negative surge 

wave height increase and form a deeper water level trough 

in the area of the moving vessel. This in turn increases the 

dynamic sinkage of the vessel (squat) which reduces the dy-

namic underkeel clearance. The superposition of drawdown 

and surge is generally nonlinear and the clearance may be 

reduced even more. 
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Fig. 3.3.2-1:  Propagation of a negative surge wave upstream 
of a lock which has just been filled [VBW]

Fig. 3.3.2-2: Propagation of positive surge wave downstream 
 of a lock which has just been emptied [VBW]

In extreme cases the ship will start to sail unsteadily. Un-

steady sailing was induced on purpose in a test with a ship 

navigating close to the critical ship speed and exceeding 

this speed for a brief moment due to the impact of a negative 

surge wave. Similar situations can also arise at lower ship 

speeds, for example if the negative surge wave is amplified 

up to 0.5 m during several consecutive lock filling operations 

in short reaches, as has been observed in a test. If this hap-

pens, the ship must slow down to regain a more steady con-

dition. On the other hand, an oncoming negative surge wave 

creates fewer disturbances because the return flows are in 

the opposite direction.

Analogously to the negative surge, emptying a lock cham-

ber (lock B) during downstream lockage creates a positive 

surge wave. As in the example described above, its height 

and shape correspond to the release of water from the lock 

chamber and it travels along the reach in the downstream 

area at the same velocity of about 20 km/h (like the negative 

surge wave in the upstream area) before being reflected at 

the end of the reach (see Figure 3.3.2-2).

In contrast to a negative surge, the steepness of the wave 

front rises during the propagation of the positive surge wave. 

The back of the surge wave, on the other hand, becomes 

flatter. Instead of a return flow, there is a flow in the propa-

gation direction of the positive surge in accordance with the 

inflow of water into the canal. The impact on a ship sailing in 

the same direction is less strong because the ship is lifted by 

the wave crest and the surge-induced flow is diminished due 

to the enlarged channel cross section.

Several positive and negative surge waves can occur simulta-

neously in the same reach, with each wave travelling almost 

independently of the other waves. Figures 3.3.2-1 and 3.3.2-2 

also show how a new lockage process can lead to the super-

position of a negative or positive surge wave. In critical reaches 

the superposition of several positive and negative surge waves 

can be effectively reduced by matching the lockage times at 

the two ends of a reach or by stretching the curves for the water 

inflow and withdrawal rates over a longer period of time. 

In addition to superimposed lock- and ship-induced flows 

and the related changes in the water level, water level 

changes or flows due to positive or negative surges can 

have an impact on:

 • Ships entering a lock with an oncoming wave and which 

are thus slowed down or, for example, accelerated unin-

tentionally just before reaching the lock gate; 

 • Stopping or turning manoeuvres which cause ships to 

drift; 

 • Ships in mooring and waiting areas: the space available 

at berths and induced hawser forces may be affected;

 • The available space for making manoeuvres during a 

temporarily lowered water level when passing or over-

taking other vessels; 

 • The angle of trim of pushed convoys in the front areas 

of positive and negative surge waves and thus on the 

coupling forces or, in particular, 

 • The vertical clearance underneath bridges when positive 

surge waves are superimposed; ship-induced waves, for 

example from an accelerating ship causing another surge 

wave to form, or wind buildup can also play a role here. 
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The above-mentioned influences of surge waves and the im-

pact of wind buildup (with a water level that is increased on 

the leeward side and decreased on the windward side) mainly 

occur in still water canals, which typically have small water sur-

face widths and often also short reaches and low flow resist-

ances. The negative impacts of these processes have to be 

identified in each individual case. They need to be taken into 

account when designing a waterway to ensure that shipmas-

ters can master these challenges by using their nautical skills. 

3.3.3 Berthing conditions in lock approaches

The safety of moored vessels at a berth in a lock approach is 

threatened by the following impacts (Oumeraci, 1988):

 • Contact with the bed as a result of vertical motions (rolling, 

pitching, heaving),

 • Contact between the ship and the mooring structure or be- 

tween ships moored next to each other – influenced by the 

thickness of the fender mainly due to the rolling motion;

 • Rope breakage due to horizontal motions (longitudinal and 

transverse movements)

Where maximum limits are determined for ship motions to  

ensure safe berthing conditions, they always need to take  

account of the respective ship size and type as well as the 

mooring and fendering systems. Since no precise data re-

garding such limits are available, the values specified in the lit-

erature are only based on experience and open to discussion.

The above-mentioned motions of ships in mooring and wait-

ing areas are primarily caused by lockage operations and 

the passing of ships. During lockage operations, the motions 

in the upper lay-by basin are caused by the negative surge 

resulting from lock filling while in the lower lay-by basin they 

are due to the positive surge as a result of lock emptying. 

The forces acting on a ship moored at a berth resulting from 

the passing of large motor vessels and pushed convoys are 

determined by the primary wave of the passing vessel due to 

the confined water body. The impact of the secondary wave 

system is negligible in such cases. In addition, the reflection 

of lockage, ship and wind waves and their superposition 

leads to secondary loads owing to the disturbances and long- 

period oscillations in the lay-by basin.

The changes in the water level caused by passing ships 

and surge waves resulting from lockage operations lead to  

closely corresponding vertical motions of the ships berthed 

in the mooring and waiting areas. The loads acting on the 

horizontal plane have a significant influence on the practical 

design of the mooring system. These loads are determined by 

the longitudinal water level gradient resulting from the propa-

gation of positive and negative surge waves and, in the case 

of passing ships, the longitudinal and transverse forces as 

well as the torque. Vertical displacements or rotations, on the 

other hand, have only a minor impact on the mooring system 

(Haffke, 1983).

Where the geometric conditions are simple, the size of the 

waves caused by passing ships depends mainly on the  

following factors:

 • Geometry of the lock approach area

 • Draught and beam of the passing ship

 • Ship speed and velocity of the return flow 

 • Distance between the passing ship and the bank

If the waterway’s geometric boundary conditions are more 

complex, parameters related to the topography are highly 

significant for the development of incoming waves. This  

includes wave transformations such as 

 • Wave shoaling close to the banks,

 • Wave deflection at obstacles like moored boats, jetties 

and wharves (diffraction);

 • Changes in the direction of wave propagation resulting 

from the topography (refraction).

3.4 Bridges

European and German inland waterways are crossed by 

bridges in many places. Most of the older bridges in par-

ticular are still supported by piers in the fairways or at their 

edges. Their impact on the ship’s behaviour and the nautical 

skills required for passing them are often underestimated.

First, bridge piers are man-made installations in the river 

cross section, disturbing its discharge pattern. A typical 

phenomenon is the so-called backwater effect at bridge 

piers: upstream of the pier, the water level rises while along 

the pier’s longitudinal axis the water level in the vicinity of 
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the pier decreases and thus is lower than in the larger area 

around the bridge (Fig. 3.4-1). Downstream, immediately after 

the pier, the flow separates and forms vortices, which vanish 

at a travelling distance of about 10 times the pier width. The 

water surface increase upstream of the piers, a local draw-

down near the bridge’s piers and the formation of vortices 

downstream of the piers have considerable implications for 

the navigation behaviour of passing vessels. 

Especially when passing a bridge close to its piers, ships 

are forced away from the upstream pier heads and exposed 

to suction forces in the area of the pier and the wake down-

stream of it. These effects must be borne in mind, particular-

ly when passing close-by bridge piers or when passing or 

overtaking other ships in the area of a bridge.

Depending on the pier shape, the magnitude of the effects 

can vary. The interactions with passing ships are strongest if 

the piers are short and have sharp edges and corners, and 

they are less pronounced if the piers are longer and have a 

very streamlined shape.

Besides the hydraulic interaction between bridge pier and 

ship, a shipmaster’s visual perception changes with the condi-

tions (daytime, night-time or foggy weather). The illumination 

and radar image render different reflections, depending on 

the design of the bridge and the material used. It is therefore 

advisable to acquire good knowledge of the optical image of 

the bridge, for example by consulting a radar atlas.

Bridges over canals restrict the allowed height, in particular 

for the modern larger vessels. On canals, the usable head-

room below most bridges is about 4.50 to 6.50 m. Large ships 

or those without cargo frequently have to lower the steering 

stand when passing a bridge. Moreover, the water levels of 

canals are managed with changing operating water levels in 

most cases. Hence, shipmasters are obliged to find out the 

regular and current vertical clearance of a bridge in due time 

before passing it. The necessary safety clearance between 

the lower edge of a bridge and the top of the ship is often  

ignored or shipmasters try to compensate insufficient clear-

ance by accelerating the ship to increase its squat. This is the 

main cause in a large number of usually severe accidents.

Fig. 3.4-1:  Backwater effect at a pier of the Cologne Südbrücke in the Rhine; direction of flow from right to left  
 [Waterways and Shipping Office Cologne]
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The theoretical background of ships sailing in navigation chan-

nels with limited width and depth is presented in detail in Chap-

ters 4 and 5. The wave system generated by the moving vessel 

plays a crucial role for the interaction between ship and water-

way. This wave system may cause severe impacts, in particular 

onto river banks. Therefore it will be examined more closely, 

especially from the infrastructure perspective. The waves also 

have repercussions for the ships themselves and determine 

the possible ship speeds as well as the ship's resistance and 

its squat when in motion. These interactions are described in 

Chapter 4 whereas Chapter 5 deals with manoeuvres, taking 

the physics of ship movements as a starting point.

4.1 Hydraulics of ship movements

4.1.1 Ship-induced waves and flows

Sailing steady at normal speed in a waterway (not manoeu-

vring) results in temporary changes both to the water surface 

and to the flows around the ship. When describing the defor-

mation of the water surface, a distinction is made between 

primary and secondary waves. The temporal (for a stationary 

observer on the bank) or the spatial (from the bow towards 

the stern) sequence of bow wave, drawdown and stern wave 

as well as the associated flows is referred to as the primary 

wave. It has roughly the same length as the ship (Söhngen et 

al. 2008, GBB 2004). This sequence is easier to understand if 

the observer is standing on the moving ship. In this case the 

water approaches the vessel at the ship speed v relative to or 

"through" the water. The ship acts as an obstacle to the relative 

flow around it, like a pier of a bridge in a river. The water ac-

cordingly builds up in front of the ship. The local build-up forms 

part of the bow wave. But some part of the the build-up goes 

farther ahead as at a bridge pier. It is known as backwater at  

the bow and can be seen in Figure 4.1.1-1 by the darker colour 

of the water surface when viewed against the light. 

The water which has built up at the bow then accelerates lat-

erally and downwards, and above all towards the stern, in its 

endeavour to get past this "bottleneck". High flow velocities 

occur especially around the bow, mainly because the ship 

contour has a pronounced curvature. This flow due to side- 

and downward displacement of water is highest with large 

draught-to-water depth ratios T/h (Söhngen et al., 2008).  

According to Maynord (1990, 2000), the local flow velocity  

relative to the ship can be as much as 1.4 times v in shallow 

water with the typical T/h of 0.7 for fully laden ships. In rela-

tion to the bed this corresponds to 0.4 v. Assuming a typical 

ship speed in shallow water of approximately v = 13.5 km/h, 

as measured on the Rhine for instance, this leads to a  

displacement velocity of about 1.5 m/s. In a river, the natural 

flow velocity must be added to this value when sailing up-

stream, so that up to 3 m/s may occur at water levels with a 

large T/h, e.g. in the Middle Rhine region. These high values 

stress the channel bed and, if the ship is sailing close to the 

bank, the toe of the embankment.

In a canal the local displacement flow at the bow is superposed 

by the return flow. This describes the increase in ship-induced 

flow velocity which occurs not only at the bow but all round 

the ship, caused by the bottleneck effect as described above. 

This effect increases with an increasing blockage coefficient. 

The latter describes the submerged (blocked) cross sectional 

area of the ship in relation to the canal cross section. Taking 

account of the return flow, flow velocities corresponding to 

ship speeds of up to approximately 3 m/s have been measured 

under experimental conditions in canals by the DST (2006) for 

typical, fully laden inland navigation vessels at T/h = 0.7.

Since these possible flow velocities are very high, it is impor-

tant to ensure that the fairway does not extend right up to the 

bank. However, the local displacement flow, which is reflected 

in the bow wave system, declines very quickly adjacent to the 

ship. This is clearly visible in Figure 4.1.1-2, in which the calcu-

lated deformation of the water surface perpendicular to a large 

motor vessel (GMS) is shown in the bow area for various canal 

widths b and ship positions (distance from the bank u) relative 

to the bank (source: model calculations, BAW).

Figure 4.1.1-3 shows the wave heights (ship cut out) for two of 

the widths shown in Figure 4.1.1-2, namely for a ship sailing in 

a 200  m wide waterway with a distance of 20  m between the 

course of the vessel and the bank (on the left in the diagram) 

and a ship sailing in the middle of a 40  m wide canal (on the 

right), at the same distance to the bank. The GMS was sailing 

at the same speed in both cases.

It can be seen that the distance d from the ship up to where 

4  Ships in Motion
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the build-up in front of the bow (apex of the curves) vanish-

es and turns into drawdown at the sides of the ship is more 

or less independent of b and u, even though the absolute 

height of the water level adjacent to the ship or the height 

of the backwater at the bow may be completely different for 

the various canal widths. This distance d measured from the 

vessel axis to the side is about 20 or 30 m for a GMS or, put 

more generally, equivalent to between 2 and 3 ship beams B. 

Fig. 4.1.1-1:  Ship-induced flows and waves from the primary wave field during displacement motion in a navigation channel of 
limited width and depth [BAW]

Fig. 4.1.1-2:   Development of the water surface perpendicular 
to the ship in the bow area of a GMS [BAW]

Fig. 4.1.1-3  Wave pattern of a GMS sailing at the same speed 
either close to the bank in a 200 m wide water-
way (left) or in the middle of a 40 m wide canal 
(right) [BAW]
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Thus, if the fairway is further away from the toe of the bank 

protection than the corresponding related net distance  

(d – B/2, i.e. 2 times B), the high displacement flow velocities 

and the associated waves in the vicinity of the vessel are not 

relevant at the bank and can be neglected when choosing an 

appropriate bank protection.

This does not apply to the return flow, which is dominant in 

the midship section and declines much less with growing 

distance to the ship than the local displacement flow. For 

typical inland navigation vessels the return flow is still rele-

vant up to approximately one ship length L on both sides of 

the ship. This means firstly that a significant influence of the 

return flow on the bank is generally unavoidable in almost all 

German navigable rivers, and secondly that the return flow in 

narrow cross sections extends across the entire canal width 

and is in fact almost constant in narrow canals as is the case  

in German standard canals, but also in narrow rivers as the 

Neckar upstream of Heilbronn or the Middle Weser (in oth-

er words channels with small water surface widths to ship 

length ratios B/L). 

This is clearly visible in Figure 4.1.1-4, in which calculated 

isovels of near-surface flow velocities for a GMS, sailing in 

the trapezoidal profile as defined in the German Guidelines 

on Standard Cross Sections of Canals (water surface width 

b = 55 m, embankment slope = 1:3, water depth h = 4 m) are 

presented. Although the return flow velocities are not as 

high as e.g. the natural flow velocities occurring during a 

flood – though values of up to 2 m/s have been observed in 

canals – their influence onto the banks far exceeds that of a 

natural flow. One reason for this is the much thinner bound-

ary layer of the return flow field, which means the full return 

flow velocities apply almost right down to the bed or right up 

to the bank. This is due to the fact that the velocity profile 

between the ship and the bed first has to develop.

Fig. 4.1.1-4:  Distribution (speed marked in colour and  
isovels) of the ship-induced flow velocities 
relative to the canal, caused by a laden GMS 
(trapezoidal profile) [BAW]

Fig. 4.1.1-5:  Velocity distribution indicating the boundary 
layers on the ship and the bed – example 
based on Figure 4.1.1-4 [BAW]
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By contrast, the boundary layer thickness of a natural flow 

is much bigger and corresponds approximately to the wa-

ter depth. Hence, its influence is significantly less in general 

compared to all ship-induced flows such as the return current, 

the displacement flow, the slope supply flow or the propeller 

jet. In the bow area the boundary layer is particularly thin, as  

illustrated in Figure. 4.1.1-5. This can be seen from the way 

the colour, indicating the flow velocity, changes towards the 

bank and the bed. The result is a high flow velocity close to 

the embankment.

In the stern area, on the other hand, the boundary layer is 

slightly thicker, reaching a value of approximately 0.5 m in 

Fig. 4.1.1-5. It is therefore important to dampen the return 

flow by protecting the banks with coarse, stable structures 

to ensure that areas vulnerable to erosion are not directly 

exposed to this flow.

The approach velocity of the vessel is increased by the ve-

locity of the return flow, causing the water level adjacent to 

the ship to be lowered. As is the case with the return flow 

field, this drawdown extends roughly one ship length on  

either side. For a definition of drawdown and wave heights in 

general refer to Figure 4.1.1-6. The lower water level usually 

only results in small hydraulic loads on the bank, but it can 

cause excess pore water pressure to develop in the soil.

This happens if the water level drops rapidly, in combination 

with low soil permeability. In this case, the "old" pressure (be-

fore the vessel passes) which is still present deep down in 

the soil cannot adjust fast enough to the lower pressure in 

the drawdown area (depression trough) around the moving 

vessel. This overpressure therefore reduces the normal 

stress acting on the soil and hence the maximum resist-

ing shear force. If the soil is critical in this respect (refer to  

Chapter 3.5), hydrodynamic soil displacement or sliding of the 

embankment along a near-surface gliding area can occur if 

no countermeasures – e.g. an additional load to increase the 

normal stresses in the soil – are taken. Along with protection 

against erosion this is one of the reasons for building bank 

revetments (Söhngen, Kayser, 2005 & 2010). 

The lowering of the water level around the ship also causes 

it to squat, which means the ship sinks into its self-induced 

drawdown trough. The squat results in a reduced distance 

from the bed and dynamic underkeel clearance. If the water 

is comparatively shallow, ships which are laden according 

to the water level thus have to sail slower than in deep-

er water to reduce their squat. Partially laden or unladen 

ships, on the other hand, or ships which are ballasted with 

water at the stern to make sure the propeller remains suffi-

ciently submerged, do not fully utilise the full water depth 

available even at low water and are therefore able to sail 

much faster than laden ships, leading to more drawdown 

and higher waves. 

The amount of the drawdown can indeed be large enough to 

cause the flow relative to the ship to change from subcritical 

to supercritical flow. With a uniformly laden ship – or with a 

ballasted ship where the drawdown trough deepens from 

the bow towards the stern, in part due to the flow resistance 

– this flow transition usually takes place just before the stern. 

At this point the full displacement effect is still present and 

the water level is very low.

Like a hydraulic jump, the transition from subcritical to su-

percritical flow is discontinuous. A breaking stern wave is 
Fig. 4.1.1-6:  Definition sketch of ship-induced wave heights 

[BAW] 
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the visible sign of this transition. The wave is breaking as its 

propagation velocity is too low to run against the supercrit-

ical flow velocity.

Since the wave propagation velocity is identical to the ship 

speed relative to the water and the wave is forced to follow 

the ship at the same speed (because it is produced by the 

ship), the speed of a displacement craft is limited. This speed 

is referred to as the critical ship speed vcrit and is proportional 

to the wave propagation velocity c = (g*h)½. The constant of 

proportionality between vcrit and c is about 0.5 in standard 

canal profiles and 0.75 in shallow water for a fully laden ship 

and between 0.65 and 0.8 for an unladen ship. 

This critical sailing situation is linked to a significant increase 

in the ship's resistance, because the vessel now has to sail up 

the sloping water plane of the drawdown trough towards the 

bow. Additionally it has to be moved against the rapidly in-

creasing return flow velocity and part of its propulsion power 

is dissipated in the breaking wave. This is why cargo vessels 

do not generally sail faster than approximately 90 % of vcrit. 

Velocities closer to vcrit, e.g. at 97 % – the value used to design 

revetments according to German guidelines (such as GBB) 

and codes of practice (e.g. MAR) – tend to occur inadvertent-

ly, for example if a ship passes from deep into unexpectedly 

shallow water or approaches the bank rapidly during an eva-

sion manoeuvre. Nevertheless, this aspect must be consid-

ered in the revetment design. 

The stern wave shoals more and the supercritical flow is 

reached faster because the energy in this wave is now dis-

tributed over a smaller width, so that its height increases. 

Moreover, the wave field of the local displacement flow moves 

closer to the bank, causing the wave to become even higher. 

This is shown, for example, in Figure 4.1.1-7. The effect is in fact 

greater when sailing close to the bank in shallow water than it 

is in a canal because higher ship speeds are possible.

In spite of this, the highest hydraulic loads on the bank gener-

ally occur when sailing in a canal, where narrow cross sections 

and the resulting low critical ship speed prevent the vessel 

from sailing any faster (Doychev, Söhngen, 2013). One reason 

is that it is almost impossible to reach vcrit in rivers, even for 

modern ships – especially at higher water levels – owing to the 

necessary propulsion power. By contrast, reaching the sub-

stantially lower vcrit in canals requires muss less engine pow-

er. Even fully laden, a typical GMS powered with a 1200 kW 

engine can reach the critical ship speed in German standard 

canal profiles – not just partially laden, ballasted or unladen 

vessels, as is the case with less powered Europe ships. 

In order to limit wave shoaling close to the bank, the ship 

should sail at least two to three beams away from it, as ex-

plained above, see Figure 4.1.1-8. The diagram shows how 

Fig. 4.1.1-7:  Wave pattern induced by a GMS sailing at 
different speeds but with the same average 
drawdown in the midship area in a 200 m wide 
waterway (left) and in a 40 m wide canal (right) 
[BAW]

Fig. 4.1.1-8:  Decline in the wave heights between the ship 
(midship) and the bank, taking the drawdown 
measured in canals of various widths as an 
example [BAW, data from DST]
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drawdown declines as a function of the distance from the 

ship. This distance is plotted on the horizontal axis (abscissa). 

One unit corresponds to one beam. The lowering of the wa-

ter level, which is related to the drawdown directly at the ship, 

is shown on the vertical axis (ordinate). 

The plotted measurements show that the drawdown hardly 

changes between the side of the ship and roughly one beam 

distance to it. From there it then declines rapidly up to a dis-

tance of about 2.5 beams, where the drawdown decreases to 

approximately 60 % of the value directly at the ship. The rate 

of decline slows down as the distance increases further. This 

reduced decrease corresponds to the dimension of the pri-

mary wave field, which is scaled with the ship's length. There-

fore, in wide channels like the Rhine a reduction of the wave 

impact on the bank slope can only be achieved by relocating 

the fairway at a distance of more than about 2.5 B from the 

bank. In narrow canals, the impact of the primary wave field 

can generally not be avoided. 

In many impounded waterways like the Neckar, the Main or 

the Moselle, the possibilities for displacing fairways are very 

limited anyway, owing to the available widths. If it is necessary 

to limit the wave heights in narrow rivers like those mentioned 

above. This can effectively be achieved with speed restrictions 

in combination with rigorous speed controls only. However, 

in most cases it is not necessary to reduce the permissible 

speed very much, since even with a minor reduction of about 

10 % relative to the critical speed the wave heights in narrow 

cross sections could be roughly halved (see Fig. 4.1.1-9).

If it were possible to persuade only the 3 % of all cargo  

vessels which, according to BAW surveys, sail in the vcrit 

speed range to sail just 10 % slower, ship-induced loads 

could be dramatically reduced. This would reduce the aver-

age ship speed by only 0.3 %, with a negligible effect on the 

national economy. But maintenance costs could be saved 

and the use of alternatives to riprap or sheet-pile walls, e.g. 

willow plantings, to protect the bank slopes against erosion 

could be significantly extended.

This is particularly evident when taking a look at wave meas-

urements undertaken, for example, on the Rhine in 2009 

along a test section for alternative bank protection methods 

near Worms (see Fig. 4.1.1-10) where only few wave events 

higher than 0.5 m were observed. The vast majority of wave 

heights were in the range from 0.1 to 0.3 metres. 

The slope supply flows or refill velocities associated with 

critical speed situations, which occur in the breaking stern 

wave and derive their name from the fact that they refill the 

drawdown trough from backwater, generally result in the 

highest hydraulic loads on the bank. These flows are visible 

in Figures 4.1.1-1 and 4.1.1-16 as the "tongue" of bubbling water 

Fig. 4.1.1-9:  Relative average drawdown ∆ h (related to the 
water depth hm) as a function of the equivalent  
n ratio (inverse blockage coefficient) näqui  
(areas with no significant return flow cut off) 
[BAW]

Fig. 4.1.1-10:  Frequency distribution of the wave heights 
(bow, stern and secondary waves) observed 
on the bank of the Rhine near Worms, 
km 440.6 (mean ship-to-bank distance:  
approx. 75 m) [BAW]
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which runs along the bank parallel to the ship. According to 

measurements in connection with model and field tests, flow 

velocities umax up to 3.5 m/s were observed (see Fig. 4.1.1-11). 

The loads arising from umax are this high because the flow hits 

the revetments with almost no relevant boundary layer (Söhn-

gen, Pohl, Gesing, 2010). Adding to this is the pressure shock 

that results from the gushing water in the breaking wave. 

The highest umax values occur either with fully laden ships in 

narrow cross sections where the stern wave which runs against 

the return flow as in the case of a hydraulic jump breaks ear-

lier than in wider cross sections, where the resulting flow ve-

locities may be higher than the ship speed due to the kinetic 

energy of the gushing water and the oblique direction of the 

wave front. Alternatively, the highest umax values may occur in 

conjunction with high v values, e.g. when sailing with ballast 

(artificial water ballast at the stern to ensure that the propeller 

remains submerged while sailing without cargo), even if the 

wave breaks only partially because the upper limit for umax, 

which is linked to the ship speed, is higher. 

The key to limiting heavy loads on the bank as a result of high 

velocities umax is preventing the waves from breaking. This can 

be achieved either by sailing as far away from the bank as pos-

sible or by reducing the permitted ship speed and implement-

ing rigorous speed controls, assuming this is economically 

acceptable and does not affect the steerability of the vessel. 

Account must also be taken of the nautical minimum speed, 

which can be close to the critical ship speed for one-way traffic 

in narrow canals such as the Havel-Oder Waterway.

This speed is required to execute standard manoeuvres with-

in a permitted time window and can be specified as roughly 

6 km/h for modern inland vessels. Because vcrit is in the range 

of 6 km/h in very narrow canals, it will be very difficult to avoid 

reaching vcrit along with breaking waves and high umax values 

in these canals. 

If we look at the vessel-induced hydraulic impacts in more 

detail as they occur from the bow to the stern, the flow around 

the stern leads to an elevation of the water level astern of 

the vessel as part of the transverse stern wave. In front of the 

stern the drawdown due to the return flow field is superim-

posed on the waves from the local flow around the stern. This 

effect is less pronounced than in the bow area because the 

flow around the stern is not always able to follow the contour 

of the ship due to inertia effects. Nevertheless, wave shoaling 

also occurs in the stern area. The water level is additionally 

lowered owing to the propeller suction, and this increases the 

tendency of the waves to break. Finally, the influence of stern-

heavy trim angles must be considered in narrow canals, as 

they further enhance the drawdown at the stern.

The height of breaking transverse stern waves and the corre-

sponding flow velocities are highest with deep-laden or very 

stern-heavy ships sailing close to the banks at approximately  

vcrit. This situation and the high waves associated with it can  

occur inadvertently, e.g. if inland vessels enter shallower nav-

igation channels and if the channel cross sections suddenly 

become smaller in the direction of motion. The same effect is 

observed when one ship passes or overtakes another while sail-

ing very close to the bank, so that the effective cross sections 

available to the reverse flow alongside the ship are reduced.

In addition to primary waves the ship also causes regular 

wavelets, referred to as secondary waves. These are com-

pared to the primary wave field in Figure 4.1.1-12. The second-

ary waves are caused by changes in the ship contour both 

in the bow section, where the hull widens from the bow tip 

Fig. 4.1.1-11:  Comparison of measured slope supply flow ve-
locities (based on field tests on the Weser-Datteln 
Canal and the Salzgitter Branch Canal as well as 
model tests at the DST) and slope supply flow  
velocities calculated using GBBSoft for various 
stern wave conditions (unbroken to broken) [BAW]
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therefore a relevant design aspect for bank protections when-

ever ships sail at a large distance from the banks.

Nevertheless, the secondary wave heights HSec decrease as 

the distance u from the ship increases, namely at a rate of u1/3 

with diverging bow waves or u1/2 with transverse waves, see 

Figure 4.1.1-13. The diagram shows this decrease at the in-

terference peaks of superimposed transverse and diverging 

waves, where the secondary waves besides the vessel are 

greatest. This decrease is caused mainly by a spatial distribu-

tion of the wave energy over an increasing width of the wave 

system and not by dissipation. 

Figure 4.1.1-14 shows another important characteristic of  

secondary waves. With certain vessel shapes and at speeds 

towards the full, prismatic cross section, and in the stern sec-

tion, where the full, prismatic cross section of the ship's hull 

tapers towards the stern again.

Besides the wave length, which for inland navigation vessels 

is generally much smaller than the length of the primary wave 

system, another important characteristic of the secondary 

wave system is that – in contrast to the primary system, which 

only occurs in close proximity to the ship – it is also observed 

at a great distance from the vessel. Although all ship-induced 

waves must follow the ship, since it is the ship that produc-

es them, secondary waves propagate like open water waves 

from the vessel towards the banks. As a result only a small 

amount of the wave energy is lost down this way before the 

secondary waves reach the banks. Secondary waves are 

Fig. 4.1.1-12:  Primary and secondary waves. Left: Ship in a waterway of limited width and depth. Right: Ship in shallow water [BAW]

Fig. 4.1.1-13:  Height of the diverging secondary waves HSec 
at interference peaks, calculated for a GMS  
(T = 1.6 m) in shallow water conditions sailing  
at various distances from the midship to the 
bank u (displacement motion) [BAW]

Fig. 4.1.1-14:  Conventional Europe ship sailing at 
12 km/h ≈ vcrit during tests on the Main-Danube 
Canal (source: GBB, 2004) [VBW/BAW]
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Fig. 4.1.1-17: Secondary waves produced by displacement (vessel right, top and middle) and planing boats at corresponding speeds [BAW]

exceeding approximately 80 % of vcrit, the calculated wave 

heights may increase more with the ship speed than is  

normally the case. 

The secondary waves of large ships are usually independ-

ent of the primary wave field, though they can be superim-

posed on it if the diverging bow waves reach the bank at 

the same point as the transverse stern wave, as shown in  

Figure 4.1.1-15. The resulting stern wave height is approxi-

mately equal to the sum of the primary stern wave height and 

half the secondary wave height. 

This situation is depicted in Figure 4.1.1-16 which shows a tug 

boat sailing close to the bank and producing waves about 

1.5 m high. These waves wash up the embankment.

There is another feature of distinction between secondary and 

primary waves. Whereas the latter form basically a lowering of 

the water level, the former overtop the water table by approxi-

mately half of its height. Together with randomly occurring fluc-

tuations in the water level, the height of secondary waves and 

the corresponding wave run-up determine – amongst other 

criteria – the required freeboard height in a canal.

Observations have shown that the biggest secondary waves 

are caused not by cargo vessels but by fast-moving passen-

ger boats and recreational craft; see Figure 4.1.1-17 (Söhngen, 

Pohl, Gesing, 2010, Maynord, 2005, Söhngen et al. 2008). 

Considering the ever more powerful recreational motor boats 

and a growing number of owners – a trend which is predict-

ed to continue in future – the relevance of secondary waves 

from these boats for the design of bank protection systems 

will increase along with the safety problems relating to sports 

boat traffic (Stamm et al. 2012). Furthermore recreational mo-

tor boats often sail at high speed very close to the banks in 

ignorance of the bank impact this creates.

Fig. 4.1.1-15:  Schematic sketch showing the wave fronts  
for the worst-case superimposition of diverg-
ing secondary bow waves with the transverse 
stern wave and the primary wave system 
(αK > 19°) at the stern [BAW]

Fig. 4.1.1-16:  Superimposed bow and transverse stern 
waves of a tug boat sailing close to the bank  
– situation according to Fig. 4.1.1-15 [BAW]
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The dependence of the secondary wave heights produced by 

recreational craft on the ship speed at the stages of displace-

ment drive through attainment of hull speed to full planing is 

shown in Figure 4.1.1-18 with reference to model tests at the 

DST in Duisburg. The wave heights HSec are relative to the as-

sociated values when planing speed is reached. The Froude 

number Frv, a parameter used in ship hydromechanics, replac-

es the ship speed for a more general representation of the 

measurements. This number is essentially defined as the ratio 

of inertia forces to gravitational forces. 

The measured values show an initially weak increase in the 

secondary wave heights with the speed of the craft (region 1). 

The maximum values are reached in the pronounced tran-

sitional region from displacement drive to planing (region 2). 

For even higher boat speeds at full planing, the secondary 

wave heights drop down (region 3 in Fig. 4.1.1-18), but the de-

crease is weaker than the increase at displacement drive. 

Large yachts, which must not be denied the opportunity to sail 

at planing speed, should therefore sail as far away from the 

banks as possible, so that their high waves are decreased.

Small and more compact recreational motor craft like inflatable 

boats can likewise be classed as critical with regard to the wave 

attack on the banks, because they enter the planing phase 

even at low speeds and usually also have a distinct stern-heavy 

angle of trim. Thus, more engine power is necessary to reach 

the planing mode, i.e. overcome their own high bow waves, and 

higher waves are produced compared to boats with slim hulls. 

Additionally, these boats frequently sail very close to the bank, 

e.g. out of ignorance of the negative impacts. The same applies 

to scooters as well as to water skiers with their pulling boats. In 

other words, in large waterways with intense water sports activ-

ities the stress on the banks from recreational craft can exceed 

that from commercial navigation and ultimately determine the 

stability of, for example, alternative bank protection measures. 

Regular contact with local motor sports organisations is vital 

here, for instance in order to limit the load on the banks by im-

plementing suitable codes of conduct (Stamm et al. 2012). 

If the waterway is very shallow, as it is in the inner city waters 

of Leipzig for example (only muscle powered and small rec-

reational motor boats are allowed), it should also be noted 

that the wave resistance – and thus the wave heights – may 

increase significantly at boat speeds corresponding to depth 

Froude numbers around 1.0 and at low relations of water depth 

to ship length (roughly 0.1 to 0.3), as illustrated in Figure 4.1.1-19  

(Hofman, Kozarski 1999, Stamm et al. 2012). In this case, the 

only suitable remedy to restrict wave heights to an acceptable 

Fig. 4.1.1-18:  Dependence of the relative secondary wave 
heights of recreational craft (i.e. relative to the 
value during planing) on the Froude number 
(calculated by using the ship speed and the 
water displacement to the power of 1/3 as the 
characteristic length) [BAW]

Fig. 4.1.1-19:  Ratio of the wave resistance of a recreational 
craft in shallow water to the corresponding 
value in deep water as a function of the depth 
Froude number (ordinate) and the ratio of the 
water depth to the ship length (abscissa) [BAW]
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limit, e.g. to ensure safe navigation of human-powered boats 

is a rigorous speed limit, possibly differentiated according to 

vessel types. The city of Venice, for instance, limits the speed 

of boats on its narrow canals to just 5 km/h and imposes stiff 

penalties in the event of proven non-compliance, because the 

stability of its historic buildings depends on it. 

Other important vessel-induced impacts on the waterway 

beds and banks result from the jet velocities of the bow thrust-

er as well as the main propulsion system of inland navigation 

vessels. Particularly when a ship is sailing slowly in a narrow 

canal section, using the bow thruster can place heavy loads 

on the banks (Schokking et al. 2003). The slower the ship is 

moving and the smaller the distance to the bank, the lower is 

the deflection of the bow thruster jet towards the aft through 

the flow around the vessel and the expansion of jet beam, 

and consequently the higher are the jet velocities approach-

ing the bank (see Figures 4.1.1-20 and 4.1.1-21).

Loads from the bow thruster are therefore mainly relevant 

in narrow waterway stretches with manoeuvring situations 

performed at reduced vessel speed. These are encounters 

of big vessels or overtaking as well as berthing manoeuvres. 

Damages are severe, especially where bank protection 

measures only protect the zone of fluctuating water levels 

but not the toe of the embankment. A sufficient distance 

from the banks is the key to limiting attack from propeller 

jet to an acceptable extent. For modern inland navigation 

vessels this distance can be estimated as approximately one 

vessel beam width.

 

It should be noted that some of today's bow thruster sys-

tems are comparable in terms of power with the main pro-

pulsion system of a conventional Europe ship. In the case of 

four-channel bow thrusters, the most common type of active 

bow rudder, the water is sucked in from below through the 

ship’s bottom and then accelerated forwards (e.g. for stop-

ping), backwards or to the left or right by means of a pump 

for steering. A concentrated jet is produced, with velocities 

at the outlet similar to those of the main propulsion system. 

It can therefore be assumed that the impact on the channel 

bed and banks arising from newer types of bow thrusters, 

which are larger than those of conventional ships, will signifi-

cantly increase in future. 

Fig. 4.1.1-20:   Calculated flow velocities arising from the 
bow thruster of a GMS sailing at 6 km/h and a 
distance of 4 m between vessel bilge and bank 
slope [BAW]

Fig. 4.1.1-21:  Calculated flow velocities (values for a station-
ary observer standing on the bank) close to the 
bank slope (bank parallel plane 7.5 cm above 
the bank revetment) for a GMS (top) and for a 
powerful, modern Rhine ship with a length of 
135 m (bottom); note the different scales used 
to represent the flow velocities [BAW]
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The loads due to the propeller wash of the main propulsion 

system are also likely to increase further (Aberle et al. 2008, 

Spitzer et al. 2012) – not just because of the increasing size 

of the vessels, which demand more propulsion power but 

also as a result of the unbroken trend towards more powerful 

engines when replacing an existing one. The highest loads 

are caused by the strongly swirling flow field of the rotating 

screw in combination with small dynamic underkeel clear-

ances and low ship speeds. Thus, high flow velocities close 

to the channel bed from the propeller wash are - as is the 

case with the bow thruster - mainly caused by manoeuvring 

ships. But also the banks can be affected because modern 

twin rudder systems can deflect the wash almost orthogonal 

to the bank in the full rudder position. The loads are simi-

lar to those produced by a bow thruster, though often on a 

much higher level. In conjunction with high water levels and 

shallow draughts, even near-bank vegetation or alternative, 

technical-biological bank protections may also be affected 

because the propeller jet can reach higher areas of the bank 

in this case.

Together with bank protections extending right down to the 

canal bed and appropriate ship speeds ensuring that the ves-

sels are not permanently forced into manoeuvring situations, a 

large distance from the bank prevents scouring from the pro-

peller wash. On the other hand, if the highest navigable level 

(HSW) is only slightly higher than the usual level, as is gener-

ally the case in impounded waterways and canals, any loads 

induced by the ship's propulsion system and steering systems 

are generally not relevant for the stability of bank protections 

because they do not reach the toe of the bank protection.

If a ship is sailing under normal cruising conditions, that is at a 

significant and more or less constant speed (normal speed), the 

load on the bed and the banks from the propeller wash is much 

less than in manoeuvring situations. This is because the dis-

placement and return flow deflect the propeller wash away from 

the channel bottom and because the area of the river bed affect-

ed by high loads is small compared to, e.g. the affected area of 

the return flow. Moreover, as the vessel moves quickly forward, 

the load duration is short. When specifying the permissible ship 

speed it is therefore important not to look only at the demands of 

safety and ease of navigation and the bank impacts from waves, 

but also to consider the loads induced by the propeller wash. 

4.1.2 Squat and power demand

The weight of the inland navigation vessel is compensated 

by the vertical components of the water pressure on the hull, 

leading to the hydrostatic buoyancy (floating condition). If 

the water level is dynamically lowered in the area around the 

ship, the ship will also move downwards, because it still has 

to be sufficiently submerged in the surrounding water body 

to produce enough hydrostatic uplift.

As described in Chapter 4.1.1, the water level drops as a result 

of the flow field generated by the moving vessel. The reason 

for this is that the local velocity of the water flowing around 

the ship is higher than the vessel’s approach velocity and the 

higher kinetic energy of the flow close to the ship must be 

compensated by a reduced potential energy, in other words 

a lower water level, on account of the energy balance. This 

lower water level can be seen in Figure 4.1.2-1. The amount 

Fig. 4.1.2-1:  Pushed convoy on the Main-Danube Canal near Riedenburg. The drawdown is visible from the flow from the ox-
bow in the foreground towards the canal [BAW]
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by which an inland navigation vessel sinks into its self-created 

drawdown trough is referred to as "squat". In the literature this 

term is normally used for the maximum value of the sinkage 

which can occur at the bow or stern of a single ship or at that 

part of a convoy, e.g. the stern of the barge, which is coupled 

just in front of the pusher as shown in Figure 4.1.2-2. 

Stern-heavy trim angles mainly occur close to the critical 

ship speed. Squat and the risk of grounding are greatest in 

this situation.

 

With plump bow shapes, however, the local wave system at 

the bow due to the displacement flow can likewise lead to 

a strong suction effect, so that the ship has a bow-heavy 

trim angle even if the drawdown trough becomes deeper 

on average from the bow towards the stern. This especially 

applies in shallow water, i.e. in channels of limited depth but 

almost unconfined width. The waves produced by the local 

displacement flow around the bow may be much higher in 

this case than the drawdown in the prismatic midship sec-

tion. Consequently, it is possible that the same ship has a 

stern-heavy trim angle in a canal and a bow-heavy trim an-

gle in shallow water.

Barges usually also have a bow-heavy angle of trim as they 

tend to have a fuller bow shape than large motor vessels to 

enable them to carry more cargo. The bow-heavy angle of 

trim of a convoy's leading barge is particularly pronounced if 

two barges are breasted up stern to stern. In this case, there is 

no suction effect from the flow around a slim stern or from the 

propeller as with a self-propelled ship, which would compen-

sate the suction at the bow. There is also no suction effect at 

the coupling point to the second barge, but a strong suction 

effect at the bow of the second barge, together with the one 

at the bow of the pusher. This leads to an increased squat at 

the front and aft of this convoy and a small squat at the cou-

pling point between both barges, see Figure 4.1.2-2.

The trim angle is also influenced by the bed roughness and, 

in rivers, by the driving direction. Squat calculations as indi-

cated in Figure 4.1.2-3 show e.g. a strong stern-heavy trim 

angle at high vessel speeds of a large motor vessel, sailing 

upstream in the mountainous part of the Rhine Valley near 

Clemensgrund with a partly rocky river bed. The vessel is 

laden according to the possibilities of the assumed water 

level GlW (similar to RNW on the Danube) + 1.25 m (this is 

approximately mean water level). The navigational effective 

width of the channel here is about 170 m, the water depth ap-

proximately 3.4 m, the average flow velocity is about 1.6 m/s 

and the equivalent sand grain roughness of the river bed is 

assumed to be 0.2 m. 

The calculations were performed for various ship speeds v 

relative to the water, showing an increase of the stern-heavy 

trim angle towards the critical ship speed. Amongst other 

things, this stern-heavy trim is a result of the steep water sur-

face slope in this reach of the Rhine river, which is increased 

strongly by the vessel-induced return flow field. This water 

level gradient has to be overcome by the ship when sailing 

upstream. The ship's resistance and the power demand are 

accordingly high; a typical GMS powered with a 1200 kW en-

gine would be unable to reach the critical ship speed. The 

latter is indicated in the graph by the sharp increase in squat 

and is calculated to be about 4.3 m/s in this example rela-

tive to the water (15.5 km/h). The restricted engine power al-

lows only 3.8 m/s speed through the water or, due to the flow 

velocity of 1.6 m/s, only 2.2 m/s over ground (approximate-

ly 8 km/h). A steep water gradient, together with high bed 

roughness, can thus have a greater influence on the ship's 

behaviour than the cross sectional relations. 

In contrast to this, downstream sailing is facilitated by the 

water level gradient. Together with the fact that there is no 

significant backup of water in front of the bow due to the re-

duced return flow, this leads to a pronounced bow-heavy trim 

angle, even at critical speed. This can be seen from Figure 

4.1.2-4 where calculations with the same boundary condi-

Fig. 4.1.2-2:  Trim of a single-lane, pushed convoys based 
on model tests at the DST [DST]
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Fig. 4.1.2-3:  Calculations concerning ship's resistance R_T (top left), squat (top right) at the bow z_b (blue) and stern z_h (red), 
power demand PD (bottom left, measured at propeller shaft) and trim angle (bottom right) of a GMS sailing  
upstream the Rhine near Clemensgrund at GlW + 1.25 m[BAW] 

Fig. 4.1.2-4:  Downstream drive of a GMS at Clemensgrund – same boundary conditions as in Figure 4.1.2.-3 [BAW]
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tions as in Figure 4.1.2-3 but with the opposite driving direc-

tion are shown. The critical speed is slightly smaller in this 

case compared to the uphill drive, because of the reduced 

backwater effect, and it can now be easily reached despite 

the limited engine power, so that the ship can theoretically 

sail at about 4.1 m/s through the water or, as in this example, 

5.7 m/s or 20.5 km/h over ground. Even if only 30 % of the 

installed engine power were used (400 kW), it would theo-

retically be possible to sail over ground at 17.6 km/h whereas 

no more than about 4.0 km/h could be achieved upstream 

with the same power. A sufficiently powerful engine is there-

fore essential – not only on the Middle Rhine but also when 

sailing upstream on the Danube – to prevent that fully laden 

or less powerful upstream craft are obstructing other water-

way users while sailing upstream.

Besides the wave-making resistance, which is not important 

for large inland navigation vessels, the resistance of a moving 

vessel always consists of the frictional resistance, the flow 

separation resistance, the propeller suction, the water sur-

face gradient resistance which can be increased due to the 

return flow and the associated backup of water in front of the 

bow and the resistance of the rudders. The power demand 

is calculated from the ship resistance, multiplied by the ship 

speed through the water and divided by the transmission ef-

ficiency and the propeller efficiency. Amongst other things, 

the latter depend on how close to the design conditions the 

propeller is operating 

An overall hydraulic propeller efficiency of approximately 0.6 

can be achieved under design conditions. In practice, how-

ever, it is often only around 0.4 as a ship has to sail under a 

variety of boundary conditions that may be far away from the 

design point. For example, a ship sometimes forms part of a 

pushed convoy, rather than sailing individually, in which case 

it may sail much slower. On the other hand, if it is unladen, it 

will move much faster than under design conditions. More-

over, a vessel is frequently required to sail in narrow canals 

or in navigation channels of severely limited depth, so that 

the approach flow conditions regarding the propeller are im-

paired. In other situations, it may have to sail upstream with 

high propulsion power to work against a strong flow or down-

stream with low power, as shown above in the example of the 

Middle Rhine. In other words, the boundary conditions under 

which an inland navigation vessel is operating vary consider-

ably compared to those for seagoing ships, leading to a more 

complicated design and inferior efficiency. 

Added to this, the engine sometimes has to run at part load. As 

a result, not only the propeller's efficiency is generally lower, 

but also the efficiency of the diesel engine compared to the 

design point, because the specific (related to engine power) 

fuel consumption is higher for these lower engine speeds. 

Figure 4.1.2-5 shows other typical calculations for various 

water levels of the Middle Rhine compared to the German 

standard rectangular canal profile described in the corre-

sponding guidelines (ksk refers to the equivalent sand grain 

roughness of the channel bottom in m). The significant in-

fluence of the flow velocity on the ship speed over ground 

when sailing upstream is clearly visible. In the Rheingau re-

gion with its large cross sections and low flow velocities it is 

possible to sail much faster over ground than with the same 

squat in the mountainous stretch with its high flow veloci-

ties. However, with the water levels (GIW & GlW + 1.25 m ≈ 

MW), flow velocities (Rheingau 0.9 and 1.1 m/s, mountainous 

reach at Clemensgrund 1.2 and 1.6 m/s) and corresponding 

draughts (1.75 and 2.75 m) applied in this example, and as-

suming a typical squat of 0.2 to 0.3 m in the Rheingau, the wa-

ter level has no noticeable influence on the achievable ship 

Fig. 4.1.2-5:  Calculated squat (maximum values at the bow 
or stern) at various ship speeds over ground 
for a fully laden (according to the water level  
in the Rheingau region as well as in the moun-
tainous stretch) GMS, compared to the stand-
ard rectangular profile with a load draught of 
2.8 m (no engine power restrictions) [BAW]
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speed upstream. Thus, for fully loaded vessels the speed 

over ground going upstream is nearly independent of the 

water level considered in this reach of the Rhine river.  

Figure 4.1.2-5 shows further that the achievable speed over 

ground, when sailing downstream at low water levels is 

about the same in the Rheingau and the mountainous reach, 

because the reduction of speed due to the lower flow veloc-

ity in the Rheingau region is compensated by the effect of 

the larger cross sections in this area compared to those in 

the mountainous reach. At higher water levels, on the other 

hand, it is possible to sail much faster downstream in the 

mountainous reach because the cross sections and the flow 

velocity also increase. 

Assuming again the same average squat as in the Rhine ex-

amples, in the standard rectangular canal profile with a water 

depth of 4 m and a load draught of 2.8 m it is possible to sail 

roughly as fast as on the Rhine at mean water level. Howev-

er, the limited cross section in the rectangular profile leads 

generally to a significant increase in squat at critical speed 

– to approximately 0.9 m – as opposed to around 0.4 to 0.6 m 

downstream or 0.5 to 0.7 m upstream in shallow water on the 

Rhine (the lower values refer to the lower water level GlW and 

the higher values to MW). In other words, the critical speed is 

reached with lower squat on the Rhine or generally in shal-

low water conditions than in a canal, because the difference 

between the squat at normal cruising speed and the squat at 

critical speed is smaller in shallow water. This fact, together 

with the usual exploitation of available water depth for maxim-

ising the load draught in rivers, leads to less underkeel clear-

ances at depth bottlenecks for deep draught vessels in rivers 

than in canals and a higher risk of grounding. 

The increase in squat at the critical ship speed vcrit is likewise 

much more marked when sailing upstream in a large water-

way than it is in a canal, i.e. the “sucking effect” of the river 

bottom appears only just before vcrit. Thus, if the ship speed 

is increased only slightly in the critical speed range, an abrupt 

increase in squat is likely, leading to possible contact with the 

channel bed. On the other hand, it seems generally possible in 

shallow water to reduce the squat to a large extent, because 

the corresponding vessel speed is still acceptable. So, depth 

bottlenecks in rivers will be passed very carefully with minimum 

speed to ensure manoeuvrability only to avoid grounding. 

It should be noted that the availability of the necessary pro-

pulsion power to reach vcrit was assumed for all calculations 

presented in Figure 4.1.2-5. But as Figure 4.1.2-6 shows, the 

necessary engine power can be very high, which is why less 

powered ships are not able to reach vcrit in shallow water. This 

holds true even for modern vessels with a medium sized en-

gine of let’s say 1,200 kW. They are theoretically capable of 

reaching the critical speed, but only at low, not at average 

water level in the Rhine reach considered herein. Approxi-

mately 2,000 kW would be needed for this purpose. Hence, 

only at low water levels is there a high risk of grounding due 

to reaching the critical ship speed range, even if the under-

keel clearance will be the same for higher water levels too. 

Even in the German standard rectangular profile a GMS 

needs a powerful engine to reach vcrit. This power is smaller 

in the standard trapezoidal profile because the critical ship 

speed there is lower. Thus, the risk of reaching vcrit is higher 

in the trapezoidal than in the German rectangular canal pro-

file. Older ships with less powerful engines, as the majority 

of the Europe Ships, are even unable to reach vcrit in this pro-

file and hence cannot produce the high waves associated 

with this critical sailing condition. For this reason, the loads 

on canal banks did not increase significantly in the past until 

larger ships with more powerful engines obtained authori-

zation to use these canals that were originally designed for 

Europe Ships, forcing the design standards to be revised – 

especially with regard to revetment design. Of course, more 

powerful engines – which are generally a good idea for nau-

tical reasons as they improve steerability and make sure the 

Fig. 4.1.2-6:  Calculated propulsion power required for the 
conditions in Figure 4.1.2-5 [BAW]
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ships can be manoeuvred past bottlenecks at a sufficient 

speed, e.g. at the free flowing Danube River reach between 

Straubing and Vilshofen or the Middle Rhine Stretch – simul-

taneously place additional stresses on the channel banks 

and bed. 

Figure 4.1.2-6 demonstrates again the above-mentioned 

influence of the bed roughness on ship dynamics. The pro-

pulsion power increases in the case of an upstream sailing 

vessel because the ship resistance due to the water level 

gradient is higher. When sailing downstream, on the other 

hand, the rougher bed results in a steeper water level slope 

while the resistance and power are both lower than with a 

smooth bed. 

The above calculations, which serve to demonstrate the vari-

ous factors influencing squat and power demands, are made 

under the assumption of a ship sailing steadily in a prismatic 

fairway. In reality, especially in a river, the cross section shape 

and area, the water depth and flow velocity change constant-

ly, both over time and along the ship. For example, if the water 

in the bow area is shallower than at the stern, so that the ship 

sails from deeper water into shallower water, this can result in 

a bow-heavy trim angle while the same vessel may trim stern-

heavy in a prismatic channel with the same shallow cross sec-

tion as in the bow area. In extreme cases, this could mean 

that the flow conditions associated with the critical ship speed 

– indicated by a breaking wave – are reached at the bow, but 

not at the stern. This could in turn cause the bow to be pulled 

towards the bed in the case of small underkeel clearances 

while a larger clearance is maintained at the stern. 

The trim of inland navigation vessels is therefore additional-

ly dependent on prior driving situations, and this particular-

ly affects bow squat. This is one reason why ships in scale 

model tests can have different trim angles in two tests per-

formed under identical conditions. Even minor events such 

as the way the model ship will be accelerated or unavoidable 

disturbances in the towing channel as from reflected ship-in-

duced waves can alter the trim angle. Hence, the bow squat 

can never be predicted with the same accuracy as the stern 

squat, which is usually larger and is generally more important 

in narrow channels than the bow squat, especially because 

the consequences of grounding at stern with its sensitive 

propulsion and steering devices are much more severe than 

running aground with the bow.

Since the available calculation methods used, for example, 

in ship handling simulators assume generally a quasi-steady 

driving condition for computing drawdown, squat, vessel re-

sistance and power demand, taking the channel cross sec-

tion at the actual vessel position to be a virtual prismatic 

canal, there will always be significant differences between 

calculations and field measurements in the case of unequal 

channel geometry, especially when the depth of the cross 

section is subject to huge changes. However, as all shipmas-

ters are keen to avoid contact with the bed, they reduce their 

speed on entering shallower water at a ford, for example, al-

though this speed may be still faster than when the complete 

ship is in the ford. 

4.1.3  Swept area width when sailing  
straight ahead

If a ship's path is plotted, one can see that the vessel "mean-

ders" to a varying extent on either side of a central axis. The 

amplitude of the pendulum movement increases, the more 

room shipmasters have to manoeuvre and the more difficult 

it is for them to orientate themselves (for example, when vis-

ibility is poor) and the less attention the helmsmen pay or 

are able to pay owing to the traffic situation. The amplitude 

of this sinusoidal vessel course decreases the narrower the 

cross section, the easier it is to find the way, e.g. in a canal, 

and the more attention has to be paid, e.g. while sailing past 

bottlenecks or if one ship passes another. The pendulum 

motion is thus a human factor which must be considered 

when designing a fairway. But there are also physical caus-

es like the turbulence in a river or the interaction forces with 

the bank to which some shipmasters react faster and more 

efficiently than others.

The most important physical cause of the above-mentioned 

instabilities in the course taken by an inland navigation ves-

sel, which has a crucial influence on the additional width in 

combination with the human factor, is the "unstable moment"; 

refer also to Figure 4.1.3-1. This diagram shows a ship which 

has inadvertently drifted slightly starboard from its straight-

ahead course (i.e. to the right in the direction of travel). The 
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resulting oblique flow of water towards the ship's hull then 

causes the ship to drift farther to the right (unstable moment). 

Unless suitable measures are taken to counter this drift, the 

ship will sail even farther off course. As soon as the ship-

master notices that the ship has drifted off course – which is 

easier if the bank can be used for orientation – the helmsman 

will generally apply counter-rudder unless he is distracted or 

not paying attention, for example, and his reaction is there-

fore delayed ("human factor"). It is assumed in Figure 4.1.3-1 

that the pilot only steers with the stern rudder, even if a bow 

thruster is available, because this is normal during easy sail-

ing on inland waterways except in manoeuvring situations. 

The stern swings starboard as a result and the vessel turns 

to the left. The same movement may then be repeated to the 

port side when the ship oversteers owing to its big mass iner-

tia and the water which is moved by it (added mass). 

As a result the ship generally follows a "meandering course" 

as mentioned above, the amplitude of which increases with 

the unstable moment. The latter mainly depends on the ge-

ometry of the hull: the plump-shaped bows of older inland 

navigation vessels have a more pronounced unstable mo-

ment compared to slim, more modern ships. Together with 

the human factors explained above, for example the helms-

man’s inattentiveness, the shipmaster's reaction time and dif-

ficulty to orientate himself and other physical reasons such 

as the undesirable transverse forces acting on the ship, e.g. 

caused by cross flows, these effects scale the amplitude of 

the meandering motion of an inland vessel. 

No generally accepted approach currently exists for the ad-

ditional widths due to the instability of the ship's path or the 

shipmaster's inattentiveness. These "meandering widths" 

moreover vary considerably depending on the reach of the 

waterway with its specific properties. They are generally de-

rived from field and model tests for this reason, as document-

ed e.g. in BAW studies of the Middle Rhine, of the Neckar or 

the Hildesheim Branch Canal. 

For this purpose, the lateral and rotational acceleration of 

test ships were derived, based on GPS measurements. They 

were then analysed by means of a spectral analysis in order 

to extract the interesting accelerations due to instabilities and 

human factor from the spectrum of all of the observed accel-

erations, especially by eliminating the accelerations when 

navigating bends. The double integration in time of the rel-

evant accelerations leads to the required additional widths. 

An evaluation of these observations shows that the additional 

widths due to the human factor are more or less independent 

of the curvature of the vessel’s course. Obviously, in the sail-

ing situations studied, bends were navigated with the same 

level of attention as straight stretches in wide rivers like the 

Neckar and the Rhine. Assuming the same degree of safety 

and ease of navigation, roughly the same additional widths 

are therefore required in bends and straight sections alike. 

However, the tests assessed so far indicate that these addi-

tional widths are strongly influenced by irregularities in the 

banks and above all by the ship speed and the flow velocity. 

To account for these effects, scale model tests concerning 

one-lane traffic, carried out by the US Army Corps of Engi-

neers for conditions in the Mississippi River, were evaluated 

by the BAW. The fairway width was reduced in these tests by 

means of buoyage until safe sailing was no longer possible. 

The fairway widths which were just acceptable for a safe nav-

igation were then used for analysing the wanted additional 

widths. The model tests cover a wide range of boundary con-

ditions such as vessels of different lengths and beams as well 

as extreme variations in the ship speeds and flow velocities 

both upstream and downstream. They also have the advan-

Fig. 4.1.3-1:  Phases of a “meandering ship course” and 
helmsman's reactions [BAW]
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tage that potential influences from cross flow fields are negli-

gible because the sections of the Mississippi considered and 

modelled have a largely regular course, although there is a 

slight influence on the observed additional widths due to an 

oblique ship course in the fords of the river, because large 

pushed convoys generally traverse the river from one fairway 

side to the other after passing a bend to stay in deeper water. 

The BAW's first step in evaluating these scale model data 

was to eliminate the extra width in curves on the observed 

necessary fairway widths to obtain the wanted extra widths 

due to instabilities. These data were then analysed to iden-

tify the remaining influences of the curvature, the flow ve-

locity, the type of craft, etc. No significant influence was 

identified either for the curve radius or for the width of the 

craft. The effect of the flow velocity was unexpectedly great, 

however, with no major difference between upstream and 

Fig. 4.1.3-2:  Additional width due to instabilities and 
human factor, reduced by the influence of 
turbulence in a natural flow field (0.8vFlow/v) 
and plotted as a function of the product of the 
ship length L and the ratio of the ship speed 
over ground vag to the ship speed through 
water v (based on model tests carried out at 
the ERDC) [BAW]

Fig. 4.1.3-3:  Aspects to be considered when evaluating the safety and ease of navigation quality – easier and safer on the left 
(green background), limited ease and safety on the right (red background) 
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downstream. This indicates that the influence of the flow re-

sults mainly from large scale horizontal turbulence and its 

temporary cross flows, which cause the craft to undergo a 

lateral shift. 

If the additional widths observed are now reduced by this 

portion and plotted as a function of a theoretically rea-

sonable factor L vag / v (L = ship or convoy length, vag and  

v = ship speed over ground and through water), based on 

the assumption that a shipmaster only reacts to the ship 

drifting off course if a specific angle relative to the desired 

course is exceeded, the very scattered data nevertheless 

reveals a significant dependency, as shown in Figure 4.1.3-2. 

This formula can only provide a starting point because there 

are too many influencing parameters. It should always be 

verified or optimised with additional field data. 

A value of about 15 - 16 m is calculated for a 110 m long breast-

ed-up formation (22.8 m wide) sailing downstream on the 

Danube at HSW, a speed of approximately 14 km/h over 

ground, a flow velocity of 2.5 m/s and a water depth of ap-

proximately 5.5 m. This is almost four times the amount spec-

ified in the German Guidelines on Standard Cross Sections 

for the encounter of two ships (lane width 15.5 m – beam 

11.4 m = 4.1 m) and confirms that the influences of the flow and 

ship speed must not be underestimated in natural rivers with 

high flow velocities.

This extra width is smaller in canals where it is easier for 

the shipmaster to orientate himself because the bank line is 

very close. It can be specified as approximately 7 m for nor-

mal loading and ship speeds in accordance with the German 

guidelines which demand safety and ease of navigation for 

one-way traffic over long stretches to be “nearly unrestrict-

ed”. This value applies to single-lane push tow units with a 

maximum length of 185 m. For sections with two-lane traffic 

by these vessels – a situation providing only limited ease of 

navigation – which can only be navigated safely if both ship-

masters remain very attentive (they must cooperate!) while 

passing each other, the German guidelines specify a figure 

of around 4 m. 

This value is confirmed by the measurements in Figure 4.1.3-2 

which thus correspond to a driving situation where the ease 

of navigation is limited, if the regression line shown in the 

graph is used. For vessels passing narrow bridges on the 

Neckar river, where the utilisation of the extra widths due 

to instabilities and human factor is not possible, the BAW's 

evaluation of field data yields an extra width of about 2 m on 

average. The ease of this driving situation can be classed 

as "strongly limited” over short distances, which can only 

be mastered using all available nautical means such as bow 

thrusters. 

In addition to the aforementioned influencing parameters 

such as ship dimensions, vessel speed and flow veloc-

ity, field measurements from the rivers Rhine and Neckar 

show that unladen or partially laden vessels, correspond-

ing to lower draught-to water depth ratios tend to require 

larger additional widths compared to vessels with a higher 

draught-to-water depth ratio. This influence was not var-

ied during the model tests presented in Figure 4.1.3-2 and 

therefore could not be investigated. But the most important 

influence on the "meandering width" seems to be the level 

of attention of the helmsmen and the availability and effi-

ciency of nautical means. From the infrastructure perspec-

tive, it has to be decided therefore which level of ease is 

desirable or which limitations may be acceptable. The safe-

ty of shipping traffic should always be ensured, even in cas-

es with limited ease, e.g. the permitted speed should be  

reduced if necessary. 

Figure 4.1.3-3 and Table 4.1.3-4 show criteria based on 

which the necessary ease quality can be chosen (source: 

BAW). Depending on the number of aspects mentioned in 

the right half of the Figure (red background) and the number 

of criteria favouring a higher level of ease (third, red colour-

ed column from the left in the table) – such as a high traffic 

volume or high ship speeds – or rendering a lower level 

acceptable (fourth, green coloured column in the table or 

left half of aspects in the Figure), such as a good overview 

of the navigation channel or an optimally equipped ship, 

the above-mentioned extra widths due to instabilities and 

human factor should be chosen to be higher or lower. The 

same basically applies to the required safety distances.
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Table 4.1.3-4:  Criteria for specifying the necessary ease of navigation of freight vessels (e.g. for the design of waterways)

Criterion Arguments in favour of a  
higher necessary ease score  
for design

Cases where a lower ease  
quality may be acceptable  
for design 

1 Depth exploitation and type 
of load

Deep draught vessels, especially with 
dangerous goods in very shallow water

Empty or ballasted vessels, no dangerous 
goods, sufficient water depth

2 Level of training, personnel 
skills and experience 

Poorly trained pilots, little knowledge on 
waterway features and infrastructure

Optimally qualified and experienced 
helmsman  

3 Attention level, distraction 
and stress of the pilot

Long-time or boring drive, permanent 
manoeuvring conditions 

Short manoeuvre situation, e.g. while  
encountering a vessel or passing a  
bridge opening

4 Width exploitation of  
waterway, danger level, 
possible damages

Small fairway width, buildings, quay walls, 
floating facilities, vessel berths in the 
vicinity of the navigational area, danger of 
life and limb in case of accidents 

Sufficient fairway dimensions, sloped 
banks, guiding walls, parallel dikes or 
short groynes besides the fairway 

5 Uncertainty of waterway 
conditions

Turbulence, secondary currents, irregular 
banks, long groynes, rocky or stony river 
bed, wind, fog

Regular shoreline, sloped sand or  
gravel banks, low wind speed or wind 
protections 

6 Traffic situation, ship-ship 
and ship-bank-interaction 

One-way traffic, many manoeuvres,  
e.g. overtaking 

2 or more navigational lines, accepted 
interaction forces  

7 Vessel equipment and 
instrumentation

Main rudders only or weakly powered bow 
thrusters, sea going ships, low engine 
power, no information systems

Strongly powered bow thruster or passive 
bow rudder, high engine power, dual  
propellers, optimal information systems

8 Vessel speed over ground, 
individual drive

High target vessel speed, e.g. because of 
safety reasons to ensure manoeuvrability 
or to ensure economic navigation 

Low acceptable (e.g. because the reach 
is short) or necessary (e.g. to restrict im-
pacts) ship speed 

9 Feasible speed range 
relative to water between 
vcrit and minimum speed to 
ensure steerability

Physically possible speed range is small, 
e.g. because of narrow cross sections, low 
water depths, low powered vessels, small 
curvature radius

Sufficiently large possible speed range, 
e.g. because of low draught, straight chan-
nel alignment, highly powered vessels or 
highly steerable modern vessels

10 Hindrance due to  
recreational boating

Strong negative effect, e.g. on possible 
average speed, especially because of 
many human powered boasts

No significant influence on speed of 
freight vessels, e.g. because  mainly  
motor boats with good manoeuvrability 

11 Traffic density of  
commercial navigation

High traffic density, resulting e.g. in a 
significant reduction of possible average 
ship speed

Low traffic density
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4.1.4 Additional widths in a cross flow field

Inland navigation vessels float in the surrounding body of wa-

ter and have the same mass as the displaced water. Therefore 

they react very strongly to flows. Figure 4.1.4-1 shows the typ-

ical effect a cross flow field has on the ship. It depicts a large 

motor vessel (GMS) manoeuvring into the Hirschhorn lock on 

the Neckar from the upstream direction at HSW. The ship can 

be seen sailing with the bow pointing towards the left bank 

of the upper lock approach area even though another ship is 

sailing towards it out of the left lock chamber (looking in the 

direction of travel). In spite of this, the shipmaster must choose 

this collision course in order to compensate the effect of the 

above-mentioned cross flow field, which in the photograph 

runs from the left bank to the end of the dividing dam (in the 

centre of the photo on the right; the Neckar water is forcing 

its way to the weir in the top right). This cross flow field would 

cause the ship to drift towards the weir if the shipmaster did 

not correct the course by steering to the left and adopting an 

appropriate drift angle, in other words by positioning the ship 

at an angle in relation to the actual course. Put simply, the 

cross flow from left to right will be compensated by navigating 

to the left. As a result of this, the ship needs a traffic space that 

is much larger than its own beam in this example. 

Since the cross flow velocities increase from left to right in 

Figure 4.1.4-1 (towards the end of the pier), the shipmaster tries 

to continue sailing as close as possible along the inner bank 

on the left. These efforts are supported by suction effects to-

wards the left bank which occur as a result of the ship-induced 

primary wave field; the drawdown associated with a ship in 

motion is greater close to the bank than on the opposite side 

of the ship owing to the faster return flow between vessel and 

bank. The difference in water pressure therefore causes the 

ship to accelerate towards the bank. The left bank in Figure 

4.1.4-1 (looking in the direction of travel) may consequently be 

subjected to higher hydraulic loads due to drawdown. 

As a general rule it can be stated that the additional width when 

sailing through a cross flow field with a width bq increases, the 

higher the cross flow velocity vq (averaged over the ship length 

L if L > bq) or the width of the cross flow field (if L ≤ bq), the 

higher bq and the slower the ship passes the cross flow zone. 

The shipmaster may decide to adopt a drift angle in order to 

compensate the cross flows, for example when sailing slowly 

upstream; in the most straightforward case this angle should be 

selected so that the distance travelled against the cross flow 

per time unit is equal – in relation to the moving water – to the 

drift in the cross flow field. Alternatively, the ship can simply be 

allowed to drift sideways, e.g. when sailing downstream, if a 

narrow cross flow field is passed quickly. 

Another indirect effect of the cross flow results from 

traversing diagonally through a longitudinal flow field. This 

Fig. 4.1.4-1:  Two GMSs with good (sailing close to the left bank, early turn into the lay-by basin, photo right) and not-so-good 
strategies to enter a lock approach (sailing on the outside of the bend and drifting off in the cross flow field,  
left photo) [BAW]
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is illustrated in Figure 4.1.4-2, which shows a ship traversing 

from the right hand side of the fairway to the left side (look-

ing in the direction of travel). This is the case, for instance, 

when advantage is taken of the larger depths at the under-

cut bank during a transition from a left-hand bend to a right-

hand bend as has been stated earlier. 

In the downstream driving situation shown here, the pushing 

flow velocity of the river (vertical blue arrow in the graph) has 

to be subtracted vectorially from the oblique vessel speed over 

ground (black dotted line in Figure 4.1.4-2) to obtain the ship’s 

approach velocity. The latter is split into its longitudinal and 

transversal components in the graph (green coloured arcs). The 

ship must counter the cross flow component (green arc, pointed 

to the right) by adopting a drift angle to the left, resulting in an 

additional swept area width. If not, it will drift to the right. 

4.1.5  Additional widths when  
navigating bends

A similar width problem illustrated in Figure 4.1.5-1 occurs when 

navigating bends. This photograph shows the chronological 

sequence of ship positions for a pushed convoy comprising a 

pushing large motor vessel and a total of three pushed barg-

es, one of which is on the starboard side of the driving ship in 

this example (on the right looking in the direction of travel) – in 

other words, in a breasted-up formation – and two in front. 

The convoy is thus around 185 m long and 22.8 m wide. Since 

the containers being transported are obviously not so heavy 

that the ship would be sailing with its largest design draught, 

the average draught is significantly smaller than this value. 

Therefore, the projected lateral area of the ship is smaller than 

is possible in the case of a fully laden vessel and the cross-

wise force which can be mobilized while drifting sideways is 

smaller, too. This increases the necessary drift angle to coun-

teract sideways forces on the ship hull. Furthermore the wa-

ter in the narrow bend on the Middle Rhine is very deep. As 

a result, the draught-to-water depth T/h ratio is small. This is 

another reason why sideways forces mobilized by drifting are 

small, because they are mainly caused by the undercurrent of 

the vessel’s hull and the corresponding flow velocities under-

neath the vessel’s bottom, which cause these forces mostly, 

thus are small, too. 

Fig. 4.1.4-2:   Flow characteristics of a ship sailing downstream, 
which traverses a longitudinal flow field (blue 
arrow) from right to left at an angle α [BAW]

Fig. 4.1.5-1:  Container unit (breasted-up formation, GMS 
and 3 barges, left) sailing downstream in the 
Rhine near Oberwesel, encountering a towed, 
single-line pushed convoy with one barge  
navigating upstream (right) [BAW]

Fig. 4.1.5-2:  Definition of the tactical turning point (pivot 
point) for the circular, steady motion of a ship 
navigating bends as well as the associated 
swept area width and approximation equation 
for calculating the additional width required in 
bends (lane width minus beam) for a known, 
relative position of the pivot point (referred to the 
ship length) forward from the stern cf [BAW]
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As a result, the so-called tactical turning point (pivot point) is 

located close to the bow in such driving situations, i.e. sailing 

downstream. The pivot point is defined geometrically as the 

point at which the ship can be imagined to be guided along-

side of its course, the vessel’s axis being tangential to the 

course axis at the pivot point. 

For evaluating the relative position of the pivot point cf (see 

Figure 4.1.5-2) or for construction of the swept area caused 

by driving along curves, it is appropriate to approximate the 

vessel’s course by a sequence of circles. Fig. 4.1.5-2 shows a 

curve with one of such circles to provide a clearer definition 

of the pivot point. 

The relative position of the pivot point referred to the ship 

length is known as cf. In the example shown in Figure 4.1.5-1 

this point is obviously very close to the front of the ship, if not in 

front of it, because the swept area width required by the vessel 

extends over almost half of the available fairway width (120 m). 

The most important reason why the pushed convoy sailing 

downstream needs such a large width compared to a vessel 

sailing upstream is that the centrifugal force which acceler-

ates the ship towards the outer bank is dependent on the ship 

speed over ground, which is obviously much higher down-

stream than upstream. The forces that keep the ship on course, 

mainly the forces while drifting, on the other hand, are mostly 

dependent on the ship speed relative to water, which is lower 

downstream than upstream for economic and safety reasons. 

When navigating downstream, therefore, the ship must adopt a 

large drift angle (i.e. the angle of the ship axis to the course axis 

must be large) in order to generate a cross flow relative to the 

vessel axis, running from the outside towards the inner side of 

the bend and mobilizing the corresponding transverse forces. 

Three-dimensional model calculations of the streamlines and 

the forces acting on a drifting inland navigation vessel in shal-

low water (source: BAW) illustrate how transverse forces are 

produced by drifting; see Figures 4.1.5-3 to 4.1.5-5. One part of 

the transverse forces results from the flow around the ship (Fig. 

4.1.5-4). This is called the hydrofoil effect, because the oblique 

approach flow field is aligned with the ship hull in the same 

way as would be the case with a hydrofoil .This is the result 

of the “carrying vortexes” referred to and illustrated in Figure 

4.1.5-3. This force is maximal when the underkeel clearance is 

very small, so that a significant undercurrent underneath the 

vessel's hull is not possible. But in most practice-relevant cases 

the underkeel clearance is greater and therefore, most of the 

crosswise approaching water flows underneath the ship. The 

corresponding forces are mainly caused by the acceleration of 

water due to the curved vessel's hull shape and displacement 

(called “acceleration forces” in Figure 4.1.5-3) and because the 

water is forced to pass the gap between the vessel and the 

Fig. 4.1.5-3:  Three-dimensional calculation of the pressure 
distribution (red = excess pressure relative to 
hydrostatic pressure at rest, green = correspond-
ing negative pressure) and flow lines of a drifting 
GMS (load draught: 2.8 m, angle of drift: 15°) in 
shallow water (water depth: 3.5 m) [BAW]

Fig. 4.1.5-4:  Flow lines in a depth plane between the water 
surface and the bottom of the hull (same bound-
ary conditions as in Figure 4.1.5-3) [BAW]
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channel bottom as shown in Figure 4.1.5-5. Another source of 

these forces is the flow resistance of the undercurrent, causing 

leeward separated vortexes, illustrated in Figure 4.1.5-4. 

The acceleration forces are greatest where the flow changes 

abruptly, in other words mainly in the bow area and to a lesser 

extent in the stern area. At the stern of a typical inland freight 

vessel, the flow is unable to follow the narrowing contour of 

the aft ship exactly for inertia reasons, i.e. the flow separates. 

This results in a lower curvature of the streamlines and thus 

lower acceleration forces compared to those at the bow. 

This can be seen in the Figures provided above, especially in 

Figure 4.1.5-3, which shows the pressure force distribution on 

the vessel’s hull. A bright red (excess pressure, approach flow 

side) and green (negative pressure, lee side) colour indicates 

high pressure areas which are located mostly at the bow. The 

acceleration forces and corresponding torques are largely 

responsible for the yaw instability of vessels (the “unstable 

moment”), meaning that these forces and moments make the 

vessel drift and turn laterally towards the cross flow direction 

unless countermeasures are taken. 

If the approach flow velocities along the vessel axis change 

– as is the case when navigating bends owing to the curva-

ture of the surrounding flow field and the turning motion of the 

vessel – similar acceleration forces also occur in the prismat-

ic midship section, where the cross flow is intensified in the 

gap between the bottom of the hull and the bed, see oblique 

streamlines underneath the ship’s bottom in Figure 4.1.5-5. 

These forces make a significant contribution to the support-

ing transverse force in the bend and are highest when the  

dynamic underkeel clearance is smallest, in other words, 

when the water underneath the ship is undergoing the  

strongest acceleration.

With a larger load draught at the same water depth the in-

crease in the transverse forces due to acceleration is even 

greater than the higher centrifugal force because the ship's 

mass increases with the draught. For this reason, the drift an-

gles required to compensate the centrifugal forces are gener-

ally smaller with a large draught-to-water depth ratio T/h than 

with a small T/h. An unladen ship with no additional steering 

units, such as active or passive bow rudders, thus usually 

needs more navigation space in bends than a ship which is 

fully laden. The pivot point is accordingly shifted further away 

from the midship section towards the stern for unladen ves-

sels using the main rudder only for steering. 

This is also the case with the second above-mentioned trans-

verse force component linked to the hydrofoil effect. Its influ-

ence is greatest in the prismatic midship section. On typical 

inland navigation vessels with a large midship it is responsible 

for most of the supporting transverse force in bends, especial-

ly in conjunction with a large T/h. In the case of a very deep 

draught vessel almost touching the bed the transverse forc-

es produced are equivalent to those produced by a hydrofoil 

with a high aspect ratio, i.e. they are several times higher than 

with a small T/h. The main rudder may then no longer be able 

to counteract these high transverse forces and corresponding 

torques – owing to the uneven distribution of the cross flow 

velocity with small transverse components at the bow and 

large ones at the stern. These moments attempt to force the 

ship out of the bend and have to be compensated with coun-

ter-rudder towards the middle of the bend. 

Like the acceleration forces the transverse forces on the un-

derwater ship due to the hydrofoil effect increase faster than 

the centrifugal forces with an increasing draught. Hence, the 

larger the T/h the smaller the required drift angle, though in 

narrow bends the limitation of the possible transverse rudder 

force may have the opposite impact. The hydrofoil effect, in 

Fig. 4.1.5-5:   Flow lines in a depth plane between the canal 
bed and the bottom of the hull (same condi-
tions as in Figure 4.1.5-3) [BAW]
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particular, restricts navigability in narrow bends as well as the 

ability to sail through cross flow zones with a very small dy-

namic underkeel clearance.

With large dynamic underkeel clearances, on the other 

hand, a strong vortex system is created by the water flowing 

underneath the ship. It corresponds to the end vortices of 

hydrofoils, which reduce the alignment of the flow by means 

of the ship's hull on the lee side, as shown in Figure 4.1.5-4. 

The transverse force due to the hydrofoil effect is therefore 

much lower with large clearances, where the flow under-

neath the ship – the cause of the above-mentioned vortex 

system – dominates, than suggested by the hydrofoil theo-

ry for high aspect ratios. The hydrofoil effect consequently 

plays less of a role with small T/h ratios. 

Another part of the transverse forces results from the separa-

tion of the vortices in the ship's lee section. These vortices are 

marked in Figure 4.1.5-4. The corresponding forces increase 

almost quadratically with the drift angle or cross-flow velocity, 

and determine the transverse forces for very large drift an-

gles. The acceleration forces and the hydrofoil effect, on the 

other hand, increase more or less linearly with the transverse 

component of the approach flow and are therefore relevant at 

small to medium drift angles. 

Because of these complex relations, the aforementioned forc-

es acting on an inland navigation vessel in the cross flow field 

or a bend are still calculated mainly semi-empirically today, 

especially for real-time simulations in ship handling simula-

tors. The associated parameters of the corresponding sim-

plified formulae must thus be calibrated, e.g. based on scale 

model or field tests. 

This may be necessary even for standard vessel types, par-

ticularly owing to the different bow and stern geometries. This 

is also reflected in the cf values, which can be calculated from 

field data, for example, and are often very scattered; refer 

also to Figure 4.1.5-6, in which the additional widths ∆ b meas-

ured in a bend (swept area width minus beam) are plotted as 

a function of the bend's curvature (curve radius R). It follows 

from the kinematics of navigation in bends, as illustrated in 

Figure 4.1.5-2, that the additional width ∆ b referred to the ship 

length L must be linearly proportional to L/R if the cf value is 

constant, and this assumption is impressively underlined by 

the measurements. 

Fig. 4.1.5-6: 
Relative additional widths 
∆ b/L (referred to the ship 
length) for the MS Excelsior 
(T = 1.9 m) sailing downstream 
in two narrow bends on the 
Neckar in the Besigheim im-
poundment, plotted as a func-
tion of the relative curvature 
L/R (ship length / curve radius) 
of the vessel’s course [BAW]
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The gradient of the straight lines in Figure 4.1.5-6 is linked 

to the cf value and can be used to determine it. The values 

measured in canals vary between a minimum of approximate-

ly 0.7 for fully laden ships and up to around 1.1 for unladen 

ships. This corresponds almost exactly to the specifications 

in the Dutch waterway guidelines (0.7 to 1.0). Values ranging 

from 0.6 for vessels going upstream to 1.5 downstream have 

been measured in rivers, with the lowest and highest values 

occurring at high flow velocities and large or small T/h ratios 

respectively. 

The relationships for assessing the cf value as shown in Fig-

ures 4.1.5-7 and 4.1.5-8 are obtained by taking (1) several of 

such evaluations from field data for calibrating simplified for-

mulae for the forces and torque moments acting on the un-

derwater body of the vessel drifting through the bend, (2) by 

Fig. 4.1.5-7: 
Calculated dependence 
of the cf value without 
the influence of second-
ary currents (cf, net) for an 
inland navigation vessel 
with B/L = 0.1 on the 
relative flow velocity (re-
ferred to the ship speed 
through the water) for 
various draught-to-water 
depth ratios (h based on 
the selected T and T/h) 
[BAW]

Fig. 4.1.5-8: 
 Calculated dependence 
of the cf value without 
the influence of second-
ary flows on the relative 
draught (referred to the 
water depth) for vari-
ous vflow / v values – for 
boundary conditions and 
a typical application, see 
Figure 4.1.5-7 [BAW]
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calculating corresponding necessary rudder forces to coun-

teract these moments, (3) by considering the sideways forces 

which support the vessel in making the turn in a narrow curve 

due to the lateral water level gradient in a flowing river and 

(4) by balancing the transversal forces with the centrifugal  

forces. These relationships were used in Figures 4.1.5-7 and 

4.1.5-8 for a typical ship with a beam-to-length ratio of about 

0.1. An unladen pushed convoy (L = 185 m, B = 11.0 m, T = 1.6 m,  

v = 4 m/s), sailing in the vicinity of the Loreley Rock on the 

Middle River Rhine (h = 8 m, vflow = 2 m/s, marked by red signs) 

and a fully laden GMS (L = 110 m, B = 11.0 m, T = 2.8 m, v = 3 m/s), 

driving on the impounded Neckar River (h = 3.5 m, vflow = 

0.5 m/s, green sign) were taken as examples. 

The figures show that the cf values increase with the ratio of 

flow velocity vflow to ship speed through the water v. vflow up-

stream is given a negative sign to enable upstream and down-

stream navigation to be represented in the same diagram. The 

cf-values moreover decrease as T/h increases. It has always 

been assumed that the rudder is strong enough to compen-

sate the torque moments, which is evidently the case with the 

underlying measurements. 

These graphs allow the additional width in bend navigation to 

be estimated for a "typical" ship under the kinematic conditions 

shown in Figure 4.1.5-2 by specifying the input data T/h and 

vflow/v. Whereas the water depth and hence T/h are general-

ly known, it is more difficult to choose the appropriate vflow/v. 

For more information about usual vessel velocities v, refer to 

Chapter 4.1.2 as well as to the "typical" values based on field 

measurements, namely 13.5 km/h for the navigation conditions 

commonly found on the Rhine or approximately 9 km/h in nar-

row rivers and canals. 

A further indication is provided by Figure 4.1.5-9, in which data 

measured during test runs on various German rivers are plotted 

in relation to vflow/v. According to these measurements, ships 

sail upstream, on average, at about vflow/v = 0.4 when there is 

a strong current, in other words their speed relative to the wa-

ter is approximately 2.5 times the flow velocity. Theoretically, a 

vessel speed around 1.5 times the flow velocity would be ideal 

in order to reduce fuel consumption to a minimum. However, 

the ships observed were evidently more interested in getting 

to their destination quickly than in saving fuel. The downstream 

values are mainly in the region of vflow/v = 0.6, i.e. the ships were 

sailing downstream “through” the water at approximately 1.7 

times the flow velocity. The latter values can be used directly to 

interpret Figure 4.1.5-7 which shows a high cf value of about 1.3 

for an unladen ship with T/h = 0.2 sailing downstream. 

In all of the above diagrams the secondary currents were 

assumed to be negligible. In natural rivers, however, their 

Fig. 4.1.5-9: 
Frequency distribution  
of ship speeds measured 
in bends on various rivers 
(HL 82-85 refers to  
the values measured 
during model tests with 
slow-moving pushed  
convoys on the  
Mississippi)  
[BAW]
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influence must be taken into consideration. They are a result 

of the centrifugal force, which also acts in the bend on the 

part of the flow not influenced by the ship and produces a 

cross flow towards the outer bank close to the water surface. 

The flow on the waterway bed is directed towards the inner 

bank, where the bed load moved by the water collects, lead-

ing to sand or gravel banks. 

With small dynamic underkeel clearances the cross flows im-

pacting the ship more or less cancel each other out; howev-

er, this does not apply to small draughts, where the outward 

secondary flow has to be compensated with an additional 

drift angle. Figure 4.1.5-10 shows an example of a flow field, 

which is influenced by secondary currents. The flow vectors 

are deflected strongly towards the outer bank at half draught  

water depth. The corresponding drift angles of the GMS 

needed to compensate the cross flow when sailing down-

stream are very large.

This drift angle compensation can be taken into account  

by increasing the cf value. This increase is shown in Figure 

4.1.5-11 for the examples in Figure 4.1.5-7. The graph shows 

that no significant increase was calculated for a GMS on the 

Neckar, where the cf value without the influence of second-

ary flows was about 0.7 both upstream and downstream, be-

cause the assumed T/h is very high. The increase was bigger 

for an unladen pushed convoy in the vicinity of the Loreley 

Rock, where cf is about 0.1 higher than without secondary 

effects, leading to cf = 0.8 upstream and 1.1 downstream. 

Fig. 4.1.5-10:  Flow vectors, at half draught depth below the 
water level (1.4 m), pointing towards the under- 
cut bank (influence of the secondary flow), 
measured at bankfull discharge in the Ems, 
and calculations for bend navigation by a GMS 
with a draught of 2.8 m (no active bow thruster) 
[BAW]

Fig. 4.1.5-11: 
Calculated increase  
in the cf value (∆ cf ) due  
to secondary currents 
for various combinations 
of water depth-to-ship 
length and draught-to-
water depth ratios,  
based on the examples  
in Figure 4.1.5-7 [BAW]
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The resulting additional widths for the examples in Figure 

4.1.5-7 are plotted in Figure 4.1.5-12 in the dimensionless 

variables discussed in Figure 4.1.5-6, and in Figure 4.1.5-13 

with their actual size. Amongst other things, the last graph 

illustrates the huge influence of the curvature on the addi-

tional width, especially for unladen ships without effective 

bow rudders or thrusters. Furthermore, according to Figures 

4.1.5-2 and 4.1.5-6, the ship length has an almost quadratic 

relationship with the additional width. This is particularly im-

portant when assessing the ability of long craft to navigate 

in existing waterways such as the Neckar. The additional 

width for an üGMS with a length of 135 m, for instance, is 82 %  

larger – nearly twice as much – than for a GMS with the  

maximum 105 m length permitted presently.

Finally, the influence of the direction of travel needs to be 

outlined again. A lower supporting transverse force is ob-

viously necessary upstream than downstream to keep the 

ship on course because the centrifugal force must be cal-

culated with the ship speed over ground, which is lower up-

stream compared to downstream. The ship therefore adopts 

a smaller drift angle. This is illustrated in the right-hand part 

of Figure 4.1.5-1 by the towed craft – a single-lane unit cou-

pled one after the other, which manages with much less traf-

fic space. It is generally true to say that an inland navigation 

vessel needs the most traffic space when sailing downstream 

in narrow bends with a small draught-to-water depth ratio or 

when it is fully laden and in the vicinity of cross flow fields. A 

ship sailing upstream usually requires less navigational space 

than downstream, except when there are strong cross flows 

simultaneously with low possible ship speeds, because these 

make it more difficult to counter the flows. In both cases, the 

necessary fairway width can be several times the beam. This 

is one big difference between a waterways vessel and a fric-

tion bound vehicle like a truck, for which a much smaller traf-

fic space suffices. The fairways must consequently be wide 

enough to enable ships to sail safely and easily in accordance 

with the mandate of the Federal Waterways Act. 

When analysing this information, it is important to remember 

that the crafts navigating in Germany's inland waterways are 

getting larger and larger. On the other hand, the available fair-

way widths cannot be increased any further in the majority of 

cases. For example private interests prevent the banks of the 

River Neckar from being widened to increase the existing fair-

way width. Furthermore, measures planned to improve navi-

gation can result in significant environmental impacts which 

would reduce the ecological potential of Germany's water 

Fig. 4.1.5-12: 
Calculated relative  
additional width ∆ bc/L  
in bends as a function  
of the curvature L/R 
for the same boundary 
conditions as the  
examples in  
Figure 4.1.5-7  
[BAW]
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bodies. Such measures are usually considered unacceptable 

for this reason or because – on the Rhine, for instance, or on 

the stretch of the Danube River between Straubing and Vils- 

hofen – only a certain width can be achieved in a free-flow-

ing river in conjunction with the maximum fairway depth. Any 

attempts to additionally increase the fairway depth by length-

ening the groynes (spur dikes), in other words by restricting 

the river width even more, would also have the effect of nar-

rowing the fairway or at least increasing the flow velocities, so 

that the required navigational space would further increase in 

view of the bend navigation aspects described above. 

To nevertheless enable large vessels to navigate in Germa-

ny's inland waterways – and such traffic is extremely viable 

from the politico-economical point of view because bigger 

ships are able to carry significantly more cargo with the same 

personnel and only a slightly higher fuel consumption – it 

is necessary to demonstrate that they can manage with the 

available navigational space. The fact that modern ships gen-

erally have very efficient rudders is helpful. Although they are 

larger – for example, they may be longer or wider and hence 

require more traffic space than conventional craft – they are 

able to navigate critical stretches thanks to their superior 

nautical qualities. 

This aspect is illustrated in Figure 4.1.5-14, which shows a 139 m 

long, 11 m wide unit navigating past the town of Lauffen on the 

Neckar River (Söhngen, Qaqunda, 2011). This unit is comprised 

of a push boat pushing a large motor vessel typical of those 

used on the Neckar and was used to simulate a 135 m ship 

Fig. 4.1.5-13: 
Calculated additional 
width in bends ∆ bc as 
a function of the curve 
radius R for the same 
boundary conditions 
as the typical exam-
ples in Figure 4.1.5-7 
[BAW]

Fig. 4.1.5-14:  Field test to simulate navigation of an üGMS 
past the town of Lauffen (Neckar) with a unit 
comprised of the push boat Vogel Gryff and 
the MS Hanna Krieger (overall length: 139 m) 
[BAW]
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that will be approved in future. The latter vessel type has  

become established as the standard ship on the River Rhine 

in the last years. Since it is the Rhine which determines how 

the German fleet develops owing to its high traffic volume and 

transport capacity – accounting for roughly eighty percent of 

Germany’s entire inland shipping – it is only natural that these 

ships should be enabled to sail on side waterways like the  

Neckar. If the locks, which currently represent the main obsta-

cle to large craft, are lengthened as foreseen, such craft will 

also be able to navigate the Neckar. In this case an examination 

of their ability to cope with the confined conditions exemplified 

by those in the Lauffen reach in Figure 4.1.5-14 will be required. 

In this particular reach there will probably be no alternative to 

extension measures because easy and safe shipping is no 

longer possible here with the 135 m long vessels. Even though 

the bottleneck in Lauffen could "just about" be navigated under 

field test conditions the manoeuvre demanded extreme con-

centration on the part of both shipmasters. 

In spite of this, the improvement measures planned on the  

River Neckar for the üGMS will probably not lead to a state 

that matches the existing safety and ease of navigation stand-

ard for the present fleet because they would be too expensive 

and too intrusive. In the above example, therefore, the future 

wave loads will be scarcely any higher than those prevailing at 

present, even though the ships will be navigating very close 

to the banks, because the ship speed will be much lower. On 

the other hand, significant loads will be likely from the pro-

pulsion and steering units. Amongst other things, these will 

include the deflected propeller wash of the main propulsion 

system, which occurs as a result of strong rudder actions es-

pecially with modern twin rudder systems, and the transverse 

thrust of a modern bow rudder.

The trend towards bigger craft – which is predicted to continue 

as inland navigation vessels have to maintain their competitive 

edge compared to other transport modes – will probably not 

lead to insurmountable nautical problems, i.e. no improvement 

measures will be necessary in most cases, but the ship-in-

duced loads on the bed and the banks will almost certainly 

increase if no countermeasures are taken. From the ship dy-

namics perspective, this is virtually equivalent to squaring the 

circle. On the one hand, the requirements of the European 

Water Framework Directive have to be met, amongst other 

things by replacing conventional bank protection systems 

with alternative ones. On the other hand, the competitiveness 

of inland navigation vessels – which in many respects are a 

highly desirable mode of transport that reconcile ecology with 

economy with their low primary fuel consumption and trans-

port costs per ton of cargo transported and kilometre – needs 

to be maintained, if not actively strengthened. 

4.1.6  Encounters and overtaking  
manoeuvres in canals

A particularly critical situation from the point of view of ship 

dynamics is the (head-on) encounter of two ships at close 

quarters. Each ship produces a displacement flow field that 

pushes the other ship's bow sideways and pulls the stern 

closer. This sideways pointing flow increases along with 

v and T/h. The latter effect is shown in Figure 4.1.6-1. The 

displacement flow of a GMS was simulated by means of a 

source-sink distribution which "inflates" the ship to separate 

this effect from other influences. 

If two deep-laden ships are meeting head-on at close quar-

ters, one of them will theoretically be pushed away half the 

width of the "displacement ellipse" as shown in Figure 4.1.6-1. 

Fig. 4.1.6-1:   Calculated displacement flow of a GMS in 
shallow water (4 m deep) for two different 
draughts T [BAW] 
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The resulting safety distance which is required between two 

identical ships corresponds to one width of this ellipse, in other 

words around 17 m for T/h = 0.8 (top) and 7 m for T/h = 0.35. The 

influence of T/h is evident here, though the values decrease if 

the ships maintain the safety distance during their encounter. 

The influence of the ship-induced water level drawdown, as 

shown for example in Figure 4.1.1-7, must likewise be taken 

into account. In shallow water it is symmetrical all the way 

around the ship, so that no transverse forces are generated 

for the ship that produces the drawdown, but for the other 

vessel sailing close by. Therefore, the oncoming ship sails 

alongside the edge of this drawdown trough and is therefore 

accelerated towards the middle of the other ship's drawdown 

zone – it appears to be "attracted" to it. The influence of both 

the lateral displacement flow and that of the drawdown field 

are declining at lower T/h values. The most critical case from 

a ship dynamics perspective is thus a high T/h in combination 

with navigation close to the critical ship speed with the asso-

ciated high displacement flows and drawdown. 

When sailing at a moderate ship speed in shallow water, 

good shipmasters can pass each other safely with a net dis-

tance of approximately one beam between the two vessels. 

This seems to be in contradiction to the German Guidelines 

on Standard Cross Sections in canals. The stated safety dis-

tance is much smaller for single-lane craft (GMSs, pushed 

convoys), namely 2 m, despite the extremely complex sail-

ing situation. The reason for this very low specified val-

ue is that the actual available navigational space is much 

broader than 2 m if the "meandering width" of both vessels 

is added. This width can be calculated according to the Ger-

man Guidelines from the difference between the specified 

lane width (about 15.5 m for the trapezoidal profile) and the 

breadth of the vessel (11.4 m), resulting in roughly 4 m. Twice 

this value plus 2 m safety distance equals 10 m. Since this 

additional space is taken into account, the effective availa-

ble additional space during the encounter is therefore ap-

proximately one beam width. 

This sailing situation is especially critical because, based on 

model and field tests, only a limited "ship speed window" 

is usable under normal driving circumstances, i.e. without 

having to use the bow rudder. At very low vessel speeds 

the main rudder force is too small to counter the cross flows 

and transverse forces from the drawdown field unless the 

ship has a powerful active bow rudder. In contrast to this, if 

the speed is too high, the vessels will be strongly negatively 

affected by their own flow and drawdown fields. Hence, if 

one neglects meeting at very slow speed, the safe speed 

range for fully laden GMSs and pushed convoys in German 

standard canals is around 5 to 8 km/h. The cross sections for 

two-way traffic therefore need to exceed those for one-way 

traffic, not only with regard to the width but also in terms of 

the depth to ensure a sufficiently large speed window, and 

the maximum permitted ship speed must not be too low.

Figure 4.1.6-2 shows a typical encounter situation in a canal. 

During the final phase the ships' sterns almost make con-

tact: the rudder pressure is much lower during this phase of 

a encounter manoeuvre, because in narrow cross sections 

the two ships' return flow fields – which support normal ma-

noeuvring situations by increasing the propeller approach 

velocities – can almost cancel each other out. The propeller 

wash becomes relevant as a result and there may even be a 

flow to the rudders astern.

However, the greatest additional width during an encounter 

is usually needed when the two craft are parallel to each 

other, as shown in the middle photograph in Figure 4.1.6-2. 

Both ships tend to have a drift angle in this situation, caus-

ing them to sail away from the nearest bank and towards 

the centre of the canal. Amongst other things, this is due 

to the fact that their bows are initially forced apart, so that 

they drift towards the closer bank. In narrow canals they are 

also pulled towards this bank because the dynamic low-

ering of the water level is greater there. In order to coun-

ter this tendency, they need to sail away from the bank, 

though, to begin with, their sterns continue to approach the 

bank depending on the position of the pivot point in the 

front third of the ship. The ships are therefore sailing at an 

angle to the canal axis, as shown here. Other influences are 

described in Chapter 5.1.4.

During overtaking manoeuvres, each ship is exposed to the 

influence of the other ship's drawdown trough for a much 

longer time compared to encountering vessels. Accordingly, 

higher safety margins than those for encounters have to be 
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accounted for. If only the main rudder are used for steering, 

which is usually the practice, the strong interaction forces 

can only be compensated by taking appropriate drift angles. 

Overtaking manoeuvres additionally call for the cooperation 

of the two shipmasters, especially when sailing in canals, 

because the return flow of the craft which is overtaken has 

to be overcome too. The overtaken ship therefore has to 

slow down. 

It should be mentioned at this point that the ship induced 

impacts on the bed and the banks of the channel by the 

propulsion and steering devices of modern ships during en-

counter and overtaking manoeuvres have increased. The 

stability of the canal linings could be at risk as a result. This 

particularly applies if larger craft are to navigate in canals 

which are neither widened nor deepened. Action is conse-

quently needed to counter these trends – both in relation 

to the ship structures, e.g. by incorporating multi-propeller 

drive or twin rudder systems to increase the transverse rud-

der forces without altering the propeller wash, and in the 

form of waterways engineering measures such as improved 

protection against revetment toe erosion. 

Fig. 4.1.6-2:   Encounter manoeuvre of two single-lane pushed convoys (GMS plus barge, coupled one after the other) on the 
Dortmund-Ems Canal [BAW/DST] 
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4.1.7 Effects of wind

The effects of wind are a further navigational problem. Ships 

with a large transverse projection area exposed to wind  

action are particularly sensitive to these effects. This holds 

especially true for unladen ships and container vessels. Small 

draught to water depth ratios and slow cruising speed addi-

tionally increase the wind effect. In these cases the trans-

verse wind force is considerable while the counterforce  

applied to the drifting underwater vessel is small and can 

only be produced at high ship speeds and at a large drift an-

gle. The required traffic space is consequently enlarged (see 

Figure 4.1.7-1), which is one reason why the permitted ship 

speed must not be restricted too much. Accordingly, higher 

wave loads are unavoidable and have to be accepted.

Modern inland navigation vessels can counteract transverse 

wind forces with powerful rudders at the bow and stern. The 

loads on the channel linings are increased, however, just as 

they are in other manoeuvring situations. Therefore conven-

tional windbreaks such as vegetation along the banks still 

make sense despite the optimised design of today's craft. 

4.1.8  Transverse forces at inlet and  
outlet structures

Cross flows in waterways can be either extended and largely 

homogeneous over a distance of several kilometres, or lo-

cal and inhomogeneous. In the former instance they may be 

wind-induced or tidal drift flows in coastal waters, cross flows 

from the flooding of forelands during high water, the outcome 

of polder flooding by outlet structures or secondary flows in 

river bends. Local cross flows are produced, amongst other 

things, by outlet and intake structures, tributary mouths and 

canal or harbour entrances in natural waterways, vortices 

and circulation zones at lock approaches and groynes or in 

the entrance areas of locks, for example owing to filling and 

emptying devices of the lock chambers or the simultaneous 

operation of double locks or lock groups. 

If a ship passes through an extended, continuous cross flow 

field, it adopts a defined drift angle to compensate the cross 

flow velocity in order to keep the aimed course. Small-scale 

but strong cross flow fields are generally more problematic 

for the safety and ease of navigation, especially if they are 

difficult to control by means of rudder or engine manoeuvres 

on account of their inhomogeneity (i.e. changes of direction), 

intensity (magnitude) and duration. In the past the impact of 

local cross flows on shipping has frequently been the object 

of model and field tests for this reason. 

Inlet (water entering the navigation channel) and outlet (re-

moval of water from the main channel) structures for the ser-

Fig. 4.1.8-1:  Motion phases of a large motor vessel (MS Metz) passing an inlet structure [DVWK, 1984]

Fig. 4.1.7-1:  Unladen ship sailing in strong wind (blowing 
from the right), which is relevant in the area 
with low trees [BAW]
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Fig. 4.1.8-3:  Influence of the width of an inlet structure on 
the additional width (lateral displacement plus 
additional width due to drift angle) in the cross 
flow field when a 2.8 m deep-laden GMS is  
sailing close to the bank (distance: 4 m) for a 
cross flow velocity of 1 m/s (no longitudinal 
flow) at the inlet structure in a 4 m deep canal 
derived from simulator test runs (Söhngen  
et al. 2012) [BAW]

vice water required by industrial and commercial enterpris-

es or the cooling water used by power plants are situations 

where cross flows can have repercussions for shipping. The 

transverse force and torque resulting from the cross flow ve-

locities and the ensuing lateral shift of the ship are the crite-

ria required for a nautical evaluation. The motion phases of a 

passing vessel in Figure 4.1.8-1 illustrate how severe the cross 

flow from an inlet structure can influence shipping.

The velocity field and the resulting cross flow velocities due to 

inlet and outlet structures are fundamentally different. The flow 

at outlet structures has relatively little turbulence. It can thus be 

approximated by a potential flow and causes water to flow to 

the outlet sides, leading to a comparatively rapid decrease in 

the cross flow velocity as the distance from this outlet increas-

es. Inlet structures, on the other hand, are subject to the laws 

of jet propagation. The decelerated flow of the jet widens at a 

defined small angle and produces generally much higher cross 

flow velocities compared to those at an outlet structure, even at 

large distances from the structure. Together with turbulence  

effects such as flow separation as well as recirculation and  

mixing with the surrounding water owing to strong shear 

stresses at the jet boundaries, the impact of inlet structures 

on navigation is more severe than in the case of water remov-

al structures. Apart from differences in the ship's exposure 

to transverse forces and torques, as shown in Figure 4.1.8-2, 

this leads to generally better conditions for shipping at outlet 

structures than at inlet structures. This is why the Dutch wa-

terways extension guidelines (Richtlijnen Vaarwegen, 2011), for 

example, permit 1.5 times higher cross flow velocities and water 

quantities at outlet structures compared to inlet structures. 

Constant maximum limits of permissible cross current velocities 

are specified in many guidelines and relevant literature to sim-

plify navigability assessments at cross flows. A value of 0.3 m/s 

is often laid down for inlet structures. However, the specified 

limit value, which is based on tests in lay-by basins and branch 

canals (see Jambor, 1960), only applies to cross flow fields no 

wider than approximately half the ship length and assuming 

sufficient navigation space is available for manoeuvring. 

The above-mentioned value of 0.3 m/s may thus no longer be 

on the safe side if the cross flow field is wider than ½ L or if the 

available navigable space is lower than assumed for setting 

the 0.3 m threshold. This may be the case if more intensive 

use is made of navigation channel cross sections than in the 

past, for instance owing to the approval of larger craft. 

On the other hand, much higher cross flow velocities may be 

acceptable in case of narrow cross flow fields, as according to 

studies carried out by the BAW (Söhngen et al. 2011 and 2012) 

the additional traffic space utilised by shipping in the cross flow 

field is almost linearly proportional to the width of the inlet or 

outlet structure (see Figure 4.1.8-3). The maximum permitted 

cross flow velocity, as specified e.g. in the Dutch guidelines, 

therefore depends on the width of the cross flow field and can 

Fig. 4.1.8-2:  Transverse forces Q and torques M acting on a 
ship as a result of a) an outlet structure and b) 
an inlet structure [VBW]
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be as high as 1.5 m/s for very narrow inlet structures. Hence, 

since the assumptions regarding the available navigation 

space incorporated into this higher limit value might not be 

true in every single situation – as is the case with any blanket 

assumption about maximum cross flow velocities – it makes 

more sense to determine the additional traffic space due to 

inlet and outlet structures directly and compare it with the 

available navigation space for manoeuvres.

Simulator test runs carried out for a series of cross flow fields 

have confirmed that the additional width likewise increases  

almost linearly with the cross flow velocity (see Figure 4.1.8-4). 

Together with the proportionality to the width of the inlet or 

outlet structure this enables a maximum value of 5 m3/s to be 

specified for the permissible volume of water flowing into the 

navigation channel, assuming a constant water depth and a 

constant permissible additional width.

If a significant longitudinal flow in the canal or river is superim-

posed on the inlet jet, producing large-scale horizontal turbu-

lence as shown in Figure 4.1.8-6, this flow field also increases 

the required navigational space (see Fig. 4.1.8-5). At outlets, on 

the other hand, the influence of turbulence – and hence of the 

longitudinal flow – is only minor and can be neglected. 

As explained earlier in connection with navigation in bends, 

the draught-to-water depth ratio T/h also has a significant in-

fluence on the additional width in a cross flow field. With small 

dynamic underkeel clearances the forces may suddenly be-

come so great that they can no longer be controlled by the 

shipmaster. Detailed evidence concerning the influence of 

cross flows is therefore recommended whenever the available 

navigation space is restricted, the shipping traffic makes full 

use of the depth conditions and the cross flow field in question 

is highly turbulent and possibly also inhomogeneous owing 

to the local geometry. This is often the case with recreational 

boating, especially with muscle powered craft such as rowing 

boats which are difficult to navigate and tend to have only a 

restricted field of vision, for instance because the rowers are 

looking in the opposite direction to the driving direction. 

Critical cross flows occur not only at inlet and outlet structures 

but also – as explained earlier in Chapter 4.1.4 – in the ap-

proach areas of locks (especially in reaches where the lock is 

positioned next to a weir), at the mouths of power plant canals 

(downstream canal), at the mouths of side channels at river 

barrages, at outlet and return structures for pumping water 

and water management in canal reaches and double locks.

Unfavourable conditions can result in cross flows in the lay-

by basin entrance areas of river and canal locks, especially 

when a ship is manoeuvring into these areas because its ma-

noeuvrability is restricted by its low ship speed or a necessary 

stopping manoeuvre. Vessels manoeuvring out of the locks 

and the lay-by basins generally can use a higher engine power 

or have a higher speed and are therefore easier to steer, so 

Fig. 4.1.8-4:  Influence of the cross flow velocity at the  
inlet structure on the additional width  
under the same boundary conditions as in 
Figure 4.1.8-3 [BAW]

Fig. 4.1.8-5:  Influence of the longitudinal flow velocity at 
the inlet structure on the additional width in a 
cross current field under the same boundary 
conditions as in Figure 4.1.8-3 [BAW]
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that their behaviour is not affected to the same extent. At river 

locks, too, it is usually more difficult to enter the upper lay-by 

basin than the lower basin because the ships are more ma-

noeuvrable in the downstream area as they move against the 

current. Jambor (1960) compares sight investigations concern-

ing the entry conditions at canal branches from large rivers 

with corresponding scale model tests and derives correlations 

between torque moments and the magnitude of the cross flow 

velocity. From this he derives 0.20 m/s as a reliable measure of 

the cross flow velocity in the upper lay-by basin and 0.30 m/s 

in the lower lay-by basin (Jambor, 1960). 

Cross flows caused by eddies in the entrance area of a lock 

when the adjacent lock chamber of a double lock is filled or 

emptied are a particular nuisance (see Figure 4.1.8-7). The same 

flow characteristics are observed at a diversion channel. Special 

requirements apply in the entrance area to guarantee shipping 

safety due to the limited room for manoeuvre and the low ship 

speeds. Based on studies of the maximum cross flow velocity at 

double locks when a vessel enters one lock chamber from the 

downstream area while the neighbouring lock is being emptied, 

Jambor (BAW, 1960) specifies the maximum permissible cross 

flow velocities upstream of these locks as between 5 and 7 cm/s. 

There have been frequent attempts in the past to create 

more favourable conditions for compensating the cross flow 

velocities between locks by means of an extended guiding 

structure with openings, as indicated in Figure 4.1.8-7, yet 

these model tests have tended not to produce the desired 

success. Simultaneous filling and emptying is avoided for this 

reason when a ship enters a double lock.

Cross flows also occur when manoeuvring into or out of lock 

chambers without any kind of external influence. This is par-

tially on account of the flows for which the ship itself is re-

sponsible, which were mentioned earlier in connection with 

safety distances. The ship-induced return flow when a vessel 

is navigated into a lock asymmetrically, for example along a 

guiding mole, forces its way from the bank towards the middle 

of the lay-by basin. The associated transverse thrust must be 

compensated, e.g. by using the bow thruster or by means of 

wooden rails while entering the lock chamber. Asymmetrical 

approach conditions are especially critical, say, if density driven 

flows are additionally present in tidal areas. In this case salt wa-

ter flows upward into the chamber after a downstream lockage; 

the associated cross flows produced there can be very large.

Fig. 4.1.8-6:  Snapshot of the calculated flow velocities 
(shown are lines of identical flow velocity,  
the colour coding indicates the flow velocity 
magnitude shown on the right in m/s) in the 
vicinity of a 10 m wide inlet structure in a 4 m 
deep canal at a cross flow velocity of 1 m/s, 
which superimposes with a longitudinal flow  
in the channel (from the left, 0.5 m/s) [BAW]

Fig. 4.1.8-7 
 Cross flows caused by emptying 
the adjacent lock chamber in the 
entrance area of a double lock 
[Partenscky, 1986]
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4.1.9 Transverse thrust at groynes

Transverse thrust which occurs in the spur dike areas like-

wise has a significant influence on ship dynamics of inland 

navigation vessels. Amongst other things, it results from 

the disturbance of the flow field around the groyne. At the 

groyne head there is a strong flow towards the middle of the 

river whereas in the groyne field, the water mainly flows back 

towards the bank. This is shown in Figure 4.1.9-1, in which the 

main flow (greenish-grey) and the flow in the groyne field can 

be distinguished by the different water colours due to the 

turbidity of the water. 

Shipmasters must counteract these cross flows in a confined 

navigation channel or in manoeuvring situations where the 

room for navigation is restricted, for example by adopting 

a drift angle. This is particularly advisable when sailing up-

stream because the ship is only moving at a slow speed over 

ground and therefore exposed to the cross flows for a long 

time. When sailing downstream, it may make more sense to 

accept that the ship drifts sideways in the groyne field area 

because the speed over ground is faster and the time for 

which it is exposed to the cross flows is much shorter. There 

is consequently less lateral shift, especially as the cross flows 

cancel each other out to a large extent over one groyne field. 

These cross flows at groynes can be limited, though not 

completely avoided, by optimizing the channel control lines 

(connecting lines of the groyne heads). As an alternative train-

ing structure one can use longitudinal dikes instead of spur 

dikes. The hydraulic and morphodynamic effect is generally 

the same as both training structures restrict the width of the 

low-water bed, enabling the bed to be deepened and the wa-

ter level to be retained owing to the higher flow velocities. 

Fig. 4.1.9-1:  Right bank of the River Rhine in the groyne field near Biblis: the water flows from the bottom of the photograph to 
the top [source: Google Maps]
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Despite the various advantages of this solution for avoiding 

cross flows and limiting the possible rise of the flood water 

levels, which is frequently inevitable with spur dikes, the use 

of longitudinal dikes to train rivers also has its drawbacks. For 

example, it is no longer possible to sail directly into a groyne 

field in an emergency situation and run the ship aground there 

in order to prevent an imminent collision. Above all, longitudi-

nal dikes are generally much more expensive compared to 

groynes if they are to achieve the same kind of effectiveness 

as training structures, because they are located in deep water. 

The mass of building material is far greater than with groynes, 

where only the head extends into the deeper part of the river. 

Spur dikes have therefore become established as the stand-

ard regulating structure in inland waterways engineering.

 

Cross flows also occur in groyne areas as a result of turbu-

lent exchange processes, caused by the considerable differ-

ence in flow velocity between the main flow and the groyne 

field. In other words, the cross flows vary significantly over 

time and because these variations are so unpredictable, 

shipmasters can do little to counter them (adopting a drift 

angle is unlikely to work). Moreover, the dimensions of these 

turbulent structures depend on the length of the groynes 

and the spacing between them. With large spacing between 

groynes the turbulence-induced horizontal vortices can 

be as large as the inland navigation vessels themselves. 

These vortices consequently have a major influence on the  

required navigational space.

They are particularly strong and unpredictable the larger 

the ratio of groyne spacing to groyne length as shown in  

Figure 4.1.9-2. A single, long drawn-out vortex which com-

pletely fills the groyne field is visible in the bottom left. The 

groyne field in the top right has two significant vortices while 

that in the bottom right has a chaotic, totally disordered vor-

tex field. Large distances between the groynes – more than 

approximately 1.5 times the groyne length – should therefore 

be avoided where possible when new training measures are 

planned. They can still be found at groynes which are already 

in place, however.

 

Strong cross flows are mainly encountered at forward inclined 

groynes which are oriented against the main flow, even with 

moderate groyne distances (see Figure 4.1.9-3 on the left). 

Since these flows deflect the water flowing over the back of a 

groyne towards the middle of the river, they help to protect the 

banks. Backward inclined groynes, where the cross flow condi-

tions are more favourable, are only employed where bank pro-

tection is not relevant, for example at the inner banks of narrow 

bends in a river transporting large amounts of sediment or in 

cases where the banks can be protected using supplementary 

methods like riprap. Transverse forces can thus never be com-

pletely avoided in groyne field areas and each ship is under a 

duty to maintain a suitable safety distance (see Chapter 4.2). 

Like the safety distances to embankments, these distances 

also depend on the ship's drawdown and consequently in-

crease with higher ship speed through the water. The reason 

Fig. 4.1.9-2:  Floating structures in model tests to determine 
the flow in groyne fields [Felkel, 1975]; the 
photographs were taken with a long exposure 
time and the distance between the structures 
is four times their length [BAW]

Fig. 4.1.9-3: Definition of different groyne types [BAW]
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for this is that a groyne field is "drained" by the water level 

drawdown, especially if the groyne fields are partly silted up. 

This lowering of the water level produces a negative surge 

wave which enters the groyne field perpendicular to the flow 

and is reflected there before returning to the fairway. In the 

course of this process, water flows out of the groyne field, sim-

ilar to a cross flow from the ship's perspective. The shipmaster 

must basically sail towards the bank in order to compensate 

this cross flow, as shown in Figure 4.1.9-4. The required safety 

distances at the groynes are accordingly high.

4.1.10  Cross section effects when  
manoeuvring into and out of lock 
chambers

When a vessel enters a lock chamber, whose cross section is 

often not considerably bigger than that of the vessel, several 

effects related to the ship-induced waves and currents occur. 

These are explained in detail in the following. 

Ship-induced flush waves

Experience has shown that a ship's squat can have a consider-

able influence on the safety and ease of navigation – especial-

ly when leaving a lock – owing to the risk of contact with the 

bed, the long times needed to manoeuvre in and out and the 

dangerous situations that can arise if the lock is approached 

too fast (BAW, 2005). Model and field tests have yielded a 

whole series of findings in relation to these problems. The  

following parameters depending on the geometric constraints 

play a crucial role:

 • Ratio of the lock sill or chamber water depth to the load 

draught,

 • Ratio of the wetted lock cross section to the sub-

merged ship cross section (n ratio), and

 • Ratio of the actual ship speed to the critical ship speed 

of the vessel sailing inside the lock chamber.

A ship sailing in a navigation channel with varying cross sec-

tions as in the case of driving from the lock approach into the 

lock chamber induces unsteady flow processes and move-

ments of the water level. Depending on the ship's position, var-

ying – mainly longitudinal – flow velocities and water surface 

profiles as well as force effects on the hull are observed when 

the vessel is manoeuvring in or out of a lock. There are sever-

al fundamental differences between entry and exit manoeu-

vres. The conditions also differ according to whether the ship 

is manoeuvring in or out in the upstream or downstream area 

because the water depths in the chamber are not the same. 

If the descent structure is a ship lift, the trough approach-

es and exits closely resemble the downstream conditions 

at locks (Söhngen, Spitzer, Stuntz, 2006). Empirical obser-

vations have confirmed that the conditions for shipping are 

less favourable in a lock's downstream area – regardless of 

whether the ship is entering or leaving – owing to the smaller 

cross sections, but the nautical demands are greater in the 

entrance area because manoeuvring is more complex. 

The propagation characteristics of a positive surge wave, 

which widens as a ship sails into a lock, are shown at various 

instants in time in Figure 4.1.10.-1 (see Rauwoens and Spiessens, 

2008). A positive surge initially builds up at the lock entrance 

depending on the ship speed and the blockage ratio (n ratio). 

This surge propagates at a velocity which in rectangular cham-

ber cross sections is approximately equal to the well-known 

wave propagation velocity in shallow water (Figure 4.1.10.-1, A). 

When the surge reaches the closed end of the chamber, a  

total reflection occurs. The reflected wave is superimposed 

on the incoming wave so that the height of the surge is 

Fig. 4.1.9-4:  Breasted-up formation sailing slowly down-
stream along groyne fields and encountering  
a GMS in model tests to determine the neces-
sary safety distances at groynes [Neuner, 1999]
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doubled (Fig. 4.1.10.-1, B). The wave is reflected and super-

imposed again and again during the complex propagation 

process, in which the narrowing of the cross section by the 

approaching ship amplifies the shock wave that is transmit-

ted and the reflected wave is of the same type as the original 

wave (see Chapter 3.3.2). The surge thus continues travel-

ling along the ship at the narrow cross section with a varying 

height and at a varying velocity, and a similar surge is reflect-

ed back again (Fig. 4.1.10.-1, C). 

By contrast, the wider cross section astern of the ship reduces 

the height of the transmitted wave and results in a reflected 

wave of the opposite type in the opposite direction, i.e. a posi-

tive surge returns a negative surge wave and a negative surge 

wave a positive surge (Figure 4.1.10.-1, D). Based on this law, 

when the positive ship-induced surge is reflected at  the closed 

end and reaches again the abrupt transition from the lock to the 

lay-by basin cross section (which is assumed to be large), the 

height of this transformed surge – which continues to advance 

in the lay-by basin – is almost zero. But the height of the nega-

tive surge wave which then travels back along the ship towards 

the lock chamber is identical to that of the incoming positive 

surge in accordance with the continuity equation. 

This means that positive and negative surge waves are  

continually formed, superimposed and damped due to  

friction effects. Figure 4.1.10.-2 shows the conditions for  

manoeuvring into a lock from the downstream area de- 

pending on the water level. These results of model tests 

with a pushed convoy are presented here as an example. 

The tests were carried out at an identical approach speed 

of about 1.5 m/s or 5.4 km/h. 

The graph shows that owing to the positive surges the ship 

speed initially decreases almost linearly with the “penetra-

tion distance” (distance between bow and the lock entrance) 

of the vessel in the lock chamber. The corresponding nega-

tive speed gradient increases as the water depths become 

smaller. This initial phase of entering the lock during which 

the vessel is decelerated sharply is followed by a second 

phase in which the ship speed is characterised by periodic 

variations, especially for low water depths in the chamber. 

These variations gradually become smaller until the ship is 

at a standstill. 

Fig. 4.1.10.-1:  Propagation characteristics of a positive  
surge which forms as a ship sails into a lock  
[Rauwoens and Spiessens, 2008] 
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These approach conditions which are dominated by the  

water depths in Figure 4.1.10.-2 apply analogously if the 

widths change, i.e. at smaller cross section ratios the ship's 

motion in the chamber becomes increasingly unsteady if  

the lock is approached at the normal speed and significant 

variations can be observed. In extreme cases the ship will 

come to a standstill and move backwards if the cross section 

ratio is very small and the approach speed too high! 

Squat and dynamic underkeel clearance

Several computational approaches exist for calculating 

squat in narrow cross sections such as canals. But each 

squat formula is only valid within a strictly defined scope of 

application – and it works well only for a steadily driving ves-

sel, not for extreme unsteady conditions as in case of lock 

approach or exit. In order to identify a generally applicable 

method for predicting squat under the conditions prevailing 

in locks, systematic model tests were carried out with dif-

ferent ship’s hull forms, draughts, chamber widths, chamber 

water depths and ship sailing speeds. A multiple regression 

analysis based on the results of the model tests yielded a 

relationship for the squat ∆T referred to the chamber wa-

ter depth h. According to this relationship, the relative squat 

∆T/h is approximately a function of the cross section ratio n, 

the block coefficient CB (ratio of the water volume displaced 

by the vessel and the volume of a surrounding cuboid) of the 

exiting ship and the depth Froude number v/(g·h)1/2 (ratio of 

exit speed to surge velocity in shallow water).

The squat formula derived from this for ships navigating 

through a lock can be represented as a set of curves on a 

graph (see Figure 4.1.10.-3) by plotting the squat referred to 

the water depth as a function of the depth Froude number. 

The cross section ratio n (cross section of the lock in relation 

to the midship cross section) appears as a parameter. The ra-

tio of the actual ship speed vS to the critical ship speed vcrit is 

an additional parameter in the graph. The critical ship speed 

is calculated according to the one-dimensional canal theory.

If a ship is sailing with the critical speed, which is the max-

imum possible ship speed in a steady driving situation, a 

corresponding limit value for the relative squat ∆T/h exists 

for each cross section ratio n. At a ratio n of around 2.45, 

Fig. 4.1.10.-2:  Change in the speed of a pushed convoy as it manoeuvres into a 24 m wide lock chamber for different water depths 
[Kooman, 1973]
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the curve of the ∆T/h function for v = vcrit moreover shows an  

absolute maximum squat, which is equivalent to 15.8 % of the 

water depth h. This maximum relative squat at vcrit thus only 

depends on the block coefficient. For a modern GMSs with 

a typical CB value of about 0.9, it is approximately 3 % higher 

than for ships where CB = 1.0.

The application of the squat formula shows that in order to 

avoid contact with the bed at the maximum permitted load 

draught, it is not the widest ships that require the deepest 

water, but rather narrower vessels, which are closer to the 

above-mentioned cross section ratio n = 2.45. The reason is 

that narrower ships can manoeuvre out of a lock at a higher 

speed owing to the better cross section ratio. The breadth of 

the vessels navigating in the waterway must therefore also 

be considered in addition to the maximum load draught when 

determining the worst case. 

According to Römisch (1993), a certain "navigation reserve" 

is essential to maintain manoeuvrability and prevent contact 

with the bed. A minimum dynamic (ship in motion) underkeel 

clearance of 0.20 m is recommended when manoeuvring 

out of a lock. The reserve for inadvertent drawdown as a 

result of trim and heel allows enhancing influences, particu-

larly abrupt ship acceleration during the approach phase, to 

be taken into account. These factors alter the relationships 

determined for quasi-steady manoeuvres out of a lock into 

the downstream area.

High approach speeds to a lock due to the sudden narrow-

ing of the cross section at the lock end combined with the 

"piston" effect can lead to a strong deceleration of the vessel 

and to a large trim angle, so that the squat may have a similar 

magnitude to when the ship manoeuvres out of the lock into 

the downstream area. This is even the case when the vessel 

manoeuvres into the lock from the upstream area owing to the 

bottleneck at the lock head and it may happen as well when 

it manoeuvres out again into the upstream area if there is a 

large lift height, because as the height increases – and with 

it the water chamber depths – the cross section ratios make 

higher ship speeds possible at the exit. To prevent contact 

with the lock sill, the minimum sill depths should therefore cor-

respond to the required chamber water depths for manoeu-

vring out of the lock into the downstream area.

Fig. 4.1.10.-3:  Graph used to determine the squat when sailing out of a lock chamber, calculated for a pushed convoy with a 
block coefficient CB  = 1.0 [Spitzer and Stuntz, 2005]
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Times for manoeuvring in and out

The complete lockage time TC depends on the time taken 

to manoeuvre into the lock, close the lock gate, fill or emp-

ty the chambers, open the gate again and manoeuvre out 

of the lock. Detailed studies exist, particularly regarding the 

time to manoeuvre into a lock. They are usually limited to the 

downstream area because the cross section ratios there are 

less favourable. They show that very small cross section ra-

tios  n prolong the manoeuvring-in times disproportionately. 

In this case, the ease of shipping can be severely restricted 

while the problem of contact with the bed due to the low ship 

speeds and small squat depths becomes secondary.

An analysis of model and field tests of ships manoeuvring into 

locks and lift troughs revealed that the entry process can be 

divided into several characteristic phases. After approaching 

a lock at a given speed van, a ship is decelerated very uneven-

ly as it sails in. In the second phase, the formation and con-

stant reflection of the backwater at the bow as well as at the 

closed trough gate causes the gradient of the water surface 

to vary. The ship speed consequently also varies according 

to the approach speed and the cross section ratios, although 

the average overall change is only small. A limit speed which 

is independent of the approach speed and mainly determined 

by the water depth and cross section ratio n can be specified 

for the ship in the second phase. The third phase typically 

comprises the stopping manoeuvre. 

An analysis of model and field tests concerned with manoeu-

vres into a lock from the downstream area yielded a dis-

tance-time law (BAW, 2005), which is plotted in Figure 4.1.10.-4 

and can be used to estimate the time taken by a ship to sail 

into a lock from downstream. These manoeuvres tend to take 

longest in connection with low cross section ratios, small water 

depths, long navigational paths and long vessel lengths. The 

influence of the ship length is shown in Figure 4.1.10.-4 by the 

empirical quantity xo, where x0 = 0.44 · (L -57 m). The quantity xe 

in the list of parameters in Figure 4.1.10.-4 denotes the distance 

travelled from the start of the downstream lock head until the 

ship comes to a standstill in the lock chamber.

It is generally true to say that, in spite of the differences be-

tween the hydrodynamic conditions when entering and exiting 

the lock, there are several parallels between manoeuvring in 

and manoeuvring out. Manoeuvres out of a lock into the down-

stream area can be divided into characteristic phases just like 

manoeuvres into it, namely a start phase with strong accelera-

tion, an exit phase at a constant speed and a gradual accelera-

tion as the ship is leaving the lock chamber. A speed limit like-

Fig. 4.1.10.-4:  Graph used to determine the time taken by a ship to manoeuvre into a lock from downstream [BAW, 2005]
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wise exists when manoeuvring out due to physical constraints 

and this is taken into account directly in the above-mentioned 

critical speed. According to VBD studies, in which the manoeu-

vring-in and manoeuvring-out times were compared, the differ-

ence between these two processes is only minor (BAW, 2005).

Safe approach speeds

It has been observed that with small dynamic underkeel 

clearances and constant cross section ratios the biggest 

risk of contact with the bed when navigating a lock is posed 

by the vessel manoeuvring out. There is only any danger to 

ships entering the lock if the approach speed is too high. If 

the values for the maximum squat and the permitted maxi-

mum draught and/or maximum ship speed at the exit from 

the lock are applied to the lock entrance situation, the con-

ditions will be on the safe side. In addition to the risk of con-

tact with the bed, several other factors are also important for 

determining the permissible approach speed. 

These factors include both objective influences such as the 

design of the lock entrances, the manoeuvrability of the 

ships or the prevailing environmental conditions (wind, flow, 

visibility) and subjective factors like the crew's experience. 

Studies of ships manoeuvring into locks have also shown that 

the sudden, unsteady movement of a vessel at the entrance 

due to the formation of high waves ("piston effect") at high 

approach speeds and low cross section ratios can mean that 

the crew's assessment of the potential danger is subjectively 

incorrect, so that the wrong action is taken. Studies of ship 

behaviour when manoeuvring into a lock have been carried 

out by the VBD and can be used to estimate a safe approach 

speed (VBD, 1993 and Broß, 1994). The changes in the trim 

and drawdown when entering the lock were determined in 

the framework of these studies for 11.4 m wide vessels and 

pushed convoys with extreme draught ratios. It was revealed 

that the actual approach speed depends on various factors 

such as the geometry of the bow, the design of the lock en-

trance, the draught ratio h/T and the cross section ratio n. 

Regardless of the bow geometry, the entrance to the lock is 

considered by shipmasters to be safe if a suitably low ship 

speed is selected for approaching the lock. As an outcome 

of the above studies, the adherence to maximum speed lim-

its is recommended for 11.4 m wide ships approaching a 12 m 

wide lock, depending on the draught and the chamber water 

depth. The results for the draught and cross section ratios  

1.07 ≤ h/T ≤ 1.60 and 1.13 ≤ n ≤ 1.68 were evaluated (source: 

BAW), leading to the safe approach speed specified in the 

graph in Figure 4.1.10.-5 for the data used.

Fig. 4.1.10.-5:   Permissible approach speed for safe entrance into a lock from the upstream or downstream area [BAW, 2005]
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4.2 Safety distances

4.2.1  Encounters, overtaking and sailing 
along embankments

Safe shipping, i.e. when a ship's motion remains controllable 

at all times, requires minimum distances to be maintained from 

the bank as well as from oncoming or overtaking vessels (RILI, 

2010). Since ships “meander” when sailing straight ahead, ad-

ditional lane widths must be allowed depending especially on 

the vessel length. If a ship follows an eccentric path in a sym-

metrical canal or if it is sailing in an asymmetrical cross section 

(e.g. a canal with sloped banks on one side and sheet piles on 

the other side, German “RT” profile), the forces perpendicular 

to the ship's motion, which are produced mostly on the hull by 

the ship-induced waves and currents, are different on each 

side so that manoeuvres are necessary to counter them. 

If a ship is sailing asymmetrically, the higher return flow veloci-

ties on the ship's side closer to the bank cause the water level 

to be lowered to a greater degree on this side, especially in 

the extended midship section of inland freight vessels where 

the return currents are most pronounced. Therefore, the ves-

sel is pulled towards the closer bank. In contrast, the backwa-

ter-effect in front of the vessel increases due to the proximity 

to the bank and the bow is pushed away from the bank (“bow-

out-moment”). The shipmaster counters these forces and tor-

ques by applying the rudder and adopting a drift angle. The 

swept area width is thus significantly larger than the ship's 

beam [Kuhn] and the corresponding additional width must be 

available between ship and bank. This will also be interpreted 

in the following as the necessary safety distance. 

Ships encountering or overtaking one another are obliged to 

sail asymmetrically. The two opposing return flows and wave 

fields are superimposed in addition to the above-mentioned 

forces when sailing alone. The forces and moments exerted 

on the two ships are indicated in Figure 4.2.1-1. As soon as 

they start to pass one another, the fore bodies are forced 

apart by the bow waves and the ship-induced sideways cur-

rents while at the end of the manoeuvre the afterbodies are 

moved closer together owing to the suction effect. 

The influence on the ships' behaviour is much stronger during 

overtaking manoeuvres than when two ships pass each oth-

er because the two different return flows are superimposed 

and the manoeuvre lasts much longer than during an encoun-

ter. Extensive rudder manoeuvres are required by both ships 

during overtaking to stay on course. The vessels are initially 

turned towards each other but at the same time forced apart. 

The most dangerous phase occurs at the end of the overtak-

ing manoeuvre, when the ships are turned towards each other, 

see Fig. 4.2.1-1. Both ships need to reduce their speed here, 

which means this manoeuvre takes a relatively long time. 

It has already been explained earlier in Chapter 4.1.6 that 

the necessary safety distances are mainly determined by 

the ship-induced flow and wave fields (Söhngen, Dettmann, 

Neuner, 2007). Additionally, the development of the water 

and pressure levels induced by a large motor vessel (length 

105 m, width 11 m and draught 2.8 m) sailing in two canals of 

different widths will be considered in the following in more 

detail, see Figure 4.2.1-2. 

The ship sails 20 m from the bank in the middle of the nar-

row canal (b = 40 m) but follows a very eccentric path at the 

same distance from the bank in the wide channel (b = 200 m). 

The water depth is 4 m in both cases. The ship speed was 

then adjusted in the calculations to ensure that the average 

drawdown is roughly the same in the midship area of both 

ships, mirroring the typical situation of "sailing according to 

the wave pattern". The ship in the wide canal consequently 

sails faster than the one in the narrow canal. The bow and 

stern waves due to the local flow field, which are superim-

Fig. 4.2.1-1:   Interaction between two ships a) during an  
encounter and b) during an overtaking  
manoeuvre [Kuhn, 1985]
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posed on the average drawdown field, are accordingly large. 

To illustrate this phenomenon more clearly, the wave heights 

shown in Figure 4.2.1-2 are exaggerated, so that the second-

ary waves are more pronounced. 

If a second vessel crosses the drawdown field of the first 

vessel shown in Figure 4.2.1-2 during an encounter or over-

taking manoeuvre at close quarters, the higher bow and 

stern waves in the wide channel would have a much greater 

impact on the second ship than would be the case in the 

small canal with the result that e.g. the second ship's bow 

section is strongly forced away while passing the bow of the 

first vessel in a wide channel. Added to this is the flow, which 

is induced in the bow area by the local displacement of the 

ship as explained earlier in Chapter 4.1.6. This flow is like-

wise directed towards the second ship, forcing it away. The 

purpose of the safety distance between the two vessels is, 

for example, to limit these forces in the bow area besides 

those in the midship area.

These force effects are lower in the narrow canal because 

the ship is sailing slower than in the wide canal, yet the draw-

down is normally identical. The local bow and stern waves 

are therefore lower and the displacement-induced cross 

flows smaller than in shallow water. This is one reason why a 

smaller safety distance between the ships is sufficient in the 

narrow canal compared to a wide river. 

Another reason is the large transverse gradient of the water 

surface in shallow water when sailing close to the bank. This 

Fig. 4.2.1-2:   Ship-induced water surface levels (WSP) and pressure heads (underneath the ship), shown as a in the survey map 
and cross profile induced by a GMS sailing at different speeds but with the same drawdown in the midship area in 
rectangular waterways with a width of 40 m and 200 m [BAW]
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is visible in the bottom right of Figures 4.1.1-7 and 4.2.1-2 (red 

line). The difference between the water levels on the star-

board and port sides of the passing ship is correspondingly 

large, as is the suction force between the two vessels. In a 

narrow canal, on the other hand, this suction force is much 

lower as shown in Figure 4.1.1-7, where the ship follows an 

eccentric path ten metres from the bank both in shallow wa-

ter and in a narrow canal. The water surface gradient in the 

narrow canal is much smaller than in shallow water, which 

explains the smaller suction forces between the two ships. 

Consequently, smaller safety distances are sufficient in the 

narrow canal; the largest distances are required during the 

phase when the two vessels are approximately level with 

one another. 

These considerations show that the safety distances for 

standard canal cross sections, for example, cannot be sim-

ply transferred to a wide canal or a wide river because – as-

suming an identical average drawdown of about 0.3 metres, 

which is the value used in the diagram and corresponds to 

Fig. 4.2.1-3:  Wave pattern (water surface height besides the vessel, pressure height underneath the ship) shown from a bird’s 
eye view and corresponding cross profile, induced by a GMS sailing at a speed of approximately 10 km/h in  
rectangular channels of different widths (40 m and 200 m) [BAW]
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normal sailing – the bow and stern waves are much higher 

in shallow water than in the canal, the lateral gradient of the  

drawdown trough is by far larger, because the relative ec-

centricity is greater and because the absolute ship speed is  

higher. As a result, necessary safety distances from the bank 

are generally smaller in a canal than in shallow water.

However, all safety distances can be significantly influenced 

by the choice of ship speed as they depend on the displace-

ment-induced flows. According to Figure 4.1.6-1, these flows 

have an almost linear relationship with v as well as with the 

water level differences due to drawdown – and thus also with 

the size of the drawdown itself, which in turn is closely linked 

to the ship speed through the water. In particular, this speed 

must be adapted to the cross section of the channel. 

Figures 4.2.1-3 and 4.2.1-4 illustrate the impact of a laterally 

limited navigation channel. The ship shown here is sailing in 

three waterways of different widths (width 40 m: ship sailing 

in the middle, width 200 m: ship path 20 m away from the 

Fig. 4.2.1-4:  Same as Figure 4.2.1-3 – comparison of a 200 m and 400 m wide channel [BAW]
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bank and width 400 m: centric ship course) at a constant 

speed of 10 km/h. Whereas the drawdown is roughly 40 cm 

in the narrow canal, it is less than 15 cm in the wide canal. 

Despite this difference in drawdown, the transverse water 

level gradient is again the dominating factor concerning 

lateral forces acting on a second ship when it crosses the 

drawdown field of the first vessel. It is clear from these dia-

grams how the necessary safety distances are determined 

by the ship-induced wave field and its transformation close 

to the bank, so that it is not possible to specify one numeric 

value which fits every situation. The values selected for a 

particular design project must therefore be adapted to the 

individual circumstances. 

The above-mentioned aspects are summarised in Table 4.2.1-5. 

It also indicates the order of magnitude of safety distances  

required for safe navigation in the different channel cross 

sections and at the different ship speeds considered here. 

4.2.2  Navigation at groynes

Cargo vessels keep a respectable distance when passing 

groyne heads if the navigation channel width and the traffic 

situation allow this  (see Figure 4.2.2-1). This is necessary 

on account of the cross flows, which are dependent on the 

flow field prevailing in the river and induced by the ship itself 

as a result of the drawdown - they were explained earlier in 

Chapter 4.1.9 and have been estimated in BAW studies. 

In particular, the influence of river flow and horizontal turbu-

lence was examined by scale model tests. The lateral displace-

ments of floats were analysed statistically to find a relation 

between these sideways movements and the groyne arrange-

ment and geometry, the hydraulic conditions and the distance 

between the floats and the groyne heads. The corresponding 

cross flow velocities derived from these data were combined 

with formulae for extra widths applicable when vessels sail in 

Table 4.2.1-5  Scaling parameters; physical causes and order of magnitude of safety distances [BAW]

Scaling parameter 
Physical cause and approximate  
ship-to-ship or ship-to-bank safety  
distances for vertical banks

Width Ship speed Traffic situation

Wide river
High  

cruising speed

One-way traffic,  
encounters  

and overtaking

Significant deformation of the primary  
wave field close to the ship and at the  
bank when sailing close to the bank  
(approx. 1 beam) 

– " –
Moderate  

cruising speed 
– " –

Limited deformation because  
the ship speed is lower  
(approx. 2/3 beam)

Narrow  
river, canal

– " – – " –

Smaller deformation of the primary wave  
field because the eccentricity of the ship’s 
course is smaller than in wider channels  
(approx. 1/3 beam)

– " –
Cautious  

speed
One-way traffic  
and encounters

Further reduced wave heights because  
the ship speed is lower (according to German 
guidelines for standard canal cross sections:  
2 m ship-to-ship, 4 m ship-to-bank)

– " –
Slow  

speed
– " –

Bank forces are not relevant. Shipmasters  
must be able to find their way nevertheless,  
therefore reduction up to visibility distance  
(approx. 2 m)
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cross flow fields, which were obtained from a parameter study 

on the additional width required by inland navigation vessels 

owing to cross flows (Söhngen et al. 2012), see also Chapter 

4.1.9. The cross flow component due to the drawdown, which 

induces a surge running into the groyne field, can be calculat-

ed theoretically and be superimposed on the cross flow com-

ponent due to the river flow and turbulences [BAW]. 

The result is the additional width needed by inland navigation 

vessels passing spur dikes, which is interpreted as a safety 

distance. The approaches were compared with model tests 

carried out by TU Munich regarding horizontal safety distances 

(Neuner, 1999). 

The higher the flow velocity, the larger the safety distance 

because the former determines both the stationary cross 

flow components and the contributions due to turbulence. 

With a large ratio of groyne spacing to groyne length, the 

influence of the flow is particularly great. This influence 

can basically be countered by sailing faster. In this case, 

however, the cross flows due to drawdown also increase, 

so the safety distances which are necessary under bound-

ary conditions relevant in practice – for vessels navigating 

both upstream and downstream as well as for large rivers 

where, based on BAW measurements, ships typically sail at 

a speed of 12 to 15 km/h – range from 7 m (GMS, upstream,  

v = 12 km/h, vflow = 1 m/s) to 21 m (pushed convoy, downstream, 

Fig. 4.2.2-1:  Inland navigation vessel sailing upstream past a groyne field on the Rhine near Dormagen (the water flows from 
the bottom of the photograph to the top) [source: Google Maps]
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Fig. 4.2.2-2: 
Safety distance to groyne 
heads of an upstream 
sailing GMS (length 110 m, 
beam 11.4 m, T/h = 0.75), 
calculated for long, wide 
groyne fields (groyne 
length 100 m, distance 
between groynes 200 m, 
navigation channel width 
200 m, river width 300 m) 
on the Rhine at mean 
water level (water depth 
approx. 4 m) as a function 
of the flow velocity and 
the ship speed through 
the water v [BAW]

Fig. 4.2.2-3:

Same boundary conditions 
as in Figure 4.2.2-2 but 
with a GMS sailing down-
stream; the curves on the 
left represent the safety 
distances due to flow 
and turbulence while the 
curves of the same colour 
on the right describe the 
corresponding values ap-
plicable when the groynes 
are drained [BAW]
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v = 12 km/h, vflow = 2.5 m/s) on the Rhine at mean water level. 

If the optimal ship speed is chosen not too fast to restrict the 

drawdown-related cross flows and not too slow to restrict 

the impact time , these values will be between 7 and 17 m, 

in other words the "one beam" rule of thumb that is derived 

from experience is confirmed.

The results of these calculations are shown in Figures 4.2.2-2 

to 4.2.2-4. They apply to reaches regulated by groynes on 

one river side only, a ratio of navigation channel width to 

overall river width of about 0.6 and both, GMSs and pushed 

convoys. The practically relevant flow velocity ranges are 

represented in blue, the ship speeds in yellow and the com-

bination of both influences in green. The influence of groyne 

overflow, which causes the cross flow velocities to decrease, 

was ignored to ensure that solid results were obtained con-

cerning safety distances. Lower values as considered in the 

figures need to be assumed for lower water levels or smaller 

distances between groynes.

Figure 4.2.2-3 shows the safety distances for a GMS sailing 

downstream. It differentiates between the safety distances 

due to flow and turbulence (dashed curves) and the distanc-

es derived from all influencing parameters (solid curves). If 

the ship speed is related to the flow velocity, in other words 

if it corresponds to e.g. approximately 1.7 times this velocity 

in the downstream direction as explained in Chapter 4.1.5, 

the former are more or less independent of the flow velocity. 

A value of 8 m, rounded to the nearest full metre, applies to 

all ship speeds presented here. In normal sailing situations a 

dependence on the ship speed only exists due to "draining".

Fig. 4.2.2-4: 
Pushed convoy  
sailing downstream  
(length 185 m, width 11.4 m) 
under the same conditions 
as in Figure 4.2.2-2 [BAW]
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While the previous chapters dealt with the scientific prin-

ciples underlying the motion of vessels in shallow water, 

Chapter 5 provides practical and nautical explanations 

regarding the handling of ships under different operating 

conditions.

5.1 Handling of ships

The operation of vessels comprises acquiring and performing 

transportation tasks, monitoring and guaranteeing the safe  

operating conditions of the vessel and the safety of the cargo, 

managing, supervising and training the staff as well as the eco-

nomic efficiency of shipping and ensuring the manoeuvring of  

the vessel in the waterway. According to the purpose of this 

paper, the focus is in the following on the behaviour of ships 

during sailing and manoeuvring, i.e. the operative navigation.

5.1.1   Maintaining course without  
external influences

Chapter 4.1.3 discussed the physical influences acting on the 

vessel and the individual influence of how the ship is handled 

(human factor) on the required navigational space. When 

ships sail alone centrically in a deep and wide canal with-

out any flow and without cross-wind, this can be defined as  

“sailing without external influences”. The steering options cus-

tomary in this situation and the motion patterns of the vessel 

are presented in this chapter. The assumption is that the ship 

sails in the centre of the canal so as to achieve an energetical-

ly favourable operating point at which the flow around the hull 

is symmetrical and hydromechanical influences are kept to a 

minimum. In spite of this, the vessel never moves precisely 

straight ahead, instead it “meanders” along an ideal course as 

explained earlier in Chapter 4.1.3. In the following, two means 

for keeping the ship on course are distinguished, apart from 

using emergency control systems: the “non-follow-up” control 

mode and the “follow-up” control mode. 

Steering in non-follow-up mode is the traditional way of pilot-

ing a vessel. This means, if there are deviations from the in-

tended course, the helmsman moves the steering lever in or-

der to counteract the deviation, and the rudder follows today 

in most cases due to actuation by a hydraulic system in the 

direction of the lever. If visibility is good and fairway marking 

sufficient, the drift off course may be visually noticed or read 

off the rate-of-turn indicator as well as the heading line on an 

installed electronic screen chart. If visibility is reduced and 

there is no direct view, navigation is performed using the rate-

of-turn indicator and radar image interpretation, and, where 

necessary, the installed electronic chart as navigational aid. 

If, for example, the desired course is straight ahead and the 

centreline is off-course (for example to starboard, i.e. to the 

right looking in the direction of travel), the control lever of the 

main rudder is moved to counter the observed deviation (i.e. 

for the present example steering to the left port rudder). After 

the rudder has moved and stopped in the adjusted position 

(rudder turning time is usually 6°/s), the vessel slows down in 

its rotary motion, stops and turns in the opposite direction.

 

In order to keep the speed of rotation to a minimum and 

avoid a situation where the centreline swings over the de-

sired course, the steering lever and thus the rudder have 

to be returned to 0 degree at an early stage. In the process 

of this course correction, the vessel experiences a lateral 

shift (to starboard in the present example) off its original 

course without any additional external influences. This ad-

justment process will continue in the opposite direction or, if 

the amount of rudder has been insufficient for correcting the 

course, in the same direction.

Modern vessels can be steered in the follow-up-mode. It is 

an automated adjustment mode, using a rate-of-turn regula-

tor and is also called “autopilot”. In this mode, the intended 

turn rate to port or starboard is set by the helmsman manually. 

Then the rudder is controlled automatically, so that the vessel 

will oscillate around the set turn rate. If the set turn rate is 0, 

the ship is kept on the current heading with the unavoida-

ble oscillating (“meandering”) motion. In this mode, like in the 

non-follow-up mode, lateral shifts may occur which are not 

automatically corrected unless the rate of turn is adjusted. 

Both steering modes may cause lateral shifts which, depend-

ing on visibility conditions, can be visually estimated, inter-

preted using radar images if the shift amounts to more than 

about 10 m, or detected by means of the electronic chart. 

The follow-up mode takes some burden off the shipmaster 

5  Manoeuvring of Ships
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since only the position of the ship in the fairway needs to 

be controlled, whereas in non-follow-up mode course devia-

tions need to be observed and adjusted all the time. Rudder 

actions (number of rudder movements per minute) are much 

more frequent in the follow-up mode than in the non-follow-

up mode and tend to cause higher wear and tear on the 

steering gear system. Generally, shipmasters will try to steer 

their course using small rudder angles and the least possible 

number of rudder movements, because each use of the rud-

der will reduce the thrust available for making headway thus 

reducing the vessel’s speed. 

With the help of high-quality rate-of-turn regulators ships 

can even navigate in locks, but their essential role is to relief 

stress and enable the navigator to sail the ship without inter-

ruption for the maximum allowed time of 14 hours. Thus the 

shipmaster can dedicate more attention to general opera-

tional navigation tasks.

5.1.2  Keeping course despite  
external influences

Where the ship comes close to a bank, the symmetrical flow 

around the hull is disturbed and hydrodynamic forces act on 

the ship, which tends to accelerate it towards the bank, see 

also Chapter 4.2.1. To prevent that the ship is “pulled towards 

the bank” the amount of rudder required for keeping course 

is greater than it would be if the ship was sailing along the 

centre of the channel. If the ship is sailing too close to the 

bank, both the amount of rudder and the drive power have 

to be reduced (reduced speed) in order to return to the cen-

tre of the canal. If the stern has swung out too far towards 

the bank, only a large amount of rudder and an increase in 

power can help. When the speed is too high, even a large 

amount of rudder will not suffice because the increased 

pull effect exceeds the transverse rudder force. As a con-

sequence, the ship’s bow is thrown off the near bank and 

carried over to the other side, where it is likely to strike the 

opposite bank.

On trained or impounded rivers a distinction is made be-

tween sailing upstream, against the flow, or downstream, 

with the flow. Vessels proceeding upstream try to sail the 

navigation channel where the flow and water depth allow an 

optimum speed. Vessels moving downstream try to make ef-

fective use of the flow to attain a high speed over ground with 

the minimum possible propulsion power.

Sailing steadily straight ahead in the strict sense of the word 

is something that does not really occur when sailing on still 

waters and even less on rivers. This is due to the fact that 

firstly rivers consist of a sequence of bends, as a rule, with 

hardly any straight stretches. Secondly, the direction and 

magnitude of flow velocity always changes across the cross 

section and in flow direction even on stretches that are vir-

tually straight, and thirdly, the ship is not always able to keep 

a course in parallel with the resulting flow or the bank. The 

shipmaster can detect the resulting flow neither visually nor 

by means of technical aids. 

When visibility is good, the action of the flow on the ship 

can be detected directly. When visibility is reduced, it has 

to be derived from the ship’s behaviour with the help of 

navigation equipment (e.g. radar) or navigational aids (e.g. 

electronic river chart), for example in cases where the ship 

goes significantly off the set course or is offset laterally. 

An evaluation of the ship motions is required before corre-

sponding steering actions for compensating the lateral offset 

or correcting the course can be carried out. The ship’s naviga-

tional space needed is therefore always larger on a river than 

on still water bodies. Shipmasters well familiar with the course 

of the river can respond in a more timely and more farsight-

ed manner to the action of the flow, require less space and 

are able to sail at higher speeds than a shipmaster with little  

local knowledge.

5.1.3 Bend navigation

When approaching or while negotiating a bend, shipmasters 

need to anticipate a range of different nautical situations. 

Based on previous experience, shipmasters will make their 

predictions regarding the motion behaviour of the vessel 

taking the local water-level-dependent flow conditions into 

account. In line with these predictions they manoeuvre the 

ship ahead of the bend into a starting position either more to 

the left or the right bank. In addition, they tend to slow down 

the vessel. 
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If the view of the bend is restricted, the shipmaster must be 

ready to expect an encounter immediately after the bend 

and take the additional space required by the oncoming 

ship into account. For example, if the bend is preceded by 

a bridge, neither the geometry of the bend nor possibly on-

coming vessels can be detected by radar image interpreta-

tion, especially at night time and when visibility is poor. 

The signal waves emitted by the radar are reflected by the 

bridge and do not show any actual echoes for behind the 

bridge. With the help of an electronic river chart, the shape 

of the bend can be visualized, but not the oncoming vessels. 

Where bends are difficult to navigate, shipmasters usually 

use VHF ship-to-ship radio communication to inform each 

other on vessel positions. The accuracy of the position de-

scription depends on the shipmaster’s level of knowledge of 

the route and the nautical equipment of the ship. 

The introduction of AIS transponders will help shipmasters to 

locate the positioning of oncoming vessels with much more 

certainty, because the information received from other ves-

sels can be displayed on the electronic river chart. Provided 

the position information received from the other ship over VHF 

corresponds to the real position, the shipmaster approaching 

the bend brings the ship into the starting position judged as 

being the most appropriate one for negotiating the bend safely, 

taking into account the available space including any possible 

positioning inaccuracies of oncoming vessels.

Once a ship has started navigating the bend, possibilities for 

course corrections from the ideal line are limited, particularly 

when moving downstream, because the width of the fairway 

is limited, for example on tributaries to the Rhine and on ca-

nals. Also, the extra width needed to counteract centrifugal 

forces by taking an adequate drift angle must be accounted 

for, especially if the fairway width is small, see Chapter 4.1.5.

 

When sailing narrow bends, bow rudders or thrusters are nor-

mally used to support steering.  Passive bow rudders produce 

very efficient crosswise forces if the vessel is sailing at high 

Fig. 5.1-1: Sailing downstream on the River Neckar [DST]
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speeds like, for example, the unladen push-tow units sailing 

downstream the Lower Rhine River. In contrast, the efficiency 

of active bow thrusters decreases if the speed relative to  

water is too high, so they are mostly used with low speeds. 

In principle, the motion pattern in bend navigation is similar to 

that of course keeping despite external influences. However, 

shipmasters are required to have excellent knowledge of the 

route and a sound judgment of the motion behaviour to be 

expected from their own ship and from other vessels.

5.1.4 Encounter manoeuvres

When ships pass each other on a canal (vessels with the 

largest permitted dimensions for canals with standard di-

mensions) very often they cannot avoid sailing close to the 

bank. The relative proportions of the ship’s beam and the 

fairway width are similar to the relative proportions of a lorry 

and the width of a lane on a federal highway without the 

shouldering. In contrast to vessels on rivers or canals, lorries 

are not at risk to collide when driving towards each other at 

the allowed speed on a two-way highway. By contrast, when 

two ships meet in a confined waterway, they will almost  

inevitably collide and/or strike the bank if the encounter 

occurs at the allowed maximum speed under similar width 

conditions as two lorries on the road, because the flows and 

waves caused by the ships can hardly be controlled. There-

fore, the ships have to reduce their speeds.

One reason for this is that during the encounter of the two 

ships two opposing wave and flow fields superimpose. At the 

beginning of the encounter, the ships run into each other’s 

drawdown trough so that both of them will accelerate. On 

leaving the water level depression, their speeds decrease 

again. The superimposed flow fields, especially sailing close 

to the banks, will draw the ships towards each other.

If, for example, two fully laden (T = 2.8 m) large motor vessels 

pass each other in a German standard trapezoidal canal pro-

file (water surface width of 55 m, water depth 4 m, drawdown 

Fig. 5.1-2:  Encounter of the test vessel with two other Europe ships at Coastal Canal km 16.9 [BAW]
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at critical speed about 0.8 m), the maximum achievable ship 

speed of about 9.5  km/h when sailing alone falls to a criti-

cal speed of about 8 km/h during an encounter. Hence, if the  

selected ship speed at the beginning of the encounter ma-

noeuvre is too high, the ship will reach the critical ship speed 

range during the manoeuvre. In this situation there is an acute 

risk that the ship touches the ground or the embankment even 

if the clearances to bed and bank appeared to be sufficient at 

first. On the other hand, by reducing the speed to just 6 km/h 

(still a safe speed for navigability) the water level drawdown is 

reduced to approximately 0.2 m, so that the influence of the 

drawdown on the encounter manoeuvre is minimal.

The mutual interaction of forces between ships or convoys that 

pass each other is caused by their associated flow fields which 

are characterised by the displacement current and the wave 

formation around the individual ships as explained, for exam-

ple, in Chapters 4.1.1 and 4.2.1 in more detail. In relation to the 

moving vessels, the ship’s own flow field is steady-state unless 

the speed or navigation channel cross sections change.

Where two motor vessels pass each other on a canal (usually 

port-to-port), it is sufficient to apply a bit of starboard rudder 

(initiating a right turn) at a distance of 3 - 5 ship lengths before 

the bow-bow-position in order to first move out of the centre 

of the channel. The bow waves of both ships and the current 

directed laterally away from the bow caused by displacement 

will result in a strong water “cushion” that helps prevent them 

from coming too close.

When the two ship bows are level, the waves and sideways 

cross currents force the bows apart, while the suction effect 

occurring just after the moment of the bow-bow-position 

draws them together. In this position, the suction effect tends 

to be stronger than the bow wave, so that both vessels are 

forced to move with their bows towards the suction side of the 

other ship, i.e. usually to port. Since the distance between the 

two ships may get rather small without any corrective steer-

ing, the course is supported by applying starboard rudder. 

It should be noted that when both ships are in parallel posi-

tion, their induced flow fields are opposed and will partly can-

cel each other out locally, causing also a local deformation of 

the superimposed drawdown troughs, so that in this parallel 

position both ships will show a tendency to repel each other 

along the entire broadside.

Half way through the encounter, the ships’ sterns will be 

drawn together due to the mutual suction effect and the ad-

ditional suction effect of both propellers (see Figure 4.1.6-2). 

Both ships thus move to port with their sterns and to starboard 

with their bows. If port rudder is applied (initiating a left turn), 

the two ships regain the centre of the canal. Immediately after 

the encounter, the stern waves force the sterns apart. 

As a rule, laden ships moving in a canal or a navigation chan-

nel limited in width and/or depth should slow down before 

meeting another ship so as to reduce the forces caused by 

drawdown and return flow. They should also have rudder and/

or manoeuvring power available during and immediately after 

the encounter to be able to steer their course. If necessary, 

a short-term increase of drive power is possible to increase 

rudder forces, in order to control the hydrodynamic effects on 

the ship. Furthermore, at reduced speed the transverse bow 

thruster can be used to better keep a steady course.

Encounters occur rather frequently or even regularly on our 

waterways. They are a great challenge for shipmasters, es-

pecially when fairways are restricted. To ensure the safety 

and ease of navigation, waterways usually comply with the 

specified standard dimensions which may be exceeded or 

undercut in the individual case. In addition to the conditions 

influencing navigation and ship dynamics, other factors to be 

observed are:

 • Fleet structure

 • Traffic volume

 • Geography

 • Wind and visibility, etc.

5.1.5 Overtaking

Overtaking is one of the most challenging manoeuvres in 

ship navigation. Both the ship overtaking and the ship that 

is being overtaken must adjust their speeds and courses in 

order to perform a successful overtaking manoeuvre. If an 

encounter requires an elevated level of attentiveness, over-

taking requires even more consideration, attentiveness and 

nautical skills to avoid the ships touching each other. 
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For performing the manoeuvre, the overtaking vessel first of 

all needs enough excess speed, i.e. a sufficient speed differ-

ence (approx. 2.0 km/h up to 3.0 km/h) between the ships is 

required. Furthermore, the vessel speed with regard to the  

water depth and the navigation channel width should not  

be too high to avoid the critical ship speed range.

These boundary conditions require that the ship to be over-

taken reduces its speed while maintaining manoeuvrability. 

Depending on the navigation area and the traffic situation, 

both ships may be forced to slow down, for example in ca-

nals, in order to avoid the critical ship speed range which is 

reduced due to the two ships’ unfavourable blockage ratio, 

while the speed difference between the two must still be 

maintained.

Both ships are supposed to set the course such that there is 

a maximum possible distance between them. If the naviga-

tion channel is relatively wide (such as, for example, on the 

Rhine) the speed difference for overtaking may be smaller, if 

the ships are able to keep a larger lateral distance.

If an overtaking ship – usually moving on the port side of 

the vessel to be overtaken – comes up to the stern of the 

other ship with its bow, the bow of the overtaking ship and 

the stern of the ship that is being overtaken will attract each 

other, because the suction effects from the depressions 

caused by the ships and superimposed on each other, plus 

the additional drawdown from the propeller of the ship that 

is being overtaken, are stronger than, for example, the pres-

sure created by the bow or stern waves of both ships (see 

Chapter 4.2.1 and explanations for Figure 4.2.1-2). It is there-

fore better if the courses of the ship being overtaken and 

the vessel overtaking are inclined to port (driving to the left) 

immediately before the overtaking manoeuvre. As a result of 

the hydromechanical forces acting on both ships, their cours-

es will then approximate the initial one.

Once the two vessels have paralleled and are positioned next 

to each other, the drawdown increases due to parallel and in-

creased return currents of both vessels (double blockage ratio 

in case of two identical vessels). Their superimposed draw-

down troughs show the greatest depth between the two ships 

Fig. 5.1.-3:  Overtaking while moving upstream on the Danube [DST]
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so that, for reasons of hydromechanics, the hulls are attracted 

to each other along their entire lengths.

In order to compensate for this motion, the ships must choose 

a course which makes their bows drift apart. The overtaking 

ship thus should steer to port, the ship that is being overtak-

en to starboard. If the rudder “dosing” is at its optimum, the 

motions caused by hydromechanics on the one hand and 

by rudder action on the other, cancel each other out and the 

overtaking ship passes the other vessel at almost constant 

distance in this phase of the manoeuvre.

Immediately before the two aft-ships are level, the overtaking 

vessel reduces its drive power in order to reduce the suc-

tion effect acting on the other ship and steers starboard to 

prevent its stern from drifting over to starboard side too far.  

For the same reason, the ship being overtaken steers to  

port. Having passed the other aft-ship, the overtaking ship 

can/must increase drive power again.

Once the stern of the overtaking ship is on the level with the 

other ship’s bow, the latter will be attracted to the overtaking 

ship. Therefore, the vessel being overtaken must apply star-

board rudder (with the main rudder or/and port rudder in case 

of a passive bow rudder or bow thruster) as early as possible so 

as to turn its bow away from the overtaking vessel. By no means 

the overtaking ship must cut back into the course of the ship be-

ing overtaken too early since that would result in the other ship 

being pulled in its wake and may collide with its stern.

The probability of colliding is much higher during overtaking 

manoeuvres than during encounters. The essential reason 

for this is that the manoeuvre itself takes rather long. Hence, 

the forces resulting from the flow characteristics and the wa-

ter level drawdown between the ships can act on both ships 

for a much longer time than in an encountering situation. 

Nevertheless, the potential damage in the event of a colli-

sion during an encounter is much higher than in the event of 

a collision while overtaking. 

5.1.6 Stopping

In accordance with the applicable version of the Vessel In-

spection Regulation (German "Schiffsuntersuchungsordnung"),  

vessels longer than 86  m must be able to stop within a de-

fined distance in order to mitigate or avert dangerous situa-

tions. Thanks to, for example, the wide navigation channel of 

the Rhine, vessels shorter than 86 m are able to turn and avoid 

stopping. Facing downstream, ships longer than 86  m must, 

however, be able to stop in relation to the ground which means 

that ships must be able to run astern with a speed equal to the 

river’s flow velocity in order to stop in relation to the bank. 

The downstream stopping manoeuvre on rivers can be de-

scribed as a sequence of three phases. The first phase begins 

with the reversal of rotation of the propeller and ends when 

full reverse thrust is reached. First the engine revolutions are 

reduced until the propeller speed is zero (standstill). Some 

ships use propeller shaft brakes to accelerate this operation 

and reduce the required stopping distance. After that, the 

rotation direction is reversed, often by means of a gearbox, 

and the new propeller speed is adjusted. This process takes 

about 8 to 15 seconds. In older engine systems (slow run-

ning propulsion engines), this process may last longer than 

60 seconds, because the engine speed has to be reduced 

first and the engine switched off. By means of a camshaft 

shift the engine has to be restarted rotating in the opposite 

direction before the propeller speed can be increased again. 

The second phase ends with the standstill of the vessel in 

relation to the surrounding water body. The third phase ends 

with the ship stopping in relation to the ground. Correspond-

ingly, the ship will be running backward through the water 

from the beginning of the third phase. Due to this third phase, 

which must be considered in the case of flowing waters, 

the downstream stopping distance in relation to ground is 

much longer than on still waters at the same ship speed over 

ground. When stopping on still waters, the third phase is not 

relevant because the vessel comes to a stop also in relation 

to the ground at the end of the second phase.

During these phases of the stopping manoeuvre, which may 

take several minutes depending on the vessel size or load, in 

fixed pitch propeller systems the main rudder is not effective 

in keeping the vessel on course, because the surrounding 

flow approaches the rudder in an uncontrolled way and no 

predictable directed transverse rudder force is generated. 

Thus the rudder will not produce a controllable steering  
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because the rudder cannot produce any directional trans-

verse forces until the ship is making sternway. In a ship with a 

two-propeller drive with counter-rotating propellers, the pro-

peller transverse forces neutralise each other so that a course 

deviation is avoided.

Due to the reverse movement of the ship through the water the 

main rudder is not approached by a directional flow until the 

end of the third phase (when a flow velocity of approx. 5.0 km/h 

is reached), and then little but still generally insufficient rudder 

transverse forces can be used for keeping course. 

A ship with a fixed pitch propeller begins the stopping  

manoeuvre by adjusting the propeller speed to “astern” and 

the rudder to amidships. The rudder in mid-ship position  

favours the flow to the propeller more than an angled posi-

tion does, where part of the rudder area is blocked. 

The ship (single-propeller drive) is deflected from the original 

course to starboard as a consequence of the steering effect 

of the propeller, or rather, the aft-ship turns to port side. This 

drift is corrected when the propeller direction of rotation is 

adjusted from “astern” to “ahead” and the rudder is turned 

hard to port. Once the ship is back on course, the stopping 

manoeuvre can be continued. Due to these course correc-

tions stopping takes more time and the stopping distance 

becomes longer. To be able to keep a ship on course without 

these corrective actions, transverse thrusters are used. 

Single sailing motor vessels (without pushing a barge) can use 

either a bow thruster or a stern thruster to compensate for the 

crosswise propeller forces during stopping. Most push boats 

have a bow thruster or a flanking rudder, which is located  

forward of the propellers, to be able to produce transverse 

forces to better keep a steady course going astern. 

In ships with two fixed pitch propellers the counter-rotating 

direction of the propellers helps to keep a steady course. 

Faster stopping by stopping both drives and bringing the 

rudder to midship position is possible without major course 

deviations.

Ships with a variable pitch propeller do not need to reverse 

the shafts’ rotation direction. The first phase of the stopping 

effect as is the case under normal sailing conditions when 

running ahead, while the rotating propeller, nevertheless, 

produces significant transverse forces on the ship which 

need to be accounted for in the stopping manoeuvre.

With a drive system that features one propeller, when run-

ning straight ahead usually right-hand rotating propellers 

are used. Viewing the propeller from stern to bow, a right-

hand rotating propeller is defined as a propeller turning in 

clockwise direction. The steering effect of a propeller when 

running straight ahead is not relevant because the trans-

verse rudder forces are greater by far, so that an effect on 

the actual heading will not be noticed unless the rudder is in 

neutral position (geometrical zero position). When acceler-

ating from standstill with neutral rudder position, ships with 

a clockwise rotating propeller head to port; in a steady drive 

they tend to head to starboard. With an anti-clockwise rotat-

ing propeller, the conditions reverse. Thus, in ships with a 

two-propeller drive, the steering effects cancel each other 

out, because one clockwise rotating and one anti-clock-

wise rotating propeller is used. 

The propeller’s direction of rotation determines the direc-

tion of the steering effect. Propeller transverse forces are 

generated by the different approaching directions and ap-

proaching velocities of the propeller. These depend on the 

geometry of the aft-ship, the eccentricity of the thrust centre 

and the different thrust deduction values on the port vs. the 

starboard side.

When going astern, there are also transverse forces produced 

by the rotating propeller that act on the vessel as mentioned 

earlier. These forces are even stronger than with a forward 

driving vessel, because the water jet formed by the propel-

ler hits the aft body of the vessel from astern, while the jet is 

directed backwards away from the vessel’s hull in a normal 

driving situation, i.e. when going ahead. A propeller rotating 

clockwise for going ahead turns anti-clockwise when the ship 

goes astern. This means that the water which is accelerated 

by the propeller hits the aft body pointed towards the port 

side. Correspondingly the aft-ship tends to move to port side 

and the ship heads to starboard. From the beginning of the 

stopping manoeuvre for which the propeller direction has 

been reversed, the propeller transverse forces dominate, 
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manoeuvre takes less time and stopping distances are short-

er. If manoeuvring with the main rudder system is restricted, 

transverse thrusters are additionally used for the stopping 

manoeuvre, just like in the case of vessels equipped with a 

fixed pitch propeller. In the case of a variable pitch propeller, 

the direction of rotation of the propeller is not reversed, so 

that in the case of a clockwise-rotating propeller the ship’s 

course will veer off to port side from the beginning of the 

stopping manoeuvre. In the case of an emergency stopping 

manoeuvre, the ship’s bow is required to turn to starboard so 

that variable pitch propeller systems (single propeller drives) 

are most likely to feature anti-clockwise rotating propellers.

Vessels driven and steered by a rudder propeller or a  

cycloidal propeller remain manoeuvrable also without 

transverse thrusters during a stopping manoeuvre. Owing 

to the fully controllable drives, the vessel can be kept on a 

steady course and stopping distances are shorter.

Stopping is one of the emergency manoeuvres used to avoid 

a collision (see Figure 5.1-4). The potential dangers of the ma-

noeuvre have to be judged very thoroughly, particularly with 

regard to the question as to whether the available navigation 

channel width and length is sufficient for the required naviga-

tional space while the ship is temporarily not steerable. If this is 

the case, for example when a ship’s propeller rotates clockwise 

when making headway (see Figure 5.1-4), the drift-off move-

ment of the ship which is due to the non-compensation of the 

propeller’s direction of rotation during stopping can be tolerat-

ed in the worst case. However, if there is insufficient width and 

an evasive action manoeuvre is not possible even with the full 

available manoeuvring capacity for averting an imminent col-

lision, a stern anchor can be used when moving downstream 

which slows down the ship and thus prevents the stern from 

swinging out. The speed over ground must not be too high, 

however, to avoid excessive stress on the anchor chain.

5.1.7 Turning

According to the applicable version of the Vessel Inspection 

Regulation, vessels shorter than 86 m must be capable of 

turning. In order to perform a turning manoeuvre, the vessel 

is slowed down, sometimes up to a stop over ground.

This requires good judgment of the space needed for the 

manoeuvre, and river flow must be taken into account, too. 

The aft-ship needs sufficient room to swing out safely with-

out striking the bank. In the case of ships with a fixed pitch 

propeller, turning is favoured by moving the aft-ship in the di-

rection of rotation of the propeller (clockwise-rotation going 

ahead corresponds to evasion of the stern to the starboard 

side). There is no preferred turning direction for ships with 

two fixed pitch propellers since the two propellers are usual-

ly counter-rotating. This also applies to ships equipped with 

rudder propellers or cycloidal propellers.

A ship with two propellers has an advantage over a single- 

propeller ship in that it can apply an additional rudder torque 

with the help of the counter-rotating propellers, so that turning 

manoeuvres can even be carried out without rudder action. 

Such a manoeuvre is, however, rather slow.

If a turning manoeuvre is to be performed close to a bank, 

just a slight rudder angle is set and the ship will make the turn 

in a large circle while running ahead. The stern will only drift 

Fig. 5.1-4:  Emergency stopping to avoid collision or other 
accident [vr=rotating speed going astern;  
vv = going ahead] [VBW]
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Fig. 5.1-5: Turning at rest with full rudder to port [VBW] Fig. 5.1-6:  Turning at rest with high-performance rudder to 
port (the propeller wash is deflected so strong-
ly that it draws the stern rearwards) [VBW]

Fig. 5.1-7:  Turning while going astern without rudder action 
(turn is initiated by the propeller swirl) [VBW]

Fig. 5.1-8:  Turning at rest with small rudder angle [VBW]
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a little over the intended course before the manoeuvre. The 

smaller the rudder angle, the smaller is the drift of the stern 

and the larger is the turning circle. The distance to the bank 

may be small.

If the rudder is turned out full with the propeller rotating for run-

ning ahead, the vessel will turn in the narrowest turning circle 

(Fig. 5.1-5). The stern will swing out relatively far and if the rudder 

system is well-designed, the ship is able to turn in a very small 

circle, virtually turning on the spot. Before the manoeuvre, the 

distance to the bank must be large enough.

Some ships are capable of generating such a strong rud-

der action due to the type and design of the rudder system 

that although their engines are running in forward they turn 

backwards in a large circle when the rudder is put hard over  

(Fig. 5.1-2).

When going astern with the rudder amidships, depending 

on the type of vessel, the steering effect of the propeller 

without rudder action may initiate a turn, exclusively how- 

ever, towards the side of the actual direction of rotation of 

the propeller going astern (clockwise to starboard – anti- 

clockwise to port), see Fig. 5.1-7. The rudder angle has hard-

ly any influence on the situation, but with the rudder amid-

ships, the flow to the propeller is better and the ship is more 

inclined to turn over starboard.

5.1.8 Going astern

In ships with a fixed pitch propeller or a variable pitch propel-

ler, the steering effect of the propeller predominates when the 

ship goes slowly astern. A clockwise rotating propeller (which 

rotates anti-clockwise when the ship is going astern) and an 

anti-clockwise rotating variable pitch propeller (which rotates 

also anti-clockwise when the ship is going astern) tend to 

push the stern of the ship to port, see Fig. 5.1-7. Going straight 

ahead tends to be impossible for vessels without additional 

rudders such as bow thrusters. What is important in addition 

is that the rudder fails to have significant effect when the ship 

is picking up speed, because there is no specific direction 

from which the flow approaches the rudder. When speed is 

picked up running astern, the rudder effect becomes strong-

er again depending on the velocity of the flow approaching 

the rudder. Today, modern inland navigation vessels tend to 

use transverse thrusters when going astern so as to facilitate 

course-keeping. If the vessel is equipped with a 4-channel 

bow thruster or a pump jet, it is possible to push and steer 

the vessel by means of these active rudders only. In this case 

the vessel is controllable as in a normal sailing situation while 

going astern. 

Ships with two fixed pitch propellers or two variable pitch 

propellers are capable of steering a course by adjusting the 

propeller speeds or the propeller pitch. However, as a rule, 

transverse thrusters are used to better keep a steady course. 

Push-tow units consisting of a pusher and one or several 

barges use flanking rudders or transverse thrusters when 

going astern. Some modern barges are equipped with  

passive bow thrusters which also contribute to keeping a 

steady course. Ships equipped with rudder propellers and 

cycloidal propellers are capable of keeping a steady course 

going astern without using a transverse thruster.

If there is cross-wind and under particular flow conditions, 

all vessel types use transverse thrusters to keep a steady 

course when going astern.

Fig. 5.1-9: Entry into a lock [DST)
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cantly. For this purpose, the thrust direction of the bow thrust-

er can be set to “ahead” at an early stage to reduce the speed 

and simultaneously maintain manoeuvrability by means of the 

main rudder system. Apart from that it is possible to bring the 

vessel to a complete stop in the lock-approach area to then 

re-accelerate carefully so as to ensure sufficient rudder effect 

while keeping the speed of approach low. 

Even if the depth between the top of the lock sill and the 

water surface is sufficient so that it is not to be expected 

that the ship will touch ground, a relatively high speed on 

entering the lock causes considerable water level fluctua-

tions inside the lock, see also Chapter 4.1.10 for more de-

tails. They will stop or even push backwards the ship before 

it can accelerate ahead again. For a single vessel entering 

an empty lock this is a situation that can be mastered by 

the shipmaster, but if the vessel approaches the closed lock 

gate and is accelerated again by the water level fluctuations, 

it is faced with the danger of a collision with the lock gate. 

This is the reason why closed lock gates feature impact pro-

tection devices. If there are several vessels in the lock they 

may be moved around due to the water level fluctuations, 

their mooring ropes may break and they may collide with 

each other or with the lock structure.

5.1.9 Approaching and leaving a lock

The approach to a lock can amount to a critical handling 

situation, particularly if the navigation channel in the out-

er lock harbour is deeper than the water depth above the 

lock sill. For example, the deep-laden ship approaches the 

lock gate at safe speed, i.e. the minimum speed at which 

navigability is ensured without using the transverse thrust-

er, using only the main rudder. This means the ship would 

be sailing through the lock-approach channel approach-

ing the lock entrance at a speed of approx. 5.0 km/h up to 

7.0  km/h, and it is generally not possible to adjust a lower 

speed if the ship uses the main thruster only. Disengaging 

the propulsion system with the aim of reducing the speed 

after a certain run-out time would result in the ship “drifting 

along”, a state which is prohibited according to shipping  

police rules, because the vessel is no longer manoeuvrable. 

This speed of 5.0 to 7.0 km/h may be too high if the cross sec-

tion of the lock harbour changes considerably at the lock sill. 

As a consequence of a sudden change in the flow around the 

bow area, the bow might squat so deep that the bottom of the 

hull touches the ground at the lock sill. In the event that the 

approach and entry into the lock are expected to be critically 

difficult, ships approaching locks must reduce speed signifi-

Fig. 5.1-11: Navigating a vessel into a lock [DST]Fig. 5.1-10: Leaving a lock [DST]
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On leaving the lock, vessels should accelerate at low propulsion 

power. Moving off at high power causes water level fluctuations 

which accelerate the ship even more. If the vessel is alone in the 

lock, the impact is limited and controllable. However, if several 

ships are in the lock, they, too, are accelerated due to the water 

level fluctuations, after their mooring ropes have broken. Even if 

their propulsion systems are off, their speed may be higher than 

that of the vessel that caused the water level fluctuations. The 

vessels collide with each other. 

The restricted width of the lock structure requires precise 

navigation and a timely response to any influences that 

could make the ship deviate from its course. Thanks to low 

ship speeds in the lock chamber, modern ships which are, 

for example, equipped with bow or even stern thrusters, can 

master the situation without using the fender beams. When 

locks are extremely narrow, fender beams can be used to 

adjust the ship’s positioning and keep it off the bank. 

The proportions of a ship in relation to a lock can be com-

pared to those of a car that is to be parked in a very nar-

row garage. The car’s width would be 1.70 m, the driveway 

to the garage would be 1.78 m wide, and the garage 30 m 

long. These numbers illustrate the restricted width of a lock 

chamber. Just like when parking a car in a garage, shipmas-

ters try to perform the manoeuvre without touching the lock  

structure or its gates or installations.

5.2 Navigation by telematics

In the past landmarks along waterways (churches, towers, 

groups of trees, building types), the natural course of the riv-

er with its varying water depths and flows, fairway markings 

such as buoys or beacons, warnings or notices etc. were 

used to be the most important navigation and orientation 

aids for shipmasters to steer a steady course. The advent 

of radar technology in the 1950s allowed ships to continue 

moving ahead despite fog, snow or generally restricted visi-

bility. However, navigating by radar only, without being able 

to see at all, was not possible unless the shipmaster was 

an experienced navigator and, in addition, had excellent 

knowledge of the route, so that he/she was able to inter-

pret the radar image and make prudent decisions in steering 

the course. Since the fairway in the river was not directly 

visible on the radar image, shipmasters had to find it from 

experience and local knowledge, and with the aid of visible 

waterway markings.

In the early 90s, electronic river charts were introduced as 

navigation aids for inland navigation vessels. The positioning 

of a ship was indicated on a display screen with an electron-

ic nautical chart making use of a positioning system (GPS, 

global positioning system). Over the course of time, the ac-

curacy of the charts and the precision of positioning systems 

were further developed and refined. However, the electron-

ic chart, which now also indicated the course of the fairway, 

only showed the position of one’s own ship other vessels 

were not shown. The actual traffic situation could only be 

judged based on the interpretation of radar images.

Today, positioning, electronic charts and radar signals are 

overlaid so that the nautical traffic situation is shown on a 

display screen. Furthermore, additional nautical information 

can be shown, such as specific ship parameters that are 

identified with the help of Inland AIS (Automatic Identification  

System) based on the other ships’ radar echoes, and which 

can be accounted for in ship handling.

To make sure that everybody uses nautical information aids 

in the same way, the systems have been standardized and  

requirements regarding their use have been specified, for  

example by the CCNR (Central Commission for the Naviga-

tion of the Rhine) using RIS (River Information Services), and 

they are approved by the shipping police.

The increasing use of information technology in ship han-

dling takes some of the burden of route knowledge off the 

shipmaster, since the position of the ship can be seen on the 

electronic river chart and can be communicated via radio. The 

use of IT measurably improves traffic safety, particularly when 

visibility is restricted, and provides reliable aids to shipmas-

ters when navigating river stretches they are less familiar with. 

However, it can be observed in practice that even when vis-

ibility is good shipmasters tend to sail exclusively within the 

fairway where the water depth is guaranteed by the author-

ities, even if, for example, sufficient water levels enable the 

use of a broader width of the navigation channel particularly 

to allow for overtaking and encounter manoeuvres.
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Thanks to the growing scientific knowledge particularly in the 

fields of nautical science and ship dynamics the navigability 

of existing waterway cross sections for larger ships can be 

verified in much more detail. The development of simulators 

for inland waterways, for example at the BAW and the DST 

or the vocational college (in German: "Binnenschifferberufs- 

kolleg") in Duisburg, has been a success. These simulators 

are now increasingly used to verify channel cross sections 

which were originally designed for smaller vessels in order to 

enable an even more targeted analysis and approval of the 

use of certain ship types on specific waterways. An extend-

ed management of waterways and ship operation seems to 

be possible in the future, in addition to an increased use of 

telematic equipment on ships and the associated land-based 

infrastructure.

The volume of goods traffic in Europe is continuously rising 

as is the need to ensure that goods are transported in the 

most cost-efficient and economic manner, meeting increas-

ingly demanding ecological requirements. It is imperative, 

therefore, to maintain the waterway infrastructure for the ex-

isting traffic relations and to extend waterways which were 

less frequented in the past in order to meet future demand 

and enable their use for water-borne transport - even if only 

ship units adapted to local conditions are used in the initial 

phase. This is why it is important to use existing resources 

efficiently to ensure that the future transport demand is met 

and the prospects for the transport industry are in line with 

transport market growth.

The ship-waterway system is also influenced by rising fuel and 

operating costs. There is an increasing focus on investments 

in the energy-optimization of engines, efficiency increases 

for rudder and steering devices and new bow and stern geo- 

metries designed for optimum flow and operation conditions. 

Apart from these design-related investments in the ship and 

its equipment, there is a growing potential for optimizing the 

actual ship operation and handling of the ship in motion. The 

sailing vessel has to adapt to the flow as well as to the con-

ditions in locks and ports. This leads to different optimal ship 

6  Developments and outlook

Fig. 6.-1:   Ship handling simulator for inland vessels [BAW]
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speeds and manoeuvres (for example in situations such as 

overtaking, sailing at low speed), which, in turn, may result in 

previously unknown interactions affecting ship dynamics.

Overall, these trends mean that innovations and new develop-

ments in the ship-waterway system are still possible. The in-

creasingly deep insights into the ship dynamics in inland naviga-

tion are always updated and will offer a considerable potential  

for development and decision-making to waterway users on  

the one hand and operators and planners on the other. 

The pressure to make better use of waterways and to sail 

them in more strategic ways is likely to increase due to rising 

fuel prices and the impact of climate change – especially 

in view of lengthened or more severe low water periods or 

longer periods in which HSW is exceeded. It is likely, there-

fore, that powerful navigation systems will be available in 

the future. Depending on the type of ship, its cargo and the  

arrival time window at the terminal port, the shipmaster will 

get advice on which course makes sense in a particular 

place to make optimal use of depth or flow conditions and 

which ship speed is recommended for the respective place, 

particularly with the aim of saving fuel. 

Such advanced “driver” assistance systems could also 

assume steering functions in the future. Available track  

guidance systems have proven their capability in shallow wa-

ter navigation, for example on the River Rhine, and are now 

gradually extended to incorporate traffic recognition func-

tions and evasion manoeuvre functions. AIS data which are 

soon to be extensively available will be helpful in this respect. 

However, this – just as a generally optimal ship control – will 

not be possible unless sufficiently precise and regularly  

updated information is available, especially about depth and 

flow conditions in the navigation channel. Such information 

should be retrievable from the ECDIS charts, for example. 

The ship-waterway system will continue this development in 

the next ten to twenty years. From a current perspective, the 

Western European fleet of ships is likely to continue to grow 

by about 1  to 1.5% per year (its long-term average growth 

rate) regarding cargo volume. Although the transport market 

is presently characterized by a high share of bulk goods and 

a still growing number of container transports, there is also 

a growing trend again towards smaller lots and hence also 

smaller ship sizes. It remains to be seen whether this will be 

an economically sustainable alternative leading to a tenden-

cy to use smaller ships again. 

At present, the trend towards bigger ships seems to be 

unbroken. Thus it is evident that the current dimensions of 

waterways – particularly impounded rivers and canals – do 

not grow as fast as the vessels of more recent design which 

are nowadays available. Thus, while the majority of the mod-

ern large motor vessels are designed with maximum load 

draughts ranging from 3.20 to 3.60 m, the highly frequented 

impounded rivers and canals can only accommodate load 

draughts between 2.7 and 3.0 m. Experts currently verify 

whether the enlargement of fairway widths and depths on 

existing waterways with a high traffic frequency (for example 

the Wesel-Datteln Canal) would be viable from the point of 

view of the economy, and whether a lasting generation of ex-

tended waterways can be established. Meanwhile, a growing 

number of transports take place on smaller and less devel-

oped waterways using inland navigation vessels of a size 

greater than that for which the waterways were originally de-

signed. The usability standards differ - and will continue to 

do so - across the German network of navigable waterways. 

If the overall system is to be well interlinked and economi-

cally feasible, the priority axes for waterborne transport must 

be extended based on standardized channel cross sections.

Waterborne transport will be highly relevant for the ecology 

still in the future. Road and rail transport is often near the limits 

of their capacity because of the unbroken growth of the Eu-

ropean transport market. Especially in urban agglomerations 

the ecological and economic advantages of inland navigation 

vessels become evident.

The aspects discussed in this brochure show that not only the 

boundary conditions for inland navigation but also the ship’s 

behaviour in conjunction with its propulsion and steering  

devices are subject to continuous development. This paper 

provides an insight into current knowledge about ship dynam-

ics in inland navigation and their interdependencies with the 

infrastructure of waterways. It is advisable to ensure that the 

interdependencies are updated on a regular basis.
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Achievable ship speed 
The speed a vessel sailing at medium load draughts can 

technically achieve with the chosen or installed engine pow-

er under prevailing depth and cross sectional conditions and 

while avoiding the critical ship speed range.  

Bow wave
The flow approaching the vessel will build up directly in front 

of the bow (stagnation point), causing e.g. secondary waves 

on both sides of the vessel.

Canal 
An artificial waterway which was built for shipping and wa-

ter supply purposes and whose water level is controlled by 

weirs, descent structures (locks, ship lifts) and pumping sta-

tions.

Critical ship speed 
It defines a sailing situation in which the transition from sub-

critical to supercritical flow begins. A breaking stern wave is 

a sign of this transition. As a rule, it is impossible for cargo 

vessels to exceed the critical ship speed so that in fact the 

critical ship speed is the upper limit of the ship speeds that 

can be achieved by large displacement vessels. In practice, 

vessels do normally not sail faster than approximately 90% 

of this value because if this speed is exceeded, the power 

demand increases sharply. 

Cross section ratio
The ratio n of the cross sectional area AK of a waterway at 

a particular water level (which affects the return flow) to the 

cross-sectional area AS of the submerged part of a vessel  

(n = AK/AS). Internationally the reciprocal of n is generally used 

to characterize the amount of cross section occupied by the 

vessel. It is referred to as blockage ratio. 

Cross section relevant for the return flow
This refers to the part of the discharge cross section in which 

the return flow field induced by the ship appears. It is also 

called “cross section affecting ship dynamics” or “effective 

cross section”, and it determines, together with the sub-

merged ship cross section area, the critical ship speed. 

Deadweight ton (DWT)
Maximum possible cargo load for the ship in tons (1000 kg) 

Discharge
The volume of discharge per time unit, e.g. m³/s 

Discharge cross section
Cross sectional area perpendicular to the main direction 

of flow.

Downstream water
Reach of water immediately downstream of a barrage.

Draught (also load draught)
The distance between the deepest point of a vessel at rest 

(relative to the water) and the plane of the water surface.

Drawdown
The water level drawdown in the vicinity of a vessel which 

is caused by the ship-induced displacement flow and return 

currents. The flows around sailing vessels result in a lowering 

of the water surface.

Driving dynamics of inland vessels
Discipline concerned with the movements of the ship in the 

navigation channel and the impact of such movements e.g. 

on the channel bed and banks.

Dynamic draught (draught while sailing)
Draught (ship at rest) plus squat (ship in motion).

Dynamic underkeel clearance
Refers to the net distance between the bottom of the ship hull 

in motion and the bed of the waterway. It is formally calculated 

as the difference between water depth at the ship and the 

dynamic draught (load draught plus squat).

Equivalent low water level (GlW)
Low water level used to define the fairway depth. It has a 

specified probability of occurrence based on long-term water 

level observations.

7  Glossary
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Equivalent low water level for the Danube 
The low water level fixed for the Danube; on 89% of the ice-

free days in a year the water level is either equal to or below 

this fixed water level. RNW is applicable to the reach of the 

River Danube between Regensburg and the state border. 

Fairway
The part of the navigation channel used for ship traffic, which 

has specified widths and depths and whose maintenance is 

envisaged.

Fairway depth
The fairway depth is defined as the depth to be maintained 

with reference to a specific water level (for example, GlW on 

the Rhine and Elbe or RNW on the Danube) by measures 

which are both possible and reasonable.

Fender
Elastic object that is used for protecting a ship against the 

impact of a collision with a structure or another ship.

GMS
Large (self propelled) motor vessel (CEMT – class Va)

Groyne (spur dike)
A transverse structure used for river training (water level 

increase and/or degradation of the river bed for a greater 

fairway depth).

Highest Navigable Water Level (HSW)
Upper critical water level up to which shipping is permitted 

on the waterway. 

Load draught
The draught of a vessel according to its load. 

Lock sill
Sill on the lock gate serving as a stop for the closed lock gate. 

Longitudinal groynes (longitudinal dikes)
Longitudinal structures in a river installed to elevate the 

water level, guide the flow and bring about a deepening 

of the fairway. 

Manoeuvring situation
Navigation at a low ship speed for the purposes of manoeu-

vring. The advance ratio of the propeller is close to zero, 

helping to gain maximum thrust of the main propeller and 

the active bow rudder (e.g. for starting, stopping, turning). 

Mean water level (MW)
The arithmetic mean of water levels measured over a long 

period of time (generally at least one year).

Mean load draught
The average load draughts as they are observed in practice. 

Especially in long routes they are smaller than the geometri-

cally possible (potential) load draughts, and sometimes even 

smaller than the standard load draughts, due to the uncer-

tainty of the water level forecast. 

Mean low water level (MNW) 
The mean low water level derived from observations made 

over a sufficiently long period of time.

Minimum dynamic underkeel clearance
The proverbial “few inches of water under the keel”. It factors 

in uncertainties in accounting for the squat or water surface 

heights, for example, which may be subject to temporary 

changes due to, amongst other things, positive or negative 

surges from lock operation or backwater due to wind effects. 

The minimum dynamic underkeel clearance thus is a safe-

ty reserve to compensate for uncertainties that cannot be 

avoided. In reaches with a rocky bed a higher value should 

be chosen than in reaches with a gravel or sand bed, due to 

the risk of grounding and potential damage.

Navigation channel
That part of the waterway which is normally used for ship 

traffic according to local conditions. In most cases the navi-

gation channel is larger than the fairway. 

Negative surge
A temporal lowering of the water level induced by a ship or 

a structure and progressing roughly at the rate of the wave 

celerity, e.g. negative surge due to lock operation or water 

withdrawal.
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Planning speed
The speed at which a vessel (recreational craft) begins to 

slide and ride up on its own bow wave.

Port side
The left-hand side of a ship, when looking from stern  

to bow. 

Port side rudder
Rudder angle, forcing the ship to turn to the port side in a 

normal headway operation (left turn when looking in sailing 

direction). More generally: when the trailing edge of the main 

(stern) rudder points to the port side or the trailing edge of a 

passive bow rudder points to starboard as well as when the 

working direction of a bow thruster points to starbord (exiting 

jet in starboard direction).

Positive surge
A temporal elevation of the water level progressing roughly 

at the rate of the wave celerity, which is induced by a ship 

or a structure, e.g. surge due to backwater, lock operation, 

flooding.

Potential load draught 
The load draught that would be technically achievable in the 

context of the water depth conditions, mandatory minimum 

ship speeds and squat, if the shipmaster knew exactly the 

depth conditions prevailing in the fairway, i.e. for example, 

if the water level in a particular reach which determines the 

load draught does not change over time and can thus be 

assessed in a reliable way. The knowledge of the potential 

load draughts in all reaches along a route is the basis of the 

standard load draught.

Primary wave (primary wave system)
A result of the interactions between the moving ship  

and the waterway, which in turn are induced by the ship- 

induced flow around the ship’s hull due to displacement. 

The lowering of the water level on either side of the ship 

and the backwater at the stern and the bow are part of  

the displacement f low. The primary wave travels forward 

with the ship and declines as it moves away from the  

ship’s hull.

Pushed convoy (see also Push-tow unit)
Consists of a motor vessel plus barge(s) (lighter(s)). 

Push-tow unit (see also pushed convoy) 
Consists of of a motor vessel or a push boat plus barge(s) 

(lighter(s)). 

Return flow
The water that flows in the opposite direction to the ship. 

The return flow is caused by the ship’s displacement effect 

(pistion effect) and the drawdown.

Running (or rolling) wave 
Transversal stern waves travelling along a bank and breaking 

at a certain moment; they are particularly high when a vessel 

approaches its critical speed.

Secondary waves
Ship-induced waves of short length caused by sudden 

pressure increases in the bow and stern areas and which 

lead to the well-known wedge-shape of the waves form-

ing around sailing ships. Secondary waves define the hull 

speed of a planing vessel. 

Shallow water
A navigation channel with limited water depth, but without 

navigationally relevant lateral borders (banks are farther 

away from the vessel axis than about one ship length). In 

contrast to deep water, shallow water influences the ship- 

induced wave field. Laterally moving waves can decrease  

unhindered (e.g. in wide, free-flowing rivers).

Sill depth
Distance between the lock sill and the water surface. It limits 

the usable depth while entering or leaving a lock chamber. 

Slope supply flow
The depression caused by drawdown is refilled from astern 

by a running wave at a sloping bank.

Squat
The sinking effect of the vessel in motion, generally measured 

at the least favourable point of the vessel.
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Standard load draught 
Shipmasters as a rule have sufficient experience to know 

which load draught is permitted or geometrically possible in 

a particular reach of a waterway at a specific gauge height 

(see also potential load draught) in this reach. The difference 

between this possible draught and the gauge height is a 

well-known constant for each gauge. At each relevant gauge 

alongside the planned route, the shipmaster determines the 

corresponding load draught allowed (taking account of the 

possibility of changes in the water level) and uses the lowest 

value of all the gauges to obtain the standard load draught. 

Starboard
The right-hand side of a ship, when looking from stern to 

the bow. 

Starboard rudder
Rudder angle or generally rudder action (including bow thruster 

usage, forcing the ship to turn to the starbord side in a normal 

headway operation (right turn when looking in sailing direction). 

More generally: when the trailing edge of the main (stern) rud-

der points to the starbord side or the trailing edge of a passive 

bow rudder points to port as well when as the working direction 

of a bow thruster points to port (exiting jet in port direction).

Stern waves (transverse)
Type of wave occurring at the stern of a ship and caused by 

the primary and the secondary wave systems, the wave crest 

being perpendicular to the ship’s direction of travel. Trans-

verse stern waves caused by primary and secondary wave 

systems may be superimposed on each other. 

Stretch (route)
The reach between the ports of departure and the terminal 

ports usually navigated by a ship. 

Trim
Inclination of the longitudinal axis of a vessel in relation to 

the horizontal. 

Underkeel clearance
The distance between the deepest point of a vessel at rest 

and the bed of the waterway. 

Upstream water
Reach of water immediately upstream of a barrage.

Wake 
Flow in the keel water behind the stern of the sailing vessel.

Water depth
Vertical distance between a point on the water surface and 

the channel bed.
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BAW  Bundesanstalt für Wasserbau (Federal Waterways Engineering and Research Institute)

BB  Backbord (port)

BfS  Official notices to skippers 

BMVBS / BMVI Bundesministerium für Verkehr, Bau und Stadtentwicklung / 

 Bundesministeriums für Verkehr und digitale Infrastruktur 

 (Federal Ministry of Transport, Building and Urban Development  / 

 Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure)

DEK  Dortmund-Ems-Kanal (Dortmund-Ems Canal)

DST  Entwicklungszentrum für Schiffstechnik und Transportsysteme e. V. Duisburg, former VBD

 (Development Centre for Ship Technology and Transport Systems)

E  Einzelfahrer (self-propelled vessel)

ECDIS  Electronic Chart Display and Information System

ENC  Electronic Navigation Chart

ES  Europaschiff (Europe Ship)

ESK  Elbe-Seitenkanal (Elbe Lateral Canal)

GlW  Gleichwertiger Wasserstand (equivalent low water level)

GMS  Großmotorgüterschiff (large motor vessel)

HOW  Havel-Oder-Wasserstraße (Havel-Oder Waterway)

HSW  Höchster schiffbarer Wasserstand (highest navigable water level)

HTG  Hafentechnische Gesellschaft e.V. (German Port Technology Association)

HW I  Hochwassermarke I (flood level mark I)

HW II  Hochwassermarke II (flood level mark II)

KK  Küstenkanal (Coastal Canal)

MDK  Main-Donau-Kanal (Main-Danube Canal)

MLK  Mittellandkanal (Midland Canal)

MW   Mittelwasser (mean water level)

NfB  Nachrichten für die Binnenschifffahrt (official news relating to inland navigation)

NIF  Nautischer Informationsfunk (Nautical radio information service)

NW  Niedrigwasser (low water level)

RHK  Rhein-Herne-Kanal (Rhine-Herne Canal)

RORO  Roll-on / Roll-off

SKS  Stichkanal Salzgitter (Salzgitter Branch Canal)

SL  Schubleichter (pushed barge/lighter)

StB  Steuerbord (starboard)

STG  Schiffbautechnische Gesellschaft e.V. (The German Society for Maritime Technology) 

TEU Twenty Foot Equivalent Unit (container size)

üGMS  Extra-long large motor vessel with a permitted beam exceeding 11.45 m and/or length exceeding 110 m

UHW  Untere-Havel-Wasserstraße (Lower Havel Waterway)

VBW  Verein für europäische Binnenschifffahrt und Wasserstraßen e. V. 

 (Association for European Inland Navigation and Waterways)

WDK  Wesel-Datteln-Kanal (Wesel-Datteln Canal)

9  List of abbreviations
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Designation Unit Explanation
ab m Groyne spacing

AK m2  Cross section of the water body

AS m2 Midship cross section

b m Water surface width

bq m Width of the cross flow field

B m Beam

c m/s Wave celerity

CB – Block coefficient

g m/s2 Gravitational constant

h m Water depth

HBug m Bow wave height

HHeck m Stern wave height

HSec m Secondary wave height

ksk m Roughness height of the channel

KF m Underkeel clearance

lb m Groyne length

L m Ship length

M N·m Torque

näqui – n-ratio, based on equivalent canal profile

n – Coverage ratio (AK/AS)

PD kW Propulsion power, drive power (shaft power)

Q N Transverse force

R m Curve radius

T m Draught

TT t Deadweight tons 

u m Distance from the bank

umax m/s Maximum slope supply flow velocity

van m/s Approach speed

vkrit or vcrit m/s Critical ship speed 

vq m/s Cross flow velocity

vrueck or vreturn m/s Return flow velocity

v m/s Ship speed relative to water (through water)

vag m/s Ship speed above ground

vStr or vflow m/s Flow velocity

WSP m Water surface, water level 

10  Nomenclature
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